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the Court of

Enquiry.

Exploded under the Maine

on

Port Side.

tied Press has furnished
'd the

the

wrecking

The report is
follows:

Maine.
as

a corn-

report of the court of

investigated
irts,

Samuel Chase reached the end of life’s
journey March 14th. He was born in Monroe in 1814.
Mr. Chase was three times married. In 1838 he was united in marriage with
Miss Nancie Chase of Monroe. She was a
young and bloomiug bride, fair to look upon.
She was always ready and willing to bear
her share of life's burdens. Three sons and
two daughters were born to them. The
youngest son died in infancy. The eldest
sou resides iu Kansas.
The youngest runs
a hotel in
Los Angeles, California. The
Mr.

eldest

of

made

"iirt finds that at the time of
lie battleship Maine was lying
-half to six fathoms of water.
! be discipline aboard the ship
0

everything stowed according
•"munition, guns, stores, etc.
re of the magazine at 8 p. m.
\ -pt in the after 10-inch magi' did not explode.
t-xplosion occurred at 0 40
evening of Feb. 15th. There
"i 'sions, with a very short in-ii them.
court can form uo definite
‘ndition of the wreck from

daughter

resides in

Searsport.

The

youngest is with friends in Bangor. The
mother is sweetly sleeping at Mt. Hope in
Bangor. Mr. Chase belonged to a family of
seven brothers and four sisters.
He is the
Oth one who has passed through the gathering shadows to join the great majority. A
brother and sister survive him. He was a
brother of the late Mrs. Ellis of Waldo. He
survived her just three months to a day.
By diligence and frugality Mr. Chase acquired a competence. About the year 1878
he

A., Sc. D..Editorial
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sold

bought

a

a

large

smaller

farm

one

in

in

Monroe

Searsport,

and

where he

resided nearly 15 years; he then sold out
and bought a stand in Belfast. After feeling that the infirmities of age were coming
on he sold his home in Belfast and boarded
with friends in different places. The last
year or two of his life he passed in Mr. Fairfield Emery’s family in Monroe, where lie
was kindly cared for. While at Mr. Emery’s
he was near where the old home stood. It
was a humble home, but a house does not
have to be large to be dear to those who
Mr. Chase
were reared beneath its roof.
weut out every pleasant day through the
winter,with the exception of a short illness;
then he was confined to the house. The day
before his death he sat at the table with the
family and walked out. The next, morning
he arose and dressed, but could not sit up
and was helped in bed. He failed rapidly,
and at nine o’clock a. in. he passed away.
His death was like the burning down of a
candle. He was laid to rest in the little
cemetery at North Monroe, near by where
the old schoolliouse stood where he had passed many pleasant days in early life.
But
one of his schoolmates near his age survives
him. She is a lady who has reached her
four score years.
Mrs. Rose Barton died at her home on
Harbor street, March 24th, after a short but
painful illness. She was born at New Harbor, Maine; was the daughter of Almon and
Hannah Grover Davis, and wife of Rufus C.
Barton, foreman of the gas works of the
Belfast Bight 8c Power Co.
They came to
Belfast about twelve years ago from Vinalhaven. Mrs. Barton was of a social, com-

panionable disposition, greatly devoted to
her home and friends, and her death in the
prime of life brings sorrow to many hearts.
She leaves her husband and one son, the latal details of wreckage from
The funeral was held at
ter 12 years old.
.' deduces that a mine was ex::e ship, "ii the port side,
her late home Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. M.
v pl< 'Sion
was due to no fault
J. Wentworth of Knox spoke words of com:■> aid
fort to the mourning friends, and the florai
ini o’, "f the court stating that
f the mine caused the explo- tributes spoke mutely of the esteem in
tgazmes.
which the deceased was held by all who
-nr, declares that it cannot ;
knew
her. The hearers
were
Duncan
tix responsibility.
nanimous, and is signed by ! McAudless, A. C. Whitney. Sanford Howard
.t the court.
It does uot | and Elisha
H.Haney, the officers next in
\istence or non existence of |
rank in Silver Cross Lodge
Knights of
irhor of Havana, except in
Eng That a mine was explod- Pythias to Mr. Barton, who is Chancellor
-op and the opinion that the
Commander.
two magazines was caused
•n of a mine.
Mrs. Harriet F. Leavitt died at her heme,
e*
whole is a formal, dispasNo. 5 Cross street, last Thursday morning of
I facts and bears the stamp
cialism which marks naval consumption, aged 35 years and 6 months.
She had been in failing health for a few
-t exceeding
1800 words, and
years, and last November was the victim of
-Pt parts goes to the greatest
the second heading, which | an assault by Edmund Elliot, in which she
"•
discipline and order of the received a number of pistol balls iu her
1 c court
specifies with extreme body. Although the wounds healed and
'hr least detail of the satisfacthere were no visible complications as a
"f everything on board being
result of them, her health gradually failed
temperature of the large for- until the end. Mrs. Leavitt was born in
mes at 8 o’clock—only an hour
Camden and was a daughter of Ruth E. and
ites before the explosion—disii-ntal combustion within thise the late Freeman Patterson. About 15 years
ago she married Charles F. Leavitt and
"urt holds that these magat explode from internal causes,
they have since lived in Belfast and in
»*ss are of the opinion that the
Gloucester, Mass. Her husband and one
h*- mine under the port side of
daughter, Helen, aged 11 years, her mother,
sed the explosion of the two
two brothers, George W. Patterson of Belvplain the remarkable destruc- fast and Daniel of Gloucester, and one sisthe explosion thus being
Mrs. Mary Mellen of Belfast, remain to
(unbilled the force of a mine ter,
The funeral was held at
mourn their loss.
two magazines within. The
ii** which the court finds
to
her late home Friday afternoon, Rev. G. G.
with a very short interval beWinslow

P. Buck of Bucksport, in 1834.
Mr. and
Mrs. Buck moved to New York shortly after
their marriage, where Mr. Buck engaged in

the ship commission
business, founding the
well known house of R P. Buck &
Co., still
in business.
Mr. Buck retained posession
of the old family homestead on lower Main
street iu Bucksport and for years and
up to
the present the place has been the summer
home of the Bucks, Mrs. Buck and Miss
Spofford spending last summer at the old
place, R. P. Buck died in 1885. Mr and

Mrs. Buck had but one child, a daughter,
Emeline C. who died in 1891. To the liberal-

ity of Mr. Buck,
J ried
out

rather to his wishes, carby bis widow and daughter, the
town owes the beautiful Buck Memorial
Library. Mrs. Buck was one of the oldest
members of the Elm
Street Congregat.onal church, Bucksport, to the
support of
which she contributed liberally. The funeral
services took place iu Brooklyn
Thursday,
with interment in the family plot at Greenwood.
or

Died at South Deer Isle, March 9, ’98.
Frank A. Warren, aged 89 years
He was
born in Searsport anil married 15 years ago,
Nettie, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Jeremiah
Greenlaw. He leaves -a wife and two children. He was for a number of years a resident of Stonington and moved from there a
He was a good parent and kiud
year ago.
neighbor, ever ready to lend a helping baud,
genial and kind hearted. Our sympathy
goes out to the loved ones left behind. rI)eer
Isle Gazette.
\

Sarsaparilla building on Front street, with
the understanding that if any manufacturing concern will take the whole building
they will move out to other equally good
premises to be provided by the committee
who have charge of the Dana
building.
Thompson & Foster will at once double the
number of their machines and help, and
even with the increased facilities
they will
have orders ahead for more than three
months.
On account of pressing orders
they will continue work in the old place until the new one is ready, but expect to be
fully moved within ten days. They will of
course need several more girls to run machines, and will be able to put out much
more work to be done outside.
For the present the firm will take power from the engine in the building.
Under the arrangement recently made to
rent free to manufacturing concerns who
will do a certain amount of business here,
furnish Thompson & Foster
with the rent in the Dana building, as above
noted, but to provide for the probability of
some larger concern using the whole building the following agreement is circulated
the committee

among

business

men

to

provide other

quarters for them if necessary.
We, the undersigned, hereby agree each
with the other to pay his proportionate part
not to exceed five dollars in any one year
to

individual,

each

read

to provide
Messrs.
Thompson & Foster with new premises iu
Belfast, Me., iu which to carry on their work
of manufacturing clothing if they shall be
compelled to leave the premises occupied
by them in the said manufacturing business
in the building belonging to the Belfast Industrial Ileal Estate Co., within ten years
from April 1 1898.
Provided that after six
months from April 1, 1898, the average
weekly pay roil for labor of said Thompson
& Foster equals 8250. We also severally
agree to use our influence to procure the !
abatement of ail tax- s assessed within ten
years front April 1, 1898, on the property of 1
said Thompson iV Foster used in their j
business, agreeably i<- the statement of j
views signed by over S'X) tax payers of Bel- i
fast in the fall of 1890.

anniversary address.

an

Next

was

Hicks, wlu also read

Seaside Grauge conferred third and fourth
legrees on seven candidates last Saturday
ivening. The Sewing Circle will meet this
Thursday afternoon and will have a five
ient sociable in the evening.
Next Saturday
svening the Grange will confer the first
ind second degrees and will have a
dialogue
rud a potato race in the
program.
Waldo Pomona Grange will meet with
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, April
>fh._ The address of welcome will be by
Sarah A. Sayward and the
response by the
County Master. The question for discussion
will be: “Resolved, That the
opportunities
:or getting rich are as good in Maine as in
Alaska;” affirmative, J. G. Harding; nega;ive, B. F. Foster.

the

poem written for the
occasion by Mrs. Myra Wentworth Emerson.
A trio then sang “We’ll meet by-andbv.”
The address of the anniversary was
by Mrs. M. .T Wentworth of Knox ami was
a logical discourse. She compared the growth
a

history

with the

Spiritualism

of

of

The levee of Seaside Sewing Circle at Seaside Grange Hall last Thursday evening

the Is-

a crude and small beginning
great development which culminated in
coming of Jesus of Nazareth, the Saviour

successful and enjoyable affair,
crowded, the goods found a
ready sale, and everybody was happy. The
*oods offered for sale comprised the usual
variety found at grange fairs and eonsiderible interest was manifested in the drawngs of such as were disposed of by tickets.

raelites, from
to

a

the

vasa

At his

was rent m

The

County

that

for

1898

Morn.ug Light Grange, Monroe, has
idoptcd the following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, The angel of death has again
visited

and severed another link in the
chain that binds us together, by
removing brother Daniel Mansur, therefore
be it

Resolved, That while

moval

Knox.

Liberty.

Lincolnville.
Monroe.
Montvi 1 le.
Morrill.

Northport.

Palermo.

Prospect.

Searsmont.
Sears port.
Stockton Springs.
S wan vi 1 le.
Thorndike.

380 09
431 00
601 47

557 35
584 65

273 34
519 53
338 40
332 73
602 74
1,285 14
489 23
281 79
45684
482 93
028 95
291 92
1,048 28

we

regret his

re-

shall ever cherish pleasant memof our associations with one whose influence was ever for the right, and whose
Jhristian character should be an example
we

ories

for

Morning

and efficimember and while we bow in submisand unshaken faith in the wisdom and
goodness of all the ways of the Infinite, to
;he will of Him who has taken our brother
iway, we still deplore our loss and are sadlened by the reflection that we are deprived of the presence and counsei of one to
vbom we all turned with love and respect.
Rest thee, brother, from thy labor
Rest, in God’s eternal love;
He has called thee to thy mansion
To dwell with him above.

1897.
186 95
470 21
425 90
372 25

hearts are sad without thee,
Vet the Master bid thee come,

Our

Submissively

301 52
547 39

285 76

all.

ent
sion

$ 5,469 47

277 21
385 44
437 06
609 94
565 19
51 >2 94
277 18
526 84
343 22
837 41
611 22
1,303 24
490 12

us

Resolved, That by his death
Light Grange has lost a worthy

of 1897:
1898.

us

fraternal

compared with

Belfast.$ 5,393 51
Belmont.
184 35
Brooks.
463 86
Burnham.
420 00
Frankfort.
.‘367 08
Freedom.
297 34
Islesboro.
539 79
Jackson.
273 76

His

we

>

will not

Resolved,

That our
nourniug for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these

resolutions

placed upon our records, also a copy sent
o the family of the deceased ami to the
eading papers for publication.

Helen M. Neat.ky, 1 Cora.
My ha J.

Nkalky,

Belle J. Palmer,
Approved March 2d, ISPS.
Transfers in

Real

on

Res.

Estate.

j
The

•ecoriled

•'

r.

T. H. Fernald
Miss Annie Shute

Miss Mertie Pendleton

Miss Lora Maxcy
Miss Bertha Shute
*8

K'ug,

Mrs. Hart, Mr. Taylor, Mrs.
Shute and Miss Maxcy

“M

Miss Lora Maxcy

/pah.”
1
Jider of the evening was pleasn
sociability, music, etc. Har”8 were
given by Messrs. Taylor
W F. Kellar of Islesboro was a
•« asion and
spoke encourging
regard to the work of the society.
r"cd to their homes at a late hour
1,1
‘ght that “It was good to have
■

11

there.”

readers desiring a steady job
'"1 pay will do
well to read the adu*-nt, “Wanted! Maine Yankees,” in
»r

wr

column.

Song,

been received here of the sudden death at Lakewood, N. J., of Charles P.
Burdette of Stamford, Ct., March 24th. Mr.
Word has

Burdette was well known in business circles in his State and vicinity. He was' the
father of the late H. M. Burdette, husband
of Margaret Crosby Burdette, and has visited in Belfast. He was here in July last,
arriving on the yacht Nesera with his friend
Mr. Henry K. McHarg of Stamford. The
funeral was at Stamford March 28th.
Charlotte Spofford, widow of Richard
P. Buck, died at her home in Brooklyn,N. Y.t
March 21st. Although somewhat enfeebled
by declining years, Mrs. Buck had been in
fairly good health up to within a short time,
and her death was rather sudden and unexpected to relatives and friends in Bucksport.
Mrs. Buck was one of the seven children of
Daniel and Phoebe Spofford, and was born
in Bucksport on July 7, 1812, making her
age nearly 86 years. The only survivior.of
the family is her sister, Emeline Spofford,
who has been her companion for many
years and up to the time of her death. The
deceased married Richard P., son of Daniel
Mrs.

Miss Isabel Ginn.

After the program those who wished to
dance formed on for the march and circle,
and after that and a quadrille, intermission
was called and ice cream aud cake served.
Six more dances were given and the company dispersed, all pronouncing it one of
the many good times which the New England Order has given its friends recently.

Papers and Periodicals.
The

American

presents

in

the

Economist of March 25tli
form of a pictorial supple-

array of
selected from the
files of that paper for the past three years.
ment

an

drawings
The

unique
and

and

interesting

cartoons

illustrations,

ber, emphasize in

several hundred in
a

peculiarly forcible

numman

strength of the doctrine of protecas an active, living political issue, and
demonstrate with what vigor and »g.
gressiveness this doctrine has been expounded
by the American Protective Tariff
ner

the

tion
also

League.

Town
Rockport.

Moderator,

Town

Elections.

meeting March

21st.

Morrill; selectmen, assessors and overseers of poor, Fred \V. Andrews, J. W. Ingraham, O. A. Fisk : treasurer and tax collector, C. Fred Knight; clerk,
John E. Leach; school committee, Loren A.
Brewster, Charles J. Gregory, Fred W. Andrews; superintendent of schools, John S.
Foster; auditor, A. D. Champney.
E. A.

Castine. At the annual town meeting
March 21st the following officers were chosen
for the ensuing year: Clerk, P. J. Hooker;
selectmen, Dr. G. A. Wheeler, Bennett D.
Perkins, George Wescott; treasurer and collector, J. W. Gardner; school committee, A.
F. Adams, J. G. Perkins, Charles McCluskey; road commissioner, J. M. Vogel 1. A
new town hall was discussed and a committee of five appointed to make arrangements.
Cosmo Buttermilk Toilet Soap makes
the skin soft, white and healthy. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co.

few days

a

to visit

of the social events of the season.
One
hundred couples have already been booked
to attend aud all will be attired iu full
colonial style. The promoters are Misses
Edith Ellingwood and Vaunie Dolloff, who
are
working hard for the success of the
affair.

The National Guard.
report afioat to the effect that
the companies of the National Guard are to
be utilized in case of war to protect the
li gbthouses alongshore, particularly those
situated on exposed islands. The idea
would be to place one company at the Isle
of Shoals, one at Boon Island, one at Wood
Island, one at Half Way Rock, Seguin, MonThere is

a

Matini cus, Libby Island, etc as far
down as the Canadian boundary. It is understood that a plan has been drawn up for
this movement which details Co. A. of the
1st Regiment, for Half Way Rock.,Co. C. of
the Second Regiment would most likely be
located at Seguin. [Rockland Star.

hegan,

L. A. Page
Bucksport.

Arthur Ritchie, Esq of Liberty
Friday on business.

to

was

Moore left last Thursday
relatives in Massachusetts.

Mrs. A. K. P.
visit

Mr. and

week from

Mrs. Milford West returned last
visit in Boston and vicinity.

Verna Page is spending her school
vacation with her father in Haverhill, Mass.
Mrs. Frank W. Patterson arrived home
last Saturday from a visit in Jacksonville,
Fla.

Hon. A. E. Nickerson of Swanville arrived
home Saturday from a business trip to Reading. Pa.
Mr.

and Mrs. A. A. Howes returned last
from a visit of ten days in

Thursday evening
Bos to u.

relatives in

with

business trip

a

Mrs W. W. Carter went to Boston Monfor a short visit.

day

Eugene R. Conner
Tuesday on business.

Wat-erville

in

was

and Mrs. R. P. Chase returned Satur-

Mr.

a

Miss

Sunday

spent

C. J. Hall left Monday for
New York eity.

to

William M. Welch visited
Brooks a few days last week.

in

Charles P. Hazeltine went to Bath yesteron business.

in

Mr. and Mrs.
friends in

visiting friends

John F. Smalley went to Boston Monday
business.

day

town last

is

on

F E. Crowley of Augusta spent Sunday
family in this city.

with his

day from New

York.

Jean Pond of Andover, Mass., arrived
Monday to visit relatives.
Miss

Miss Ethel Wise left Monday to visit her
sister in

Dorchester,

day with friends

in

Margaret Keene arrived home yester-

Miss

day from

a

Willis

visit

short

Portland arrived in

business.

on

left for New' York Monday
at home.

Frank Yates
a

Rockland.

m

Cates of

A.

Belfast vesterdav
after

Mass.

of Portland spent SunBelfast.

Ross L. Stevens

vaeation

Etta O.

day and

left Mom.ay for

Staples

Basil

son

visit in Boston.

a

Croshy and John Lane went to
Monday to join sell. Helen.
Joseph Williamson, Esq., went to Bangor,
John Hogan arrived home from Boston
Saturday to attend the funeral of Gen. yesterday fora vacation of two weeks.

Geo. R. Doak.

Clias. W. Roberts.
Mr. aud

excursion

an

party to

Mrs. Alice Cobbett of Barre, Yt., arrived
Mrs. Maria

Saturday to visit her mother,
Macomber, who is quite ill.
Mrs.

Anna

Adams

Friday from

returned to Boston

mother,

visit to her

a

Mrs.

C. F. Morisou of this city.
Nutt of Fairfield

this city
the interests of
Friday
Saturday
the Fidelity Rupture Cure Co.
Win, F.

last

and

_Henry

Carrie Stover is in Aurora visiting
father, Isaac Mace, who is quite ill.

Mrs.

Mrs. Calvin A. Hubbard left Fri-

day morning to join
Washington, D. C.

last

Fred D.

Boston

was

it

in

Marden ran as fireman on the
Belfast branch freight train a few days last
week in exchange with John Vigue.
S.

Mrs. E. E. Wrescott returned home from
Boston Saturday, where she had been for
treatment of

one

of

her feet.

her

Col. W. H. Fogler qualified as judge
Thursday before the governor’s council.
Mrs. Geo. O. Bailey returned Tuesday
from

Massachusetts.

visit to friends in

a

Oscar H. Dilworth of Waterville arrived
Saturday to visit his parents in this city.
O. G. Critehett and grandson Ralph left

Monday

for

Boston and vicinity

visit in

a

Cunningham

Dustin

of Natick, Mass., arweek to visit relatives.

rived in Belfast last

The latest advices from Capt. N. B. Foss
who is quite lil in California, are more fav
able.
Whitcomb of City
art p
iteil by

Mrs. William

cently

had

t'»e

a

:•>•!;.'

a!

>•

re-

sur-

geons.
B.

Farrar

Percy Ellis has completed a course of
Massachusetts
study at Comer’s Commercial College Bos- ! ment.
!
ton, and is employed in the store of Sidney

Thursday for

left
!.♦

where

employ-

s

xj-i

A. Hall and daughter Nellie
Camden Monday, after a visit in

Mrs. Nellie

Kalish.

returned to

je

*•

*

Newport

in

was

business.

Margaret Jones

Mrs.

Boston.

Charles

be done.
charter be draped in

ours

■

M

on

Hart arrived from Lawrence Satrelatives.

Alonzo

urday

surgical

yield thee,

following transfers in real estate were
in
Waldo Couuty Registry of
Troy.
1 ’nity.
Deeds fertile weekending March 80 1808:
Waldo.
j ?teo. A. Fletcher, Unity, to A. T. Woods,
Winterport.
1,008 04;
lo,; land aud buildings in Unity. A. T. |
Tota 1.. .$17,525 55 $ 17,772 33 ! Woods to Lillian A. Drake, Albion; land
tud buildings in Unity.
David Alexander,
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, j Belfast, to B. B. Toothaker, Searsmout;
and and buildings in Belfast. Mercy WhitSecret Societies.
en et al., Burnham, to Chas. Williams et al,
The general officers <»f the W. C. T. U.
have issued a cal! for a special day of prayer
lo.; land Burnham. Betsey Gordon et al.,
Tarratiur Tribe, I. O. R. M., adopted
April 8tli (Good Friday). The regular meet- Searsmout, to Warren Brothers, do.; land
seven pale faces Monday evening.
u Searsmout.
Webster Treat, by att’y,
ing of the Belfast Union will be postponed
Theregu.ar meeting of Plnenix Lodge, F. that week from Thursday to Friday, and a
Bangor, to Geo A. Peirce, Frankfort; land
and A. M
will be held next Monday even- i
tud buildings iu Frankfort. Lizzie A. Robspecial program prepared.
ing, April 4th.
irtson etal., Augusta, to John G. HamThe Waldo W. C. T. U. held a memorial
Proclamations have been issued by the service for their beloved leader,Miss Willard,
John
lions, Searsport; land iu Searsport.
Grand Lodge and also by the Grand Lodge and the following resolutions were adopted: i L. Hewes et al., Winterport, to Wm. B.
of Maine, I. O. O. F.. recommending the ap- !
Resolved, Though we regret the loss of Sprowl, do.; land in Winterport. John M.
propriate observance of the Odd Fellows an- our beloved leader, Frances E. Willard, we Fletcher, Belfast, to Isabel A. Thomas, do.;
have
every reason to be thankful that we
and aDd buildings in Belfast. Abbie E.
niversary. April ‘2bth, and that the lodges of
had one so loved, honored and good, to lose.
the order attend divine service at some
Resolved, That we will not be dishearten- Black et al., Searsmout, to Catherine T.
stated church where appropriate services ed but press on with the work, for the founWellman, do.; laud in Searsmout Geo. S.
dation “standetli sure,” tbe_ battle is the
will be held on the nearest Sunday, or April
Waterhouse et al., Quincy, Mass., to Maria
is
sure
to
be
on
the
the
side
Lord’s,
victory
24th.
Waldo lodge has not yet takeu action
J. Waterhouse, do.; land and buildings in
of right.
in the matter.
Resolved, That the home life of our counSearsport. Winthrop Ellis, Waldo, to Chas.
E.
forourdear
Frances
Willard
is
better
W. Ellis, Aspen, Colo.; land and buildings iu
The Knights of Pythias are well known to try
in it.
lived
having
be about the only fraternal association that
Waldo. Blanche
L. Marden
by guar.,
in outward organization and drill, is mouldA note has been received here from Miss
Stockton Springs, to Maggie P. Lanpher,
ed on strictly military lines. Some of the
F. Miller of North Searsmont, County
ilo.; land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
companies of the Uniform Rank of the order Emily
have been the re ipients of high compliments President of the Waldo County W. C. T. U.,
Nellie Kneeland, Stockton Springs, to Magfrom national and other army officers for in which she expresses her gratification at
officiating.
an additional detail showing
gie P. Lanpher, do.; land and buildings in
their proficiency in drill, and it has always
held
the
es operated in causing the devarious
local
the
by
good meetings
Stockton Springs. Allen L. Cates, MontA very sad death occurred in East Knox
been assumed that in case of Hostilities be- ;
of
and the evidences
renewed interirille, to Mary E. Cates, do.: laud in Montearly Tuesday morning, March 22nd, when tween the United States and a foreign power unions,
g that the ship lifted on the first
the Knights would prove a useful body of est 'knd activity in the work
She urges
:
ville. Isabel A. Thomas, Belfast, to Simeon
ates an external source and
Blanche L., daughter of Mrs. Frank Sweat
That there is a willingness to take- that all the unions
fighters.
lous power to be able to lift a
pay their dues to the
R Cottrell, do.; land in Belfast.
Ida Stewsuddenly
away. She had been quite
hold of such work in the hearts of the
passed
"iisands of tons. The characCounty Treasurer, Mrs. G. A. Beckett, High irt, to Frank S. Stewart, do.; land in Unity.
of the local.company was shown at
tut was not considerKnights
with
sick
A
the,measles,
described
'eckage technically
their meeting Thursday evening, when it street, before the county convention in Win- Dennis J.
f the report from which the
ed seriously ill, yet having had a cold when
Moody, Monroe, to Walter F.
was voted that the company should be at
that a mine was exploded taken her illness terminated in
terport in June. It is expected that Mrs.
Evans, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
pneumonia.
the service of the government in case there I
p on the port side, sustains the
L.
M.
of
Miss
Willard’s
N.
Stevens
Portland,
should be need growing out of the threat of
Miss Sweat was a young lady beloved by
y some experts shortly after
The Social Season.
hostilities betweeL the United States and successor as president of the National W. C.
hat the force of the explosion
all, and possessed great promise of a long
Mail.
Spain, [Waterville
T. U., will be present on that occasion.
om port to starboard,
and eventful life—hut she is no more, for
dance gotten up by a few High
A
social
of the report of the deepest
Belfast Lodge, New England Order of
the Lord has taken her. She died in the
school boys was given in Memorial hall last
navy is the complete exoneraYachts and Boats.
mi Sigsbee and all on board
morning of life, being only 18 years and 3 Protection, gave a very enjoyable entertainFriday evening. It was a very pleasant oc';<• second finding,
setting forth months old. A great loss is sustained by ment at Odd Fellows’ Hall, Wednesday
The new owner of sell. Little Kate has casion.
riler and discipline prevailing
March
to members of the order
evening,
23d,
and
sisters
and
her
brothers; yet
: that
parents,
given her a coat of green paint.
directly stated in the
Miss Bessie McMahan gave an “old folks’
which declares the disaster to the consciousness of having done all that and. invited guests. There was a large atThe work of getting the yacht fleet ready
to some of her little schoolmates at
party,”
: mlt of those on board.
tendance.
The
music
was furnished by the
could have been done, gives the bereaved
for the summer’s business is well under
f the court to find evidence
her home on Lincoluville avenue last FriDiatonic
Club,
of
Messrs. Eben
composed
bility, as stated in the eighth ones much consolatiou. The funeral was M.
The Inca has received a bowsprit and day. The girls were dressed iu the costum es
Sanborn, violin; Geo. E. Johnson, clari- | way.
e
report so guarded in expres- held Friday, March 25th, at 2 P. M., Rev. A.
had her mast set back to change her from a
of the days of their great grandmothers.
xhat neither Spain nor the E. Thibodeau of Morrill
net; Wm. M. Thayer, cornet; I. H. Harmon,
officiating.
cat to a sloop; she has been given a uew shoe,
i.eutioned throughout.
bass viol, with Miss Isabel Ginn as accomSome of the leading amateurs of this city
Capt. Moses M. Hodgdon died in North- panist. The following program was pre- j repainted and otherwise improved. The are rehearsiug a new farce-comedy, to be !
(laughters* Anniversary.
boats
and
their
Decrows
are
after
a
illness.
ready,
getting
long
port, Tuesday morning
sented:
given in the Belfast Opera House some time
will, as last year, keep the fleet at Northport
He was a native of North port, and was the Overture. Primordial,
Sanborn.
in May for the benefit of the Belfast Band.
trer Circle of King’s DaughDiatonic
Club,
the
three
sloops, Those who have seen the manuscript of
oldest son of the late Capt. John and Mary
Campground. They have
*‘I<1 its second anniversary at
He Ran the Night Express,
Reading,Glide, Alice B. and Daisy, the steam launch the play say it is more amusing than any
Welch Hodgdon. He was the last of the
A. K. Braley.
( Mrs.
Mary Maxcy on Pearl
Solo and Chorus,
Don’t Forget to Write,
Cochise and a number of row boats. Geo. that has been
His brother Daniel died Feb. 13th of
presented here for a long time.
evening, March 26tli. A family.
Emery White, Eugene Dunton, NT. G. Pettengili, T. Read is
repairing the machinery of the
this year. In early and middle life Uapt.
B. B. Greenlaw.
rve»l at 6 30 o’clock, followed
The Colonial Dance, announced last week
Little Orphan Annie,
Reading,
launch, putting in a condenser, etc. Her
followed the sea, and was in comMiss Lillian Jones.
to be given in Bedfast Opera House April 1st.
reception and entertainment. Hodgdon
name is to be changed, probably to Ralph.
mand at different times of a number of vesSuwauee River,
Song for Cornet,
he program :
has been postponed to the 4th. This change
Mr. Thayer and Orchestra.
and
unless
sold
will
The
for
sale
is
Marjorie
sels in the coasting trade. His wife died
I’sal in,
Reading,
is owing to the Opera House being engaged
by the President
her
owner
havnot
be
launched
this
season,
How Tom Sawyer white washed the feuce,
by all several years ago. He leaves three sons,
for the former date. The affair will be one
Miss Cleora Haney.
ing no time for yachting.
John, Oscar and Edward.
An ! ’Tis a Dream,
463 28
489 73
087 79
290 03

Cooper

Walter

last week

Miss Hattie P. Clements left Wednesday
ample and excellent supper was furnishfor a vacation in Boston and
morning
ed by the members of Seaside Grange and
vicinity.
4 large and hungry company
partook. The
James E. Doak of Marlboro, Mass., arrived
iveniug closed with a dance with music by
by steamer Saturday to visit bis brother.
jilmore’s orchestra.

Tax.

as

was

PERSONAL.

Eugene Black went to Boston last Thursday on business.

A.n

The county commissioners of Waldo county met last week and assessed the county
tax on the various towns for 1898.
The
Legislature of 1897 assessed the sum of $17,000 per year on the county for the two years,
1897 and 1898. The commissioners make the
apportionment as nearly as may be on the
valuation of the towns. Following is the

apportionment

very

rhe hall

crucifixion the veil of the
twain, which symbolizes
the rending of the veil of ignorance and
doubt. A quartette sang the hymn, “In the
happy by-and-by,” followed by Dr. Albert
T. Stevens m a paper on “The evolution of
the soul.” The thoughts suggested by Dr.
Stevens called forth some pertinent remarks
from Mrs. Wentworth. David G. Richards
of Camden read a poem entitled “The living
Christ,” written by James G. Clark, after
which Mrs. Wentworth presented the claims
of the recently organized State Association
of Spiritualists, and the meeting closed with
the hymn, “Nearer, my God, to Thee,” and
the benediction.
men.

PERSONAL.

Granges.

There will be one fare for the round
trip
from each station on the Belfast branch for
the meeting of the County
Grange at
Thorndike Station April 5th.

hymn, “Shall we gather at the river?” followed by a paper on “Spiritualism” by Miss

temple

ter, clothing manufacturers, and the crowded condition of their present
quarters. They
have since leased the third floor of the Dana

News of the

priate. A handsome bouquet of flowers,
sent by Mr. Genthner of Foxcroft, stood on
the President's table. The exercises opeued
with the hymn “We gather here this hour,”
by the congregation, followed by Scripture
selections by Mrs. A. E. Clark and prayer
The hymn
by Mrs. M. J. Wentworth.
“Over there,” was sung and Mrs. Clark

of

Growing Industry.

Last week The Journal gave an account of
the increasing business of Thompson & Fos-

our

Semi-Centennial Anniversary.
The Belfast Spiritual and Liberal Association observed the fiftieth anniversary of
modern Spiritualism by a meeting in the W.
C. T. U. parlors Sunday afternoon, March
27th. There was a large attendance, and
the exercises were interesting and appro-

NUMBER UL

Mrs. H. B. Cunningham went to Boston I
Belfast.
Saturday to buy her spring millinery.
Mrs. F. L. Waterhouse was in Belfast.
She was aceoinpaiued by Miss A. K. South- !
Monday on her way from Montvil'e to
worth,
Boston.
Fred Nickerson, employed by Mathews
Mrs. Russell Cray, formerly <>f M<u-r.;l.
Bros, as engineer, lias taken the Triggs !
left by steamer Monday for Boston, where
house opposite the
ami
moved
in
mill,
she is to reside.
last

yesterday.

Mrs. R. Ci. Dyer of Portlaud visited her
daughter, Mrs. Percy Thompson of Clinton,
last week, and spent Sunday with friends

A. H,eath >>f Verona visited
Belfast the past week, and returned home M<unlay

Mrs.

Mrs.

in Belfast.

Miss Sarah Orne Jewett, the authoress,
who is to pass the

ing

a

days

few

Europe,

spring

in

at her

mother’s

is

spend-

Packard

for their

Charles W. Ellis of Aspen, Colo., who accompanied the remaius of the l&t.e E. C. Bassick to Bridgeport, Ct visited his old home
He left Monday
in Waldo the past week.
on

his return.

William and
haven
the

came

Rufus

C.

True 1’. 11

«•

>sg«*«.d

<

ivtnrn.-d

ivford, night

u

i;

•. >

lerk of tl

K

Hotel, Waterville, spent Sun i
relatives m tins city.

Edward

Barton

of

NT nal

Saturday to attend
wife of their brother,

the

Barton.

They

Monday.

returned

home

;

u-

with

Frank Jellison of Bangor, who has Km
visiting his sister, Mrs. E. s. Bow key !*■turned home

Joseph

A.

Saturday.
Me Keen

Mechanic Falls after
on

returned

being

M-nday

h-un.-

at

t«*

week

a

health.

account of ill

return to New
Robert, Skay left Monday
York, where he has employment, after a
short visit in Belfast and Monroe.

to Belfast

funeral of

Faun

wood

aud son Ansel left
home in Brockton Mass.,
after a visit of several months to Mrs. P’»
parents, Capt. and M s. Ansel Wadsworth.
Mrs. A. A.

Monday

in

Dorehester. Mass., t«. M.-n.-i
to relatives •.u Belfast.

home at

South Berwick.

M

friends

Mrs.

Georgia S. Pendleton arrived
and will
Brooklyn, N. Y

week from

Kuowlton for

Mrs. L. A.

last
visit

few weeks.

a

Capt. Walter G. Small of Islesboro left by
at Washington
train Tuesday afternoon for New York, to
list of otlioers join his vessel, the schooner Gen. Adelh. it

naval orders issued
included in the
transferred from one vessel or station to
another, “Ensign W. Y. Pratt, detached
from the Annapolis aud ordered to the Mayflower, March 31st.”
The

last week

Portland last

John H. Qnimby
and returned by Saturday evening’s
train with Mrs. William H. Quimby, who
has been in that city some time for medical
treatment.
Her health is considerably imwent to

week

Ames.
Misses

Nina Poor, Margaret Ha/.t-ltine and

to-day from
days’ vacation.

Annie L. Barr will arrive home

Wellesley College

for

ten

a

Misses Hazeltine and Poor will

panied by

be

accom-

schoolmates from the West.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

proved.
Walter Poor spent Sunday with his parMr. and Mrs. C. O. Poor. He lias a
situation as traveling salesman for the
Gibbons Manufacturing Co. of Baltimore in

ents,

the gent’s furnishing goods line.
quarters are in Boston, aud he is
New England.
The

announcement

that

His headto

travel in

Judge

would hold his first term of court in

Tilt* Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. recently shipped a stave machine to Midtown,
Washington county.
The Condon Manufacturing Co. have ver\

encouraging reports from their man on tin
road.
Up to the close of last week he had
sold

hogler
Andros-

factory

roils to every

but

one

he had

and the company has secured a second order from one of the concerns. The
blacking is also meeting with a good sale
visited

coggin county in September was erroneous.
There in a large amount of cemetery work
Judge Fogler will take the assignments
made originally for Judge Foster and will ill the marble shop of Mark vVood & Son of
begin his official duties by presiding over this city, which is to he finished and set up
Most of the work is
the Androscoggin county court at Auburn, before Memorial Day.
in heavy tablets of white Italian or variegatbeginning April 19th.
ed marble, though there are a few monuCapt John W. Bennett left Tuesday for
Gloucester to take command for the season
of the auxiliary steam Yacht Gleam, owned by Henry W. Savage of Boston. The
Gleam is (J8 feet long, 11 feet beam, 5 feet 4
inches depth, and her gross tonnage is 31 52.
She was built in Weymouth, Mass., in 1881i
Capt. Bennett will take her to New York,
and fit her for the season’s cruising.

Reuel Robinson of Camden, ex-judge of
probate for Knox county, and editor of the
Camden Herald, will remove to Rockland
shortly, and open an office for the practice
of law. Judge Robinson may be a candithe Republican nomination of county attorney, and his name is also prominently mentioned in connection with the nomination as State senator and as a member of
the governor’s next council.
date for

ments.

of

Mayo & White have changed their system
bottling from the seal to the crown sys-

tem, and the new machine will arrive tins
week.
Its capacity is GO dozen per hour
The

new

and

their

put in by Geo. T. Bead,
filter, both work perfectly.

elevator
new

Owing to the increase in their business the
build an addition to their building

firm will
soon.

Hutchins

they

can

ments.

Bros,

do this
Most

are

of

the

sarcophagus style,
ami

Hallowell.

cemeteries

in

having

all the work

spring in granite
ami

monu-

the
the stock Oak Hill

orders

are

for

Their work is to he set in

Bucksport,

the

southerly

Hancock county, Rockland and
vicinity, and many towns in the vicinity of
Belfast, besides several jobs for Grove Cemetery. They received eight pieces of granite
towns of

March
A dispatch from Elmira N. Y
25th, says: At a meeting of the board of
from Hallowed Saturday, the aggregate
trustees of Starkey seminary, convened in
of which was a tritle over 15 tons.
Eddytown Thursday, Rev Martin Summer- weight
was
unanimousD
bell,
D,of Lewiston, Me.,
Off the Track.
ly elected president of Starkey seminary, to
take effect as soon as the geutlemau shall
Auousta, Me., March 27.
Freight train
indicate bis willingness to accept the same. No. 2(i, Conductor Emery Cook, broke apart
about
of
Readfield
midnight last night,
Dr. Summerbell has many friends in Waldo south
County, who will be pleased to learn of bis
election to so responsible a position. He
will be remembered by Belfast people as
having lectured on “The Wit and Wisdom
of Woman,” in the Baptist Lecture course
of 1893.

anil the rear section crashed into the head
section about half a mile north of MaranoFifteen cars loaded with lumcook bridge.
ber, shingles, scrap iron, etc., were piled in
No one
a heap, nine cars being a total loss.
A large wrecking crew workwas injured.
ed ad day Sunday, opening the track for
trains by sundown.

Professor William Elder, M. A,, Sc. D.

!

tion in the price to be paid for beets in
case of the annexation of Hawaii.

AWFULTROUBLE,
Disease of the

Kidneys

The protection sentiment is

Are

Bright’s Disease is Ca-

of These

E R U

is

N A

As the bells again chime forth their
resurrection carols, may the new

life which

of service in His

Wherever

by a

I

thirty

protective question, and thus add

it

or

forty

votes

to

the

to

legislation

No President

Acadia

Athena

a
um.
monthly
by students of Acadia
•'liege. Wolfville, N. S.. has of late been

edited

aublishing'a series

sketches of former

of

graduates who have attained some emineuced In the March issue is a sketch «*f
William Ehler of Colby Fnivernty prepared by Pew Ceorge K. Tufts.
We eopyjthe article, by permission of Mr.
\ F
W-w.-mb, class of ‘d^, Kditor-iuofcssoi

<

hiet

the Athenaium :
l‘la subject of tin- following sketch
was hoi a .ii ilantspoi t, \. >.
In W/d lie
4!aduated at the Normal School, Truro,
md then spent several years in teaching,
in
lit- was matriculated in Acadia
'allege, but. before completing the course
was sea
ted for the chair of Natural
Scieiu-e.
Prior to entering upon his dudes. however, he spent a year (‘07—T;>)
u 11 areani ill the study of Chemistry and
X it uia. History,
in Jsos he received the
if :
c M.
A. at Acadia, and entered
The subis duties as pi oft ssor.
i> inaugural address before the
v
\
eg
is
'id..'
id ogress of Science,
d ;cc years
1) he taught Physics,
a
st! \.
P».ogy .i:»d Astronomy.
sigi c
pitdessMiship, In* again went
to IJaiv.iitl fot i’.iiihei
siuily, and for a
waip w.ts assist ant in the
Laboratory
af
tlie
dist inguislu-t
scientist, Prof.
Josiah i*. Cooke. l a 1-7 '. lie was appointed professor -'f
Menus!)-, and
Nuturui

History at Colby Cnivi-rsity. Wateiville,
Maim-, which position lie filled till 1ns5,
when the department was divided, and
-ini

»•

th.r time he has

Ciienristiy.

ot

...

...

...

...

...

occupied

the chair

.....
rooms of

...

k>it the recitation
professor
F.hii-r ai.d 1 have always noticed that in
teaching he kept in mind the two uses of
stud} -the acquisition of knowledge as
mean.'' —the development ol mental power
is end; that the value of total result will
•depend on the wise choice and thorough
use oi the means.
His aim has been not
only to tiain the student to become perfect mastei of bis subject by his own
effort, and then to g. ve independent statement iu class of what he had learned, but
als'i to cultivate the reasoning power of
the student h\ prompting him to enquire
into the causes and meaning of
things,
md tiaiuiug him to auswer his own questions.
Before preparing this sketch, I communicated with a number of men who
were
either students under professor
Fader, or w< re asso< iated w ith him on tlie
Colby fac-Uity. From some of their letmis J subjoin a few extracts.
1 he Rev. Ip Ilei iy E. Robins, who was
aresid* it >l Colby ! uiversity nine years,
•ays
1 h it protessoi elder is a superior iu-'nu'
i.
is tlie common judgment of
h ►•’V
ipetent t
speak in the matter.
Ri i'
■» to
inspi e his pupils with high
ie tN i• tii iutulb
ual and moral, is one
*! the secrets of 1 is success.
He comic mds
sj ect at < lice by his manifest in(dle*";i., ihility.
He is always master of
what In- attempts 1o teach.
Himself a
earner, he is diligent in
investigation, his
■ye cvei open in his quest for new truth,
dis c.'s i.usiasm in his work is
contagious,
u-d iii:. pupils catch it in their intercourse
with dm.
lie has great sympathy with
j
young men, and appreciates their ditticulies
He enters into their struggles, and
rives them all the aid in his power. They
ire made to feel tint their success is his
juccess
also.
His dtcided Christian
diameter always asserts itself.
His faith
n Christ is the
mainspring of his life, in:ellU;eutly grounded and indicated. Not
» fev. of his
pupils have found iu him and
n
his words fitly spoken, a defence of
,-hristianity which has proved to be a
jotent
influence in determining their
ittitude towards the Master of believing
iouls.”
Rev. T. J. Karas*jell of South Paris,
Maine, a graduate of Colby, and a man of
/ery scholarly tastes, says:
Professor Elder was regarded by all
the students at Colby as a thorough master in his department.
Thoroughness
characterized everything lie did, and he
demanded thoroughness of his students.
Even students w ho had no special aptitude for science, were stimulated to do
their best out of respect for his endeavors
in their behalf.
Moieover the deeply religious nature of the man continually
manifested itself, though never in an obirusive way.
What o some other men
might be simply “forces of nature,”
were tojiim the modes of working of Xatuie’s Hod.
While his health permitted,
lie taught Bible classes composed of students: and upon the minds of many of
them he impressed lessons of ;everence
■

A Sure*

for and trust in God’s Word that will endure.
Professor Elder occupies a large
place in the hearts of Colby Alumni. May
he continue foi many years his faithful
work for the (’ollege.”
Hev. F. M. Preble of Camden, Me., an
alumnus 0 the College, and one of the
ne st successful men in the Baptist Ministry of the State, writes:
•Trotcssor Elder is$ regarded as a great
U is method of teaching develteacher.
ops selfdependence on the part of the
student.
The student must know the lesson and intelligently impart his knowledge. t. nuine work is demanded. IIis
very pres* nee in t he class-room creates an
atmosphere of strict discipline, and the
feeling of respect accorded him is masterful.
Wide professor Elder said but very
little outside of the question in hand—
following closely sek-ntiiic paths—yet we
all regarded him as a thoroughly devout
Christian.
lie did not, however, lose an
opportunity to defend the Christian faith
by scicntilie fact. We often w shed that
lie would publish something on the harmony of religion ami science. It would
be a positive contribution to religious
nr.

AiOlun

w

r'iiKiii was

oue ui

1 roi.

For Over

Fifty lears.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
The only time we are sure that our readWinslow’s Soothing Sy rup has been used for
ers get sornet liing f< r nothing is when those
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
wlm are sick
or cut of lit altli accept the
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
great « tf er < f free coi sultatiou by letter of j
all pain, cures wind colie, and
I>r. Greene, ;>4 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., gums, allays
is the best remedy for Diarrlicea.
Is pleaswho is beyond doubt the most famous and
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
successful physician in curing disease. You
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botcan write Dr. Greene about your case and he
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure aud
will send you his opinion, advice and fully
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, aud
explain your disease free. If you follow his take no other kind.
directions
is

sure.

Nothing

BEST

OF

ALL.
•

cleanse the system in a gentle and truly
beneficial manner, when the Spriugtime
ro

the true and perfect remedy,
Figs. Buy the genuine. Manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Cc.
mly, aud for sale by all druggists, at 50 cents
'.ouiefl,

Syrup

:>er

use

of

bottle.

CASTORIA.
Bears the

1,111(1 ^0(l 1,8,8 *,W3,S Bo1#

T”
Ten thousand demons gnawing away at
one’s vitals couldn’t he much worse than the
borturesof itching piles. Yet there’s a cure.
Doan’s Ointment never fails.

Effective as Inference: Mrs.
Scandal: “Of course, Dr. Nipper, I mention
no names!”
Dr. Nipper: “Certainly, madam ; quite right, quite right—where none
are necessary.
‘Tis a practice, I believe, that
has received the sanction of the very best
gossips. [Brooklyn Life.
so

Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

Dr. K. Deletion's Anti Diuretic
to you more than $100 if
child who soils bedding from inof water during sleep. Cures
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
at once, SI. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Iy28
Druggists, Belfast, Me.

May be worth

you have a
continence

!

and for advancement of the interests of
their organization criticise, sometimes

harshly, a representative
which they are opposed,
crisis such
united

the party to

but when iu

a

published

this, members of all parties
in unanimously placing in the

that there has been
than 100 per cent, in
sales to those two countries during
more

VERY

Our stock of Watches is larjce and must bt*

Special

a

they

place

reach the conclusion that it is

must

of

happen-so,

but that just so
long as the government is under Democratic free trade control, business will be
stagnated, factories closed, men out of
a ease

employment,
products low

wages reduced and farm
in price and slow of sale.
Under the three years’ operations of the

Wilson tariff the business of the country
became terribly depressed; thousands of

party

and in his

Popu- men were out of employment; prices of
ist elected who believes that the People’s
all products sold at and below cost of proparty has a mission that it can only till by
duction, What is the difference at the
living. Indiana’s three representatives
present time? Merely that the policy of
on the National Committee of the
Peothe government has been changed; that the
to
ple’s party are now’ all
a

opposed

fusion, low tariff measure has been
stricken from-*
ind this sentiment is rapidly gaining
the statute books and a lawT placed thereon
ground among Populists iu all parts of
which protects American industry and
;he country.
gives employment to American workmen,
and at the

Washington

own

same

meet

cooked

re-election.

time

produces revenue to
the expenses of tlie government.
The effect of this change lias been, in a

The Minnesota Populists do not take
to the fusion proposition which a

kindly

insure their

single year, that

The

vast amounts

have been put into

circulation;

of money
that more

gentlemen who visited them the other
men are earning wages, and men arc e li nJay to promote fusion were coldly receivmore wages with
which to buy, and
ing
'd. and the committee called a meeting
of farm products of all sorts have
if a State convention for June 15, the prices
risen not wit hstanding the large crops <>f
chairman in issuing the call for the conthe year. The statistics of the Agriculvention giving no approval of fusion, hut
tural Department show that the cereal
that it was the sense of the I

announcing

crops of the United .States for lsuT
worth *130,000,000 more than in

committee tlint the integrity of tile People’s party should he preserved.

preceding year, and
farm animals, horses,

were

the

that the valius

of

cows, sheep, hogs,
ar.d in convenetc., have increased in the year something
the country, are rejecting
like >235,000,000, the increase in values
the fusion proposition which Chairman
being distributed through every State and
Butler and the other chairmen with I
Territory. This is uot merely chance—
whom he is co-operating for selfish purpos- I
of practically
1 this great rise in prices
es proposed in their joint addresses two
article of farm production; nor can
weeks ago. Butler comes to the front with every
it be successfully charged to
“shortage
statement that he is not favoring fusion :
abroad;” it is the result of change of
hut '‘tan and honorable co-operation.”!

Populists, individually

tions all

over

policy.

Everybody knows, however, that he
openly worked against the Populist
Lickets
in Ohio, Iowa, Kentucky, and
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blue-bird told the story
Ou his way from heaven this morn,
And he paused beneath my window
Among the blossoms of the thorn.
Hark ! to you I bear a story
’Twas

again.
manufacturers continue to in-
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J., a dress goods plant at Athenia, N. J.,
a velveteen mill at
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often before:

“And

door of the

“Heffners w'lio knew the

angel said unto them, “lie is not here:
he is risen.”
This was, as one writer has

sepulchre?

And when

looked they saw that the stone
away, for it was very great.”

was

!

Those “debt-ridden” and “mortgagefarmers of Nebraska must have

very rapid improvement in their
condition since the rejection of free silver
and free trade, and the adoption of a
a

think of the

depth

who died that

it is what

that

it

live and
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asleep
hope rests

are

perished.”

Thus

our

The
upon the resurrection.
beautiful hope of immortality.
The world awakening to its new life in
is

typical

of the resurrection.

ago flowers were used in their spring festival in much the same way as we use
them, to-day. Then they were placed

reduc-
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Home, which our readers may procure in
connection with this paper, is, of course, to
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best
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management of the household. Accordingly, much valuable space in each issue is
devoted to the wife, mother and daughters,
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said, “The simplest possible announceConsidering that ment of tlie most tremendous possible

the trust occupies an advantageous position under the new law.
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rolled

this statement is made when sugar trust fact.”
stock has fallen from 100 to 120, it is ap- *
With what joy must their hearts have
parent that those most familiar with the been tilled at those glad tidings! And toreal facts of the case do not consider that day our hearts are tilled with joy as we

be ten thousand
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Fall from the skies,
Christ hath arisen,
Glad heart arise.’’

among the business developments since the enactmeut of the new
tariff law, and others are to follow.
nounced
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ones

Hark! angel voices

Dther establishments of this character in
which foreign capital will give employ-

02XU

Both tho method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and arts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced. pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthyand agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by
all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it.
Do not accept any
substitute.
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who wake with pain,
Christ the Lord indeed is risen,
Doubting ones, He lives again!
It was starlight soft and tender,
Yet the east was Hushed with rose,
And the weary world was waking
From the calm of its reprose.
I could hear that wondrous message
Whispered softly o’er the plain,
Till the lily bells were chiming,
Christ is risen’ He lives again!
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elsewhere, and for Democratic success
last year, and is w orking to the same end
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held that the People’s party could do
greatest service to the people by siukiug
its individuality in the Democratic
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and protective policy with hat of the years
immediately preceding it under a Democratic administration and free trade policy

The one member of the People’s
Party
National Committee from Indiana who

few office holders in

by April 25th.
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shop
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attention

Reduced
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the world.”
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hands the destinies of the nation have
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Iron and steel manufactures, says: “The
United States, with her boundless natural
resources coupled with the
energy of her
people, is destined to become the workof
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all, is the confidence of the citizens, irreof party, in the man in whose
very large proportion of spective

The president of the Manchester AsEngineers, who lias recently
been iu this country, in speaking of our
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York, and not

and
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such criticisms ami how complete, after
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The Cleanest. Fastest Dye for Soiled,
or
Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses
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JXo 1 rouble.
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need,

succor a

hands of the Chief Executive of the nation a vast sum of money to be expended
iu furtherance of the policy which he is

the surface

to

export trade

“Henry, what shall I give up during
tariff with a sound money sysLent?” “Well, Julia, I wish you would give protective
Late reports from that State show
up coaxing me for a wheel, but I know you tem.
w on’t.”
[Chicago Record.
that a movement is on foot for the organi$100.

judgment might dictate, as events should
call for action.
It not infrequently happens that men for purely partisan reasons

Notes.

our

A

Journal and Tribune. It seems
necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on !
The Journal slip, but each subscriber euti- I
tied to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
j
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed, 1

be used in the national defenses and to be
used in carrying out whatever policy his

it

Elders earliest students, who, after computing his course graduated at Newton,
studied ai .lohus Ibipkins and in Germany.
Me then he< -me professor at Colby and
Me is now profesatterwaius piv>ide::t.
sor in
the Eniversity of Chicago, the
Head <>t the Department of Sociology. Me
writes :
“No other teacher made upon me an
impres.-b-u that has been of such constant
use in all my subsequent work.
The key
to his method was an unflinching resolution that we, as students, should compel
ourselves to use every ounce of wit we
had, first in wrenching all the meaning in
sight from the things that went on before
our eyes, and second to state that meaning in clear cut and adequate language.
Me believed that his business was not to
make chemists, but to contribute to the
making of cultured men. Me believed
that chemistry might be made an instrument of culture w hich, as he once said,
‘will be found effective when the student
comes to interpret a poem of Browning,
a Greek play, a problem in Mathematics
or Economics, or anything else that calls
for live intelligence and correct reasoning.
“It is not generally supposed that
chemistry has anything to do with the
social sciences, but 1 have never tackled a
difficult >ocinlugical pioblem without being reminded of the logic and the method
'hat Professor Eldei taught.
Whatever 1 1
know about the method of discovery in
j
my own subject, 1 trace back to rudi- !
meats which Prof. Elder revealed to me
through the medium of Chemistry. Me
made us see not merely facts, but facts in
their relations, and so the philosophy of:
the facts, and the proper w ay of approach- j
ing all facts.
Professor Elder conducted a Bible class j
in college for ten years until his health
rt quirt d
him to give it up.
He lias also I
given, at various times, to the students a
course of five lectures on the 1U lotion s of |
>rimtific Truth to Jlc-l'ojious Bdi>f. These j
lectures have now been pi inti d.
Tlie subjects of these lectures are as folj
lows:
I. Matter and Energy express Thought.
II. Difficulties and Objections.
III. The Search for Truth.
IV.
Natural Law and Miracle.
V. Nature, a Manifestation of God.
1 give a brief summary.
From the Study of nature we acquire
such ideas as order, contrivance, adaptaSince natuie is intelligible to the
tion.
liumaD mind, it must be the work of intelligence—of super-human mind. The
co-ordination of human life with nature
in ways many and intricate, can be explained only by regarding this state of
tilings as a designed end,—the Author of
nature is a personal God.
Science is a
study of phenomena—a search for their
causes, but does not afford any answers to
the <i lestion of origins.
But all that it
does give, in its presentations of the questions of being and cause, prepares the
mind to accept the solution of religion:
“All things are of God.” The uniformity
of law in nature does not disprove the direct,continuous government of God. Such
is His method. Science casts no doubt upon Christian miracles, sustained, as they
Nature
are, by their ow n peculiar proof.
is the manifestation of the rule of God in
things material; the Bible in things spiritual.
Nature and the Bible are never out
of harmony.
The Bible teaches that a
part of God’s revelation to man is given in
nature. Science and religion are mutually
helpful; but to secure this helpfulness,
we must recognize the truths of both.
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So fling out your banners, brave toilers;
bring lilies to altar and shrine,
Ring out Easter bells, He has risen, for
you is the token and sign,
There's a world moving sunward and Godward ; ye are called to the front; ye
must lead :
Behind are the grave and the darkness;
the Master is risen indeed.”
Monroe Centre, Me.
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considered a safe Democratic tariff standard, placed duties on most of the raw
materials.
The State of Texas, it now
ate

power of Pe-ru-na
catarrhal affections, no
matter to what vital organs they have
penetrated, is truly remarkable. Peru-na will cure catarrh, aud
by curing
catarrh has undoubtedly saved hundreds from a death that would have
been attributed to Bright’s disease,
gastritis, consumption, or some other
deadly malady. Cure catarrh, no matter where it may be located.
Peu-ua will do it.
Druggists everywhere
sell Pe-ru-na. For advice, write to Dr.
'>• B- Hartman, of
Columbus,. Ohio, he
i 1 give it to you free.
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farmers and farmers’ wives. Replete ach
issue with a great variety of original articles on the farm, garden and household, bv
the leading rural writers of the day, Farm
ami Home is not only indispensable to the
farmer, but meets the requirements of the
entire fainily.
We cordially recommend it
pure in tone and well devised to instruct
and entertain the farmer and his family.
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Many curious suggestions spring from
Professor Darwin’s statement in the April
Atlantic, that our days and mouths are
lengthening, and his prophecy that at
some distant future time they will coincide at a uniform length equal to fiftyWhat manner of man will then
five days.
inhabit the Earth! and how will he arrange his work and his sleep, with a day
fifty-five days long and the same
every night! Many
other pregnant facts and suggestions are
contained in Professor Darwin’s article.
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Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure I will appear
He studies the subBlind, Bleeding, Ulcerated ami Itching Piles. It | Monthly for April.
absorbes the tumjrs, allays the itching at once, \
from an evolutionary standpoint, and
Dr. Wil- ject
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
this
that
phenomenon is simply
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for shows
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth- one among many illustrations of the gening else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug- eral law that the adaptations of Nature
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good of the species, and not
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ing slaughter pen; but the name being
long for every-day use for lazy people, seven-eighths of it was soon omitted.
The growing city
eventually climbed up
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young man asks a father for his
daughter’s hand in marriage, if the father
is a wise one. he thinks of one thing equally as important as the young man’s morals,
social and business standing and intelliA young man who suffers from illgence.
health has no right to marry until his health
is restored.
To do so is to commit a crime
against the human race. While all diseases
may not be directly inherited, the constitutional tendency to acquire them is inherited.
If a man is a consumptive, the
chances are that his children will have
weak, undersized
tings, and a predisposition to acquite the same disease.
The young man who suffers from bronchitis. weak lung>. spitting of blood or any
disease of the air passages which, if neglected leads up to consumption, may take
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery with
almost absolute assurance of recovery.
It
cures q3 per cent. >»f all cases when taken
in time.
Tt soothes and heals the delicate
and sensitive tissues of the air-passages and
lungs, checks the cough, facilitates expectoration. drives out all impurities and disease germs from the tainted blood and
builds new and healthy tissues.
Mi
John Ob Horn. o'.'4020 Liberty Ave Pitts"Some thirtv months ago I
burgh Pa write."
"aid to my wife. 1 don't want to kt ep anvthing
from yon I must tell vou 1 am in the last stage
ot consumption.' In December iSon I commenced
taking l*r Pierce ." ('.olden Medical Discoverv
1 could then only speak in whisperI have
taken thirteen bottb-s and can say with truth I
am greatly beneiite 1
People are surprised to
hear me speak.
1 can halloo, and my voict has
not been as good
n eight years.
My stomach
was never in better condition.
Formerly 1 could
not cat without sufferi ig very much
immediately
after, but now 1 can eat anything
When

a

Havana.

play-

Then

and chocolate

a hasty alnnierzo of bread
in the water-side cafe la

patient little children who Luz. Then across the bay in a crowded
all day long on their beds.
boat, mixed up with chattering Spaniards

him and he rushed away
iu fashion, saying that he

heart travellers.

residences,

cared by these
Little Pills.

with tall stone pillars
topped by urns. Porticos and terraces are
paved with mosaic of black and white

marble, or blue and yellow tiles; and the
colors and combinations, styles of architecture and ornamentations that in our
country would be pronounced gaudy, here
in perfect
blue

harmony with the bright
sky. Matanzas’ central
square, the Plaza d’Armas, is laid out
with the usual walks and
shrubbury,
tone

A Song of

and

sun

benches and gas posts, and has a fine
ol' Ferdinand VII. in the eeuter. In

statue

plaza

this

in

times past many patriots
have met death by order of the
government.
Here Gabriel Concepcion de la
Valdez, the celebrated mulatto poet and
of the noblest

one

duced,
lie

was

shot

Cuba ever prosoldiers of the line.

men

by

accused of

complicity with the
slave insurrection of 1844. w hen the blacks
made a desperate effort to gain their freewas

MAINE.

Maine, whose masts of pine
Like steeds, by winds, are driven
O'er stormy seas with flying manes,
And heads tossed high to heaven.
They gained the strength upon the hills

Grouped around the Plaza d‘Armas
the several government offices, the
residences of the Bishop, the Commandante and others high in
authority, also
shops

(Stories

With tempests wild to wrestle,
Tilt with their foam flecked harness on,
They race off with the vessel.

and cafes.

The northern portion of
lying beyond the Yumuri

by

i siog of

are

the finest

Maine.

[Somerset Reporter.

dom.

Matauzas, that
river, is called

The winds from off the hills of Maine,
Are

always freshly blowing,

-;

bead-eyes
'.tie lad

:i-

1

■>

found

was

lying

-»"S,

into his

came

on

one

dead

a

believe the

to

bead and pipe-stem legs,
as Methuselah's own,
wli^n a small, woolly

friends that 1

before,

an

assertion of

am a

exploding

y.

j

ml

ti
.•

never

before

saw

his bed, apparsublunary things; but

ess on

eyes, black

sloes,

as

everything going on, and
expression of the sphinx
! face.

The first human

been known to evince

j

when

I

stepped

one

|

was

the Paseo, or
with gravelled walks, and rows of trees, a
stone parapet and iron gates at either end.

Beyond the Paseo proper

cane-fields

either side told

on

also assured that the rebels, whose
sympathizers are in every house
throughout the land, are all posted in all
were

Gordo. “Fat Point.

show their treasures to

a

My skeleton-girl of
who seldom replied to any

■vveser

kindly

put, and

never

and

only loitering

coneentrados
Breakfast

this

soldiers and

are seen

had

hungry

Ke|

in the Paseo.

|

been ordered

for our As summer comes and
long bright days
the L >uvre, which is perhaps the
Appear iu giad succession,
And sparking showers bring out the tl nvers
!
smallest and cleanest of the eight or nine
To join the gay procession,
“leading hotels'* with which Matauzas We lay aside our work and care
And take what Nature’s giving,
is blessed.
It is built around a sunny
And by the brooks and lakes aud woods,
Find life still worth the living.
patio in which palmettos and bananas,
vines and fragrant shrubs flour- Tl e summer
; flowering
wanes, and Autumn walks
ish to perfection.
Along the wayside hedges,
Directly in front of
main

it

action afterward attributed to the Insur-

iu choice

atrocities have

the hotel

entrance,

a

beautiful

marble

basin set in the wall looks like the
water

fountain in

a

cathedral,

printed placard
Castilian,

a

warns

holy

while above

the

populace,

that only quests of
expected to wash therein.

Spanish
beg a penny been. But
nothing happened. In perfect A flight of stone steps leads to the parlors
visitors, (the begging instinct
safety, we pursued the even tenor of our and bed-rooms on the second floor; the
•■■me)—now lay smiling on her
way and arrived in due time at Matanzas.
rooms are marble floored, with dadoes of
three small dolls, brave in
The ladies of the Congressional party did
blue and yellow tiles, and all is as picturb yellow,
ranged in a row be- not venture to make the
trip. There were esque and .Spanish as anything out of
msfigmed face. Even the Senators
and Smith, RepMoney
Gallinger
Spain. Directly opposite is a small pi aza,
brigand a son of a ruffian, resentative Amos J.
Cummings, editor with tropical trees banked by a moldy old
redity count for anything—
Ktopsch of the Christian Herald—he who church, in which a lot of rusty bells
issued his frequent orders
lias agreed to furnish the magnificent sum murder
sleep for weary travelers.
f one used to command, and
of £10,OX) a month for six months to the
Before the many-course mid-day breakb to obey any regulations of
■

urily, except

to

until reduced to

■n

by

a

of

season

a

sort

solitary

con-

several

•»f

nature

a

secretaries,

two

photographers and

the usual contingent of reporters; the Red
Cross party, including Miss Barton, five
members of her staff and her humble

>igbt of

■rior merits of

many

Red Cross Society from the Christian Endeavorers of the United States; besides

of

upper chamber—bad temhis own consequence

-n

so

red tin cart.

makes the whole

friend, your correspondent.

C hild nature is very much
ace or in hovel.
From gener-

is one of the oldest and
quaintcities of Cuba, and before the war was
one of the wealthiest, but is now most

Matanzas

est

ration, among the richest and
-Idldren make their dandelion

woefully

down at the heel. Four centuries
populous Indian village, named

fast

are

word

was over

Govornor

was

was

waiting

to

palace; and presently

brought that the
receive

us

in his

trusted

we

our

bones, somewhat timorously,
carriages and were ushered

with cere-

mony into the presence of liis
The Governor of Matauzas is

excellency.
certainly a

rara

ing

to

rickety

avis

an

among Spaniards in Cuba, beamiable gentleman and a friend of

Americans.
suite of

In

his

case

a

beauti

ful

already been pre
sunshine, the girls choose rago a
pared for Miss Barton; and during the
and
the
dues,
boys noisy playYucayo, occupied the same delightful somewhat lengthy official pow-wow, the
j-tinct—as young birds build
situation
between two rivers, with a Governor himself
proposed the toast,—
without instruction, the first
broad bay in front as blue as the sky “To the Star
Banner.” Then the
1
Spangled
the last.
But do not send
above it, environed by green hills in the
were agaiu brought into
rickety
carriages
to the asylum, dear friends.
| form of an amphitheatre. History tells use, for a tour of the so called hospitals.
Mi. Duncan, it is now well
; us how in 1093, Don Manzaneda purchasI believed that no more drea llul sights
hat line, and the everlasting
I ed 150 acres of land from King Carlos II., could be found in the sin cursed world
Die Custom House may, for
! including the then deserted Yucayo, whose tnan I h ad already witnessed in Havana
h* averted.
Let your generI original inhabitants had long since beeu and J mica—but for wretchedness unutterable the poor of Matanzas bear off the
uie other form.
Just now, killed or enslaved
by the thrifty Spaniards. palm! Crowds of
j
beggars follow7 ed us
k is the thing in the
greatest 1 The new owner immediately settled there- about the
streets, displaying their sores end
costs 40 cents a can in Ilawounds
on a colony of
and
emaciated
frames.
Famine
Canary Islanders—which
besides the babies, there are
at us from a thousand sunken eyes.
I perhaps accouuts for the peculiar yellow- glared
Skeleton hands were stretched in our
f
adults whose stomachs, ish-hrown
j
complexion of the inhabitants
supplicating the wherewith to buy
an
long starvation, can digest ! of to-day. The founding of Matanzas was faces,
a morsel of food; aud stories of stravation,
I am told by a Cuban
lady, ! completed with an expedition unique in pitiful enough to make the blood run
family have been devoted to Cuban affairs and worthy of the builders cold, were clamored in our ears.
1 he hospitals are mere sheds, crowded
1 the
poor ever since this time of Chicago. The Canary colonists arrived
with rude stretchers—most of them with
that
at
least
a
hundred
began,
on Saturday afternoon in October.
The no flooring but mother earth and no sort
'hiu her knowledge have died next
morning Bishop Compospilla as- of attendance. Over their portals might
^

rooms

had

—

•

*

■

|

[
I

of milk.
It is impend too many boxes of it—
"ads, ship loads of it. If there
y of condensed milk now in
tor want

1

[
|

i'cople
11

|

l

1

11

;

feed it

to

judiciously

to

starving, the death rate would
'ally eighty per cent.
rnlay I accompanied the Sena

"‘mission and the Red Cross fam‘"
1

»uzas,
1 ‘‘is

H":

to

investigate the condionce flourishing city

in that

inhabitants.

Mi»ge ride from

I

to

the ferry

on

sembled them and with

suburb,

“the

the other side of

and

cere-

mony solemnly changed the heathen name
of the place to “San Carlos y San Severino.” On Monday, the third day, the
corner stone of the cathedral was laid and
the site marked out for

a

castle and fort-

ress—the ruins of which still remain. The
colonists were afterwards given a considerable space in the adjacent Yumuri valley for a cattle range, and for many years
devoted themselves to the raising of cattle

First, the three for beef.
our

mass

came

Hence,

known

as

in time, the place beMatanzas de San

“El

Carlos y San Severino”—Matanzas

mean-

|

When from the building maple boughs
We hear the first red robin,
What pent-up ; v there seems to be
Within his bosom throbbing!
And when across the soft blue sky
The fleecy .ouds are scudding,
And snow banks in the hollows lie,
To hide the May-flowers budding:
Aud grasses creep from sheltered nooks,
Along the garden s borders,
And gently w ave th-ir verdant locks,
How sweet the fresh spring odors!
A soft wind ironies from out the south
And o’er the brown bills blowing,
Melts all the ice upon the streams.
And sets their currents flowing.
The heart of Nature that has lain
bo silently, fulfilling
Unchanging laws, now feels new life
Through all her arteries, thrilling.
Aud like a bride, through whose white veil
We catch shy maiden glances,
So spring, in suuiit robes of mist,
Toward us slow advances.

at

party

might have orders to fire at the hated
Americans—especially as out-spoken Senator Gallinger was of the party—and the
gents, as

war

tauzas; but now not a dozen decent carriages are left in the district, the grandees
of other days are poor as church mice,

■

forts

Before the

drive was crowded every morn- |
ing and evening with handsome equipages
filled with the beauty and fashion of Ma-

that is going on; and that the presence
rows of
of so many Americans, (their supposed
figures, with listless hands
friends), rendered the train safe from at'."if them, waiting for—they
On the other hand, it was asserted
'i f,
i was greeted with a tack.
"u s,
“mini .Senora! mini that the greatest danger would come from j
the
k ady), from happy chil- Spanish treachery; that soldiers in the
friend.

excellent road

an

charming

with iron

•Mead of the usual

l

Versailles, runs
fashionable drive, laid out

covered

were

secret

into the

water's front of

extends two miles farther out, to the old
fort aud castle of Sau Severiuo, <-u Panto

cars

that tlie Insurgents were not inactive nor
far away.
At one time we counted seven
fires within the range of vision.
But we

■

directly
along the

pitched down
Every train that passes
this way has its strong guard <>f soldiers
in an iron clad car attached—a cattle-car

burning

y dog, and last night he
•ig’itly clasped in his arms,
g

killed

plates, in which are
loop-holes for guns:—each soldier s anding at his gun. ready for instant action,
da the day of our journey to M-Rauzas,

or

.emu

is

|

exhibit the slightest
desire, lloui after

u

kc

!

1

bomb

passenger and injured several. On tlie day
of my return a train on another branch of
the road was wrecked, and the day after

:

Although I have watch-! three passenger
into an arroyo.
i;iig the several day> he
.'mi.

my Cuban
“mascotte”
The day

well be written,
“All hope abandon,
Words fail in atye who enter here.”
tempting to describe the soul-sickening
that
witnessed—theemanciated
sights
day
wretches the swollen legs and burning
feet in the last stages of starvation; dying
men, women and children imploring a
morsel of bread; the horrors of individual
cases which nothing but death can releive
the dreadful smells and cries and groans
that everywhere pursued us. Strong men
wept like children, and with our tears
was mingled
burning indignation that
such a state of things would be permitted
to exist near the end of the nineteenth
century within a days journey of the
United States.
Fannie B. Ward.

And

waves

her

“golden-rod”

aloft

With tassels on the edges;
The Frost has kissed her olive cheek.
And left a scarlet blossom,
The sumac leaves are in her hair,
The ripe fruit on her bosom;
And when she lifts her royal hand
And uses all her brushes,
What glorious landscapes till the land;
She colors all she touches.
And last of all when woods
We see a spirit, gliding

are

bare,

Like gold etherial, through the air,
The branches brown dividing;

And knowr it is some summer, dead,
Whose soul is filled with yearning
For golden days, forever fled,
Once more to earth returning.
And so the Indian summer haunts
The upland and the meadow,
A pensive ghost in golden mist,
Departed summer's shadow!

And so the seasons come aud go.
Each one a welcome comer,
With jingling hells o’er Winter’s snow,

And perfumed bells of summer,
Though through the whole thermometer,
The wayward mercury ranges!

The sots of Maine are stable men,
The season, only, changes.

O, there

skies more fair, than bend
Above Maine’s rugged bosom,
Where all the flakes of snow that fall
Come from the scented blossom ;
Where fronded palms lift up their heads
Like ferns, to giants springing,
And mocking birds through all the night
Unto the moon are singing;
And violets look with shy blue eyes
Through lashes curling, tender,
And

are

roses

bloom the whole year

round,

In more than regal splendor;
But there were never hearts that beat
Beneath the arch of heaven,
More brave and true, and strong and sweet,
Than in Maine’s men ami women.
As steadfast as their granite hills,
They make, the wide world over,
The best of rulers in the State,
The best of friends and lovers.

Maine Central R. R.
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TIM E-TABLE.

Elizabeth Stuart.
(Mrs.
The story of Jesus Christ.
interpretation. 1897.1016 17
Rayner, E Free to serve. A tale of
colonial New York. 1897. R2f
Reade, Charles. Foul play. A novel. 144 41
Richards, Laura E. Hildegarde’s harvest. 1897
357.18
Shoemaker, M. M. The islands of the
southern seas: Hawaii, Samoa, New
Zealand, Tasmania, Australia aud
Java. Illustrated. 1898. 518.17
Smith, F. Hopkinson. Gondola days.
Illustrations by the author. 1898
558 2
Stevenson, Robert Louis. St. Ives;
being the adventures of a French
prisoner in Englaud. 1897. St 4 s
Tomlinson, Everett T. Teeumseh’s
young braves. A story of the Creek
young aids.

Where dews are softly falling
flowers in prayer, with bended heads,
We. hear our mother, calling.

On

O. mother State! Though far we roam,
Vet when the shadows gather
At eventide, you call us home,
And draw us near together.
Emily P. Webb,
Pasadena, Cal., Jan. 17, 1898.
Messrs.

Harper & Brothers announce
the following publications for April 15:
“Vanity Fair,” the first volume of the
biographical edition of Thackeray’s complete work; “Social Pictorial Satire,” by
George du Maurier; “Through the GoldFields of Alaska to Bering Straits,” by
Harry de Windt,F.It.G.S. “‘The Golficide,

and Other Tales of the Fair Green,” by
W. G. Van Tassel Sutphen; and “Four
for a Fortune,” by Albert Lee.
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver ills, Bll<
lousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 2Bc.

ton will

run as

an

early grave.”

Mrs. Williams made affidavit t. the
truth of her statement before David C ;-p,
a Not ry Public.
Dr. A. A. McCabe examined t
.ild
and made oath before Notary T Hort
ks,
that he is nowr physically sound and v i.
The evidence is completed b
Fi
A. Tones, who made affidavit beh-e '•
iai, George Rupp, that the child b '.a been
in ihe condition described by M
V 1Iiams, as the result of catarrhal pr.e* n
The action of Dr. Williams’ K: 1*
ills
fir Pale People on the blood and n
in
system,
eliminating poisons and hr w
ing materials for new tissues, makes
sure remedy for
wasting diseases and
train of evils arising from disordered
and nerves.
All druggists sell the r 11
1
one box for 50 cents; six boxes far ltd.
•-

<

Biggest Offer Yet!
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TO BELFAST.

___

Croup instantly relieved.
Eclectric Oil. Perfectly safe.
At any drugstore.

in.erest in to/s a .d -was less fietlul.
Vt increased the dose, giving him
half a pill at a time. He gained every day
in weight and appetite.
“At the end of this treatment, after taking three boxes, he wras a new boy.
‘He wa, happy, hearty, enjoying life
wi h his little companions,
“1 have no doubt that Dr. Williams’
rink rills f r Pale People saved him i.\ rn

FROM BELFAST.

story of the New
Jersey campaign. 1776-1777. 322 22
Weston, Jessie L. The legends of the
Wagner drama. Studies in mythol927.16
ogy and romance. 1896

j

!

“My husband bought three boxes of the
pill.-. We began giving Josie one-third of
a fill three times a day.
“In three da^s the child was brighter.
His aype i .e was bctier. He began to show

follows

A

1

Around the (ilobe. Live stork and Dairy. The Poul
try lard. Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.

|
|
I

Limited tickets f.o- P.->s».-!> are n->w sold ;$5 •»>
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North! west via all routes, i.. r sale l>v 1 M. < “;«• f.
(iK.o K. KVANs.
1 Agenr, Belfast.
denera! Manager.
F. F. Bootup,v. Cen‘1 Pass, and Tick
Agent.
!
Portland Nov. In. 1897.

\m> 111 m k i< published semi-monthly,
giving you 21 mini hers a year, he wi .-in
a
making a volume of over 501) pages,
.um

thus

■

with all the latest ami most reliai'lc
that • xperieucc ami science can m
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a million readers
or make yourself liable to
A 700 PAGE BOOK FPEE
the many dangerous ailments
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Immediately
which are so prevalent during
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semi Chamber's Popular K.ney dopedln.
accumulating in the blood all I
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time
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the
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right
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A thorough
$1.00, is unsurpassed as a work
to get rid of them.
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1
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|1
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mining:
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RETlRMMi TO BELFAST.
comparatively safe all summer;
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WILLIAM H. HILL. GenT Manager. Boston, j
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S.S.S.rfhe Blood

In ear lots or any
notice. Also

accomplish so much toward
rendering the system capable of
resisting the evil influences which
are so liable to attack it during

will

the summer when sickness is so
It is the best, tonic
abundant.
and system-builder on the market,
because it is a real blood remedy
and is made solely to search out
and remove all impurities, and
supply an abundance of pure, rich
and red blood. S. S. S. is made
exclusively of roots and herbs,
and is Nature’s own remedy. It
is purely vegetable, aud is the
blood remedy guaranteed to

part of

supplied

car

at

SELECTED

There is

S.

nothing

half

LEON’S

SEED POTATOES.
All the

j

leading varieties....
EARLY ROSE,
EARLY QUEENS,
BLISS TRIUMPHS.
GREEN MOUNTAINS.

HEBRONS,

ETC.

H. C. PITCHER,
Mansfield’s Block, Foot

contain no potash, mercury toBe sure to get S.
other mineral.
S.

BELFAST, MAINE.

short

of

Main

Fine farm in Noi
Ground, 135 acres

as

The Bewt in the marhet,

St., Belfast.

only

Uiport, tw«> miles from Camp
land, nice Buildings, large

UNRIVALED A5

A

(i.

good.
I

A DOLLAR BOTTLE for

Above the mountains, looming far,
The colors grow uncertain,
The night wind whispers to the star

Through twilight’s purple curtain,
floating o’er the garden beds

;

Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland ami Bos 1

war. 822 35

How oft in thought we turn to Maine
When silver-footed shadows
Let down the sunset’s golden b ars
And steal across the meadows.

Ain1

r On and after Nov. 14,1897, trains connecting

Tomlinson, Everett T. Washington’s

a

_ed

P2s

P2p

Ward )

■

But close and warm dety the storm
And draw- more near together.

The boy about whom this strange, true
story is told wrasted away till he seemed

An

•«

three similai institutions: aud
below them, foi a mile and a half

their children.

Phelps,

i*

or

back from the brink of
One
healthy, happy childhood.
parents concerning the health of

a

history.). 325.29^

sword.

..

and two

of American

Parker, Gilbert. The pomp of the Lavilettes.
Parker, Gilbert. The seats of the
mighty.
Parker, Gilbert. The trail of the

The waters always bright and clear,
Cubans, soldiers, servants and donkeyand reaches half way up the
Within her rivers flowing.
carts; past the melancholy wreck of the Versailles,
Cumbre hills.
From the summit of the A thousand lakes like mirrors bright,
town" and send up toys Maine and the
Montgomery lately arReflect her lights and shadows,
or rather from the
"ure enough, that very aftertop of Mouut- A thousand streams like silver chains,
rived. and Spain's war vessel, Alphonso Cumbre,
Go windiug through her meadows.
serrat chapel, one may get an
x arrived, which contained
incomparXII.—to the long rows of now empty
able view of the Yumuri valley—a stretch And there the forests stretch afar
gut solid comfort for the sugar warehouses on the Regia side. And
Like some grand army sleeping,
the form of dolls and tin then a three hour’s railway ride to Matan- of emerald gorge with a river running With sentries tall on every hill,
Their silent vigils keeping.
than was ever packed in zas,capital of the adjoining province of the through, enclosed within green hills—
Deep in their shades the surly bear
once
dotted
with
aud
Oft
roams the dark woods over,
gardens
•fore.
The name of the same name. Everybody was somewhat unorange
And soft eyed deer, by hunters chased,
Butler Duncan of No. 1, easy that morning—and with considerable groves, with stately palms and villas—
Go leaping to their cover.
now all
blackened, desolate and empty. What
New York, and i hope this reason.
Rumors were rife of Insurgents
crystal ice the stream and wind
To
one familiar with old
Spain, the pros.ft his eye, so that he may near by, and the accompaniment of a car
From off her border, carries,
It is What splendid monuments and shafts
h good his generous gift load of soldiers fresli from Spaiu, going to pect recalls the Vega of Grenada.
From out her granite quarries.
It was a sight to see some station in the interior, increased the believed that this narrow valley was once She sends from regions in the north
>hed.
a lake, walled across its
The oak and pint unfailing,
present seaward
s when the toys were disdanger far more than it gave protection.
And to the ports of every clime
"k of incredulous wonder “Accidents” are frequent along this line— ; opening: and that some convulsion of
Her loaded ships are sailing.
nature rent the bowl and precipitated the
■icing into one of delight, obstructions placed on the track, bombs j
Maine has many varying moods,
Though
lake
into the ocean, leaving the river in its
;
She ne'er the heart estranges
by an expression of thrown upon the train, shots fired through j
There is
charm in all her ways,
course.
On
the
hills
nearest the bay are
the cars.
ut-fitment when they realMy previous journey over the
A beauty in her changes,
the barracks of Santa Isabella, now nusame road—when hound for a
When
cold
winds blow the winter snow
!
in nms articles were their
sugar planW e never mind the weather,
th* military hospital
I
the tiny, five-year-old tation 40 miles beyond Cardenas—led me merously garrisoned,
and

child's book for

brought

cos

nothing but skin and bone:-. Then his
R. L.
health turned and he became Lt and hearty.
The first stage is familiar to many pastatement.D 77 m
rents.
The second is of deep interest to all
Diummond, Henry. The Ideal life.
Addresses hitherto unpublished.
parents or friends cf ailing little ones.
With memorial sketches by Ian
Fathers and mothers, who long to have
Maclareu and W. R Nieoll. 1898. ...1023 7
their children healthy and happy canro*
Fernald, Chester B. The cat and the
cherub, and other stories. 1890. 222 15 j fail to sympathize and rejoice with Mr
Field, Eugene. Lullaby laud. Songs
and Mrs John F. Williams.
of childhood. Selected
Their comfortable home, a short distance
by K. Grahame aud illustrated by G. Robinfrom Damon, 111., Is happy now because
son.
1215 18
of the wonderful events that are told in
Fuller, Herbert. \ iviau of Virginia:
words eloquent with simple truth and gratibeing the memoirs of *ur first Retude, by the mother of the boy.
bellion, by John Vivian, Esq of
“
Our Josie was never strong,” said Mrs.
Middle Plantation, Virginia. Illustrated. 1897.F 95 v
Williams. “From fiis birth he was weak
George, Henry. The science of politand puny.
ieal economy. 1898.1048 18
“Two years ago, when he was two
Goepp, Philip H. Symphonies and
years old, he had an attack of lung fever
their meaning. 1898. 927.27
Dr. N. A. Jones cured this fever, but the
Hyde, William DeWitt. Practical
child did not recover strength.
idealism. 1897.1044 19
He began fading away beneath our eyes.
Leland, Charles Godfrey. A manual
of mending and repairing.
'He had no appetite, vomited a great
With
1890.
926
23
diagrams.
deal, coughed continually, his limbs beMoore, Francis C. How to buiid a
came withered.
home. The house practical. 1897.. 925 23
“He became painfully weak and emaMuhlbach, Louisa, (pseud of C. M.
ciated. We waited for his death.
Mlimit.) The daughter of an EmAt this time a boarder named Asa Robpress. 127 18
inson suggested that Dr. Williams' Pink
Otis, James. (pseud of J. O. lvaler )
Pills for Pale People would do the child good.
Boys of Fort Schuyler. 310 44
Otis, James. The signal boys of ’75.
They had cured 7vlr. Robinson of rheuA tale of Boston during the siege.
matism and he believed in them.

a poem of rare
L
Mrs.
H.
Webb of
read
and
by Mrs. L. L.
Cal.,
Pasadena,
Morrison at the recent meeting of the Skowhegan Woman’s Club. It was “Maine” day
and the topic was “Maine.” one ever dear to
the heart of the true citizen of our glorious
heretofore
have
State.
We
published
poems written by this author, wife of Hon.
L II. Webb, formerly of this town; in fact,
we always gladly do so whenever we have
opportunity, because of their poetic merit,
and because they are read with great pleasure bv Imr many warm friends and admirers
in S« merset—and their number is legion.

written

child

a

subject index to universal prose
fiction.'..
Doyle, A. Conan. Micah Clarke: his

We publish, this week,

merit

iras

sive

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose
Small Price.

railings

How

the grove to
enjoy
mothers advice J r

their children. Illustrated. 947.13
Davis, Richard Harding. A year from
a reporter’s note-book.
1898
536.3
Dixon, Zella Allen. The comprehen-

Positively

all of which have pillared fronts aud
porticos, and flower-filled gardens surround-

A

Boy

Dying.

children, for women aud for men.. 349 22
Dana, Mrs William Starr. Plants and

SICK HEADACHE

in all Cuba, the Calzada
(aveuue) de San
Estedan, lined with imposing

ed by iron

Her

Blanehan, Neltje. Bird neighbors.
An introductory acquaintance with
150 birds commonly found in the
gardens, meadows and woods about
our homes.
Introduction by John
Burroughs. 50 colored plates. 1897. R. L.
Bishop, Isabella Bird. Korea and
her neighbors. 1898
510 15
Crawford, F. Marion. Corleoue. A
tale of Sicily. 1897. 2v.C 85 c
Crockett, Samuel Rutherford. Sweet-

the hillside and stepped over the rivers
San Juan and Yumuri, which are
supposed
to bound it on the north and south.
That

i

..mmission.

<

Library.

Books added during March, 1898.

ARE YOU EASILY TIRED ?
Often too tired to sleep ? Even too tired
to eat? Are
you thin and pale? Doe6
your food distress you or fail to nourish
you and is vour blood poor?

F|

ANGIER’S

Petroleum
EMULSION

Hypophosphites.

will

remedy this.
tains is quickly

The oil which it conabsorbed and at once
feeds the tissues. The blood becomes renovated. New red blood corpuscles abound
where before a vitiated,
watery fluid existed. The hy pophosphites put new life
and vigor into the nerves.
They bring
hope and good cheer. Bright days come

again. Despondency

takes its

departure.

Sold by all druggists. BOc. and $1.00.
Angier Chemical Co., Allston District, Boston.

25c.

Penobscot, and Kennebec rivers, from the cheap.
I est wood casket to the finest broadcloth and vel
vet, white and black. Teims reasonable and sat
I.. C. MOBSF.
j isfaction guaranteed.

J

Liberty, Me., Jan. 1<>, 181)8.- dm2

INVENTORS
SAVE 20 PEIS CENT, of Attorney’s fees by
your business through my office.
Patents designed, patents caveats, trade marks
Address, with
copy rights, assignments, etc.
3m*2
stamp,
F. A. CUTTER. Registered Patent Solicitor,
28 School St., opp. City hall, Boston, Mass.

A.A, H0WES& Co,,
BELFAST,

transacting

IouUUN I o

DiennimTo
■ urwwwil

cal

Books.
Free.

■

W

Mechanical,Industrial ami Techniand Discount Sheet
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK,
23 Warren St., New York.

Catalogue

FOR SALE.
CiUIN EVEICE,” cor.l
STEAM PAUNC H
burner, 37 feet over all, 7 1-2 feet beam, speed 11
miles per hour, steady run. Excellent sea boat,
i well found.
1
lltf

For

particulars inquire of
W. H. BRAY, Belfast, Me.

TRY GRAIN-0 !

MAINE.

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Ask your Grocer to-dav to show you a package
of GRAIN O, the new food drink that takes the
place of coffee. The children may drink it withAll who try it,
out injury as well as the adult.
like it
Mocha

GRAIN
or

ami the

O

has that

rich seal brown of

.Java, but it is made from pure grains,
delicate stomach receives it without
1-4 the price of colfce and 2f> cents per
Sold by all grocers.

most

distress.

package.

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

County Correspondence.

THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 18B8.

PUBLISHED F.\ FRY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
CHAK1.ES

A

PILSHCRY.

» ur

ur

!

.EiUtoraml
Manager

Business

Capt. Benj. Atwood had a
surgical operation performed last
Wednesday. It was successful and he is
j doing well-Miss Elsie Colson is critically
serious

inese two

ill-Mrs. «Tosie Mason has returned from
Boston-Hiram Rowe and Leslie Downs
left for Boston on Monday’s boat.Rev.
J. P. Simouton went to Rockport Monday
to visit his mother.

rcutcr

East Searsmont.
from

Mrs. Abbie

Spring

1

ship

Troy.

was

Mr

and

Danville

Mrs.

Marriner

President

McKinley

sent

a mes-

which all the circumstances

sage iu

are

and

calmly
dispassionately reviewed, and
concludes with these words:
1 have directed that the finding of the
Court <»f Inquiry and the views of this
Government thereon be communicated to
the Government of Her Majesty, the Queen
Regent, and I do not permit myself to
doubt that the sense of justice of the Spanish nation will dictate a course of action
suggested by honor and the friendly relations of the two Governments.
Jt will be the duty oi the Executive to
advise the Congress of the result, and in
the meantime deliberate consideration is
invoked.

Spanish

The

naval commission

which

invest gated the destruction of the Maine
have made a report, a synopsis of which
was given to the press
so that
it appeared with the report of our Court
i Inquiry, iu which they arrived at
•

diivrtly opposite conclusion,

that the Maine

finding

destroyed by an internal
explosion. This was perhaps to be
expecud, but with the overwhelming evidence

on

Spanish

was

side to the contrary this
report will receive no credence
our

anywhere, and is an unimportant factor
m the questions at issue.
As indicated some time since the President makes
the

no

demand for

destruction of

wands above
ounee

tb-n.

the

indemnity

for

Maine* but his

Liberty

comes

greens

There

and

we

bad

that to which the millions
turn at this season—Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The original and only preparation especially adapted to the
present needs of the human family;
that which makes the blood pure and
clean, as shown by its thousands of
wonderful cures of dreadful blood
diseases; creates an appetite and
cures dyspepsia, as shown by its
“
magic touch” in'all stomach troubles; steadies aud strengthens the
nerves, as proved by people formerly nervous, now calm and selfpossessed, thauks to

Mitchell

have

mess

bad

a

to

—

_America’s

are

in this

of •'Spain, and it is lelt to her “sense of
justice” and “honor” to make amends.

Probably she will make none,
standing among ci vilized nations
be improved by such a course.

but her

Because of what it lias done for others;
because you ought this spring to take
that which will do you the most
good.

cures when all others fail.

he Churches.

NORTHPORT

Be

The Methodist Sunday school is
preparing
an Easter concert to be
given iu the
Easter
evening,
Sunday.

stew.

for

Services at

the Unitarian church next
Sunday at 10 45, with sermon by the pastor,
Rev. J. M. Leighton. A collection for Easter decorations will taken.
Sunday school
at 12

in.

The Friday evening meeting this week at
the l uiversalist church will be conducted
by Rev. C. H. Wells. The Topic is “Some
Means of Grace.” It is hoped a
large number may be present.

into the woods.... The

get
potato famine
continues unabated. Rice and bulled corn
are largely used as substitutes_Au accident happened to the boiler at the
tannery
last week which caused them to
suspend
work for a few days, but Monday
morning
the welcome toot, toot, of the whistle was
beard.
again

The regular North church sociable was
held at the church parlors
eveu-

Wednesday
The youug people

ing, March 2dd.
who
earned money fur the music fund in unusual
ways made their reports, some of which
quite entertaining.
the Baptist church next
Sunday the
Pastor, Rev. J. F. Tilton, will preach morning and evening. The subject of the morning sermon will be “Unity and Brotherwere

At

Monroe. Mrs. Fred Putnam lias returned from the hospital and is as well as could
be

Rom. 15:5,ti. The evening sermon
be on “A Man’s Inheritance : How
Should He Use it.
Ruth 4:b.
wili

last week.... About 12 members of the Odd
Fellows turned out and cut up F. Chase’s
wood pile for him. Among them was one of
onr merchants, A. H.
Mayo, who was one of
the first on the ground, and the way he went

NEWS.

so

is

house cleaning and

Lelia Keller of Islesboro is visiting
sister, Mrs. Rose Heald.

Miss
her

w

;

prosperity;

Count up your liens, for the assessor will
be around in a few days to book them.
The first frog of the season made his bow
and gritted his teeth last Saturday evening.

Emery

Brown

and

Charles

Black

came

vatiou, and from conversations with a number of our townsmen who were living prior
to the year LS58, some information that
may
be of interest to your readers, particularly
to the natives of Searsport. The article re-

up

froiu Rockland Saturday and returned Sun-

day.
held at Elwell's
public hearing
hall April 11th at 10 a. m. on the petition of
the New England Telephone and Telegraph
company for permission to locate
poles
with wires thereon along all the highways
A

Browru may
indeed prove “a tower of strength” and Mrs.
Brown a faithful helper, and together life’s
may be traveled mak ng many happier and better by their kind and loving

journey

ministrations.

The happy couple were the
recipients of many nice and valuable presents. Refreshments were served, a pleasant. evening spent, and the
company departed leaving reiterations of good wishes.

Wasting
in Children
be overcome in almost all cases
by the use of Scott's Emulsion of
Cod-Liver Oil and the Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda, while
it is a scientific fact that cod-liver
oil is the most digestible oil in existence, in
can

The Belfast Schools.
Schools will begin next Monday
closing term of the school year.

for the

regular meeting of the teachers cf the
schools will be held at the Superintendent’s office Saturday afternoon at 1.30
o’clock, and the city teachers Monday ifteiThe

rural

noon

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

at 3.

The Belfast Prinitng Co. is issuing a series
of calendars that attract attention from
their novelty. The January number represented “The only pebble on the beach,” by a
small pebble glued upon an illustration of
the surf on the sea shore; for February “A
blockhead was represented by a picture of a
man with a block of wood for a head; March
gave “a quiet tip,” represented by the lava
tip of a gas burner; and April shows “footprints on the sands of time,” by a gravel
track running diagonally across the card,
with tracks plainly marked. The manager
of the company, Joseph A.
Montefiore
sometimes signs his name J. A. Monte 4.

perfect complexion and a clear,
healthy skin, use Cosmo Buttermilk Soap, j
*
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
For

a

only palatable,
already digested and made ready
it is not

but it is

for immediate absorption by the
system. It is also combined with
hypophosphites, which
supply a food not only for
the tissues of the body, but
for the bones and nerves,
and will build up the child
when its ordinary food
does not supply proper
nourishment.

fthe
Be

man

sure you
get SCOTT’S Emulsion. See that the
and fish are on the wrapper.
All druggists; 50c. and $1.00.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

Welch & Stevens
of the court house.

are

to

paint

the

outside

will be

lating

Ephraim

to

The store of D. P. Palmer is beiug papered,
painted, etc., the counters varnished and
other improvements made.
J. F. Burkett has made for the dining
of the residence of A. A. Howes a
handsome and elaborate grille of hard wood,
room

10 feet

long.

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.,

are

paint the cannon in
front of Memorial building, and put the lot

soon

to clean up and

in proper

condition for the

season.

Dinsmore & Son are putting new rails,
etc., in their show windows, and otherwise improving the appearance of the premises. The lighting will be by Welsbach
burners on brass standards.

leugth, and yielding seven gallons of oil.
With a bounty of one dollar on each nose,
Job feels quite well satisfied with Ins hour’s
Iaboi.
in

The store occupied jointly by E. S. Pitcher,
music dealer, and Samuel Adams, jewelry,
has been thoroughly repaired and renovated.
The walls and ceiling have been papered,
the wood-work painted, and the lighting
changed from kerosene to gas, with Welsbach burners.
East Belfast.
Mr. George Leavitt returned home last week from Clinton, where
he has been visiting his parents-Mrs.
Rosa Keene is reported as sick again with

erysipelas... .Ross L. Stevens, who is employed in Portland, visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. T. Stevens, last week-Mrs.
Mary A. Nickerson visited her daughter.Mrs.
M. E. Achorn, Sunday.The Christian
Endeavor sociable will meet with Mr. and
Mrs. Levi Curtis this, Thursday, evening.
All are cordially invited.

grandson of the late Dr.
Monroe of Belfast, aud his friends

Hopkins

Nahum P.

is

affair

was

....

.10 l.2;

Deafness Cannot be Cured
applications, as they cannot reach the
portion of the ear. There is only one
wray to cure Deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafuess is caused by an inlamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eu
ly local
Iiseased

itacliian Tube. When this tube gets inflamed you
nave a rumbling souud or imperfect hearing, and
vhen it is entirely closed Deafness is the result,
ind unless the inflammation can Vie taken out and
this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out of
ten are caused by catarrh, which is nothing but
in inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
if Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
lured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars,
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4wl3
Sap-Sold by Druggists, 7f'C.

bath with Cosmo Buttermilk Soap,

ex-

quisitely scented, is soothing aud beneficial.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.

SHEETS,
....
LACE PILLOW SHAMS, per pair,
BELDING EMBROIDERY SILK, per spool,

45

24,
3

FILO SILKS, per skein,
SEWING SILK.
25 SKEIN BUNCHES SILK.
“

1Q

XXX ENVELOPES, per box,
....
WRITING PAPER, ALL PRICES.

INK,

■

Pt NS, per dozen,

...

WADDING,
LONG COMBS,
F,ME

....

“.

UNIQUE SAFETY PINS, per dozen,
LEAD PENCILS, per dozen,
LINEN THREAD, per spool,
MORSE KALEY BALL
WOOLEN BALL

YARN,

BABY

per

RIBBON,

....

COTTON,

yard,

that it made a lasting
The
my young mind.

vivid

so

impression upon
place where Armstrong was buried Mr. H.
kept marked, as it was near the water, and
from his account of it, it
certainly was a
lively affair for a few minutes. We hope

Goods quoted TO-DAY will he

quickly closed

friend Mathews will continue his contribuJournal, for we consider it like
food to the hungry man, which we devour

tions to The

relish and satisfaction.
E. B. Billings,
Lynn, March 25, 1898.

with the utmost

We
hope
couraged by

Mr.

Matthews

this

appreciative

will

be

en-

note

to

con-

historical sketches of the town of
Searsport, and that Mr. Billings will find
tinue his

A. P.

MANSFIELD, ",sofLV

time

to prepare for print the material he
gathered. Contributions m this line
concerning any of the towns iu Waldo counhas

ty

are

most

welcome.

I

Fifteen Dollars
A Suit.

Allen Goodwin has

from time to time

given us some interesting
sketches from Palermo, and Freeman Partridge of Prospect has furnished much vainable matter concerning the early settlers of
that town. Ed. Journal.

I
j

Duty

\

Dogs.

on

The Hampden party', who started for
Klondike with seven dogs and other modern
equipment for sealing the mountains, found
on reaching Seattle that
they would have
to pay a duty of $20a head on the
dogs to get
them onto British soil, while the cost of

IT! Hfs IS A PliK'E which
care

a

majority

men

to

pay.
A majority of clothiers try to make more
money at this price than is consistent with piaiitv.
style or service.

■arrying their entire outfit over ChilkootUnder these cirpass would be only $50.
cumstances the Maine bred dogs west; sold
or given away and the men were somewhat
wiser than when they started.

STEIN- Bio Ml! FIFTEEN DOEi. A U Sf pp.s
this label

bearing

S. VI. b'ifield, who has been employed in
the whiter, is at home.
He
leave next week for Nova Scotia,
"here he will assume charge of a lobster
packing factory. [L>eer Isle Gazette.

Unity during

will

Copyright

Tlu Stfin-Hl.vh

$150,000

CAPITAL STOCK,

better than $i»0 suits to order.
Cloth is as good, linings bettei. tailoring very much better, style
and-away better and lit incomparably better.
Other advantages
Clothes are ready minute you want then,
“try-on” and money back afterwards if you want it.

are

$33,000

SURPLUS,

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
Safe

depasit boxes for
$8

rent
a

at

$3, $5, $6.50

an

year.

John W.

Our
and
ami

new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
UNEXCELLED in security against tire

t

Sleeper, Manager Retail Department

burglary in the country.

Those

renting boxes

have the exclusiv

cm

William A. Clark,
Phenix

privilege of taking their boxes to ami from th
vault.

Xew

York

Plate

Glass

Ins.

Row, Belfast,

Co.

Maine

YORK, N. Y.

31, 1807.
Stocks and bonds owned by the company..
.§315,8.10 00
Dash in office and in bank
21.263 40
Premiums in due couise of collect ion
28.000 30 !
ASSETS DECEMBER

...

....

Aggregate.

j
j

§366,172 70 i

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1837.
Eteiusurance fund ami all other demands
§118,042 01
Capital actually paid up in cash..
100,000 "o
147,130 78
Surplus beyond capital.

James Pat tee A Son,

Agent*, lielfast.

13

PEOPLES NATIONAL BAP
Ij

A, KM>V\l,ION, President

Krl). 2s,

pecial attention gnen to diseases of

r ose ai

Wliil.lv,

.Inly 21. Kill.
S52.IS0.2lt
lift-. 12. 1S|H.
S13U.S2S.I7

Ilcr.

<m

|vn

S72.lsO.52

July I I. IS92.
*172,023.13

He,
Si

Dec. 15.
These figures are taken from our sworn\statements
of th ? Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

d

Cm2

DR. W. L.

It.

I

$202,1

Opera House Block.
throat.

IS2I.

*211.253.22
July 11, IS25.
SI 22.IIS5.5S

DR. JOHN STEVENS,
i

KKAMi

Deposits Solicited

IMMVIlU'Vt
HKPOSITS:

a

tnay be interested to hear of the young mar.

A

to

land settled upon and owned by his an
s
tor, Samuel Houston. The adveutme ol
Ephraim Stimsou and the shooting of Armstrong took place directly in front of the
Houston house, m the field, on the lower
side of the road, as I was informed by Mr.
Houston himself. His description
>f * the

J. F. Herrick shot and captured two
fine seals off Flat Island last Saturday. One
of these was very large, measuring five feet
Mr.

Mr.

Stimsou, recalled
my boyhood days.

mind an incident of
l<;
the summer of 1858 the writer was employ,
ed on the farm of Franklin Houston, wind:
farm was formerly included m the tract

in town.

“Model Engines aud Small Boats.”
By
STevil Monroe Hopkins.
Fifty illustrations.
New York: I) Van. Norstraud & Co.
This valuable little treatise contains some
lew methods of engine and boiler
making,
vith a chapter on ship design
and conitruction. The directions are lor shell and
vater-tube boilers only, an explanation of
die writer’s system of constructing small
iteam cylinders without patterns and eastngs, and boilers without the use of special
iools. The boat designs are elementary, as
die work is designed in its plainness of directions and simplicity to develop the talent
’or this kind of work among mechanics and
The illustrations are not
pouug beginners.
complex; the explanations are. iu direct aud
dear language, and the little book is an excellent guide for its purpose—elementary induction in what are, for more advanced
students, difficult and technical, subjects.
Baltimore Suu.

Searsport.

ot

date, but the suggestion as well, th v
people should familiarize themselves mort
than is the usual custom regarding our an
cestry and the early settlers of the town ..
Searsport. We have gathered iu our "Itsor-

OF NEW

that M\

50t

HOUSEWIFE PILLOW SLIPS,

cent

to

and

OTIS CHECKS,

To the Editor of The Journal Toon
friend and fellow townsman, A. F. Matthews
we wish to teuder our warmest thanks, no
only for the valuable information given 11
his article published in The Journal of re

Now look out for to-uiorrow and don't get
fooled.

Spring is here;
white-washing.

Early History

1

ness

II

LASTINGS.28,

get Hood’s.

sure to

The

—

tions

75,
.37 |.2(

...

“

1

other

tender their sincere congratulaishing them many ..ears of happi-

SILK VELVETS IN BLACK AND COLORED,
BLACK VELVETEEN,

Sarsaparilla

Meetings will be held as usual in the Peowill not
ple's Mission, every evening this week exMr. Otis Cummings was taken very seriOn this
cept Monday and Friday evenings, at 7 ously ill Friday. Dr. J. M. Fletcher of Belto
work
side the Maine matter seems to be gradsurprised some of the farmers He o’clock: also Sunday at 2 :»0 and 7 p. m. fast was called and considered his case very
Bible class at 1 p. m. These
meetings are critical. He is quite comfortable now ajid
ually giving way to what are con- was pronounced the champion cutter..
P. Stevens has been drawn
sidered the graver questions involving Sumner
jury- conducted by Mrs. M. 0. Clapp and are un- his family are in hopes a favorable turn has
man for the April term
of court... Mrs. denominational.
All are welcome.
occurred that will yet enable him to again
the fate of the Cuban people.
ConRufus Nealley of Winterport is stopping
be about.
Lev. C. II. AA ells will conduct service and
is
and
to
substirestive,
gress
disposed
with her son, E. B. Nealiev.. The pulpit at
preach as usual at the Uuiversalist church
Mr. Daniel Froliock, formerly of this
tute
action for diplomacy.
The Bos- the Centre
meeting-house has been remodel- next Sunday. The regular
service place, but for a long lime a resident of Linmorning
ton Journal’s Washington special says: ed and a
very nice plush cover put on; also at 10.45 will he followed
by Sunday school, colnville Beach, died last Sunday from the
“It may be said broadly that the entire a new carpet, and other
improvements, and the young people’s devotional meeting effects of a shock. His funeral occurred
Democratic Party in the House, and at which shows that the people are interested will
be held as usual at six o’clock. At the Tuesday afternoon under the direction of
least two-thirds of the Republican mem- aud like to have their meeting-house invitmorning service the choir will sing Dauks’ King David's lodge of F. & A. M., of which
for
all
to
attend
ing
The
selectmen
have
bers
made up their minds to a course
begin “Benedictus iu G.”aml Mrs. Frost will
he was a member.
Within less than a
siug
of vigorous action in case there are any taking valuation next week in town_Miss "Palm Branches.”
month
John, Joseph and Daniel, three
L^na
celebrated
her
8th
Nye
birthday by
intimations of delay beyond the pre- j
Services at the Methodist church next brothers, have passed away—two resided in
giving a party to all the little girls in the
Lincoluville and one in this town.
sent week iu the settlement of the Cuban
will he as follows:
Sunday
Sermon bv
A
nice treat and supper was servvillage.
Sch. Mary B. Willington of Boston came
the pastor at 10.45 a. in.;
problem.
ed....The Odd Fellows anniversary comes
Sunday school at
down
from Winterport Saturday afterThree resolutions were
12 m.: Junior League at 3 30
utroduced in April 20th. There will be
p. m., Epworth
services at the.
noon
loaded with paving stones and rethe Senate Tuesday looking to Cuban in- church here
at 0, leader, Miss Sadie
Healey;
Sunday. April 24th_Mr. ! League
dependence, by Senators Ravelins, Foraker Franklin Chase is having a large call for * topic, "The Preciousness of Salvation,” mained in the Cove until Monday morning,
when she sailed for New York
Capt. Crosand Frye, and were referred to the foreign his Plymouth Rock eggs for setting. .John Peter 1:18 21; song and prayer service at 7.
j The weekly prayer
is quite well known here, and when
by
will
he
on
Tueswho
is at Wilder Parker’s,
meeting
relations committee.
M. Frye’s resolu- McKeen,
his j
bound this way lie generally calls on his
and Thursday evenings,
respectively, at
tion leci-es the conditions in Cuba and father-in-law, cut his foot quite badly while day
7.15.
The music next Sunday will include friends Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Herrick, who aldirects the Piesidtnt, in his discretion, to chopping wood. The wound was dressed by
ways make him feel perfectly at, home. Mr.
I)r. Holt and lie is doing Well... Mrs. Laura : the following: quartette, Hark, hark, my
j S. S. Chapman, the
take steps to drive the naval and military
mate, belongs here ami
Soul, by Havens; solo, selected, Miss Ginn.
Curtis will go to Bostou soon for
I
spring
forces of spaiu '.rum the island of Cuba
for him to pass right by without
stopping
At 7.1) this, Thursday,
millinery.
evening there will would be an unpardonable sin, and
and to secure the complete independence
he the usual prayer meeting at the North
one
that would never be forgiven by the
of the island.
Senator Mason followed
The Belfast School Committee.
church vestry; topic, "How can Holiness of
boys, or the girls either. Sunday afterthe intioductioi. of the resolutions with a
will be Cultivated?” Josh. 24: 14
Acts
25;
noon
a
At the regular meeting of the school comparty of his friends visited the
vigorous wai speech. He described vividly
•’17 32; Rev. 3:14-22. The following will be
anu
mittee last Monday evening the question of
mspecteu it iroin stem to steru,
the disaster to the Maine.
He said that
the order of next Sunday’s services: The
ami found everything in
the Union school came
apple-pie order.
up.' pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills, will
if '0 of the victims ha*i been senators or discontinuing
preach at 10 45
Even the mate’s room was a daisy,
Mr. A. T Nickerson of the Swauville school
“Why,”
a.
m.
His subject, continuing the series on remarked
sons of senators we would not have been
one of the ladies to the
committee was present. It was decided to 1
mate,
2 Peter 1:5 7, is "Patience.” The
40 dajs dec-la ing war, yet the lives of all
Sunday
“where
do
you sleep?
continue the school for the spring term, or
“Well,” replied anschool will hold its session at 12 in.; V. P. S. other
American citizens were sacred alike under until the close of the school
lady, “you just roll that log off that
year, if Swau- C. E.
meeting at 6 15 p. m. in the vestry. iesk, I bet he
our law and
sleeps in there!" The young
equally entitled to consider- ville and Searsport are agreed, blit in or- Topic. "The grace of
Gen.
18:
hospitality,”
lady lifted the lid but there was no bunk in
ation.
Mr. Mason said the catastrophe der to hear from Swauville it will be nee- 1
1-10; Hell. 13; 2. The pastor will speak par- it, so she turned toward the mate who
simpshould be replied to vigorously. He could essary to defer the opening of the school
ticularly to the young people in the vestry ly pointed to the port side of the room and
to Monday, April 11th. Searsport has had
not speak r< r others, but for himself he
j at 7.15 p. m.
said “down there,” aud all looked and sure
but one pupil in this school aud is inwas for wai.
This declaration brought
j Holy week, April 4 8, will he observed at enough there was a place which seemed to
different as to wdiether it is closed or conout a vigorous outburst of
j the North Church
applause from i tinued. Belfast has had but three
by a special service each be about even with the door, but upon close
pupils, at
the galleries.
A like demonstration was 1
evening. The general subject of these ser- inspection thesidecame up just high enough
a cost of $150, while there have beeu ten atexpected ir the House yesterday; and at tending from Swanville. If the school is vices will be "Iu Holy Places with the Mas- to keep one from rolling out during a heavy
ter.”
"In the Temple, The Place of swell. The galley and forecastle was visitthis writing it looks as though war will closed the Belfast
pupils must be transport- SocialMonday,
Service;” Tuesday, "Iu the Guest ed and everything was clean, neat and combe the resu’t.
ed to the brick school house. Th neighborhood is said to want the school continued. Chamber. The place of Friendship;” Wed- fortable. The steward, a very good looking
A question has arisen as to the ownership of nesday, "In the G arden, The place of Suffer- Portuguese, was very polite and was sorry
Wedding Bells.
the land on which the school building ing;” Thursday, April 7, "Iu the Judgment the cake he was making was uot ready for
Bkown-Frescott. The marriage of Her- stands, and the matter lias been referred
Halls, the place of Injustice and Indignity;” die ladies to pass judgment on. About au
to
bert M. Brown and Clara A. Prescott,
Friday, April 8, "On the Cross, the place of Hour was spent aboard which was very much
the city solicitor.
daughter of Frank K. Prescott and the late ! The superintendent was directed to have Self Sacrifice.” The public is cordially in- jnjoyed by all, aud as the boat left the vesvited to these meetings. They will begin sel it seemed strange that such a
Hester A. Prescott, was solemnized at the the wooden walk at
huge fabric
the west end of the
North port M. E. parsonage by Rev. Win. J. Grammar and
promptly at 7.15 p. m. and contiuue for sou Id so easily become the plaything of the
High school buildings taken
three-quarters of an hour. Their purpose is itorm and the tempest on the mighty deep,
Wilson, March 20th.
The reception was
up and used where required by the rural
imt we thanked our stars that we were
held at tlie home of the bride the following
primarily devotional.
schools.
lever inclined
to risk of the perils of a
Tuesday evening, where friends from Rock- ]
The chairman announced the committees,
tailor’s life.
land, Liujolnville, Belfast and Northpoit as published last week.
and
Repairs
Improvements.

gathered

ALL My Goods:

on

■

Greatest Medicine, because it

expected,although not able to walk much
.significant
...Mrs. George Sargent was taken to
The crime is laid at the door yet.
the hospital by Pr. H. A. Holt for treatment hood.”

quoted

Placed

The Medicine For You

—

of dandelion

parsnip

A Few Sample Quotations to-day of Price

done for me. because I was at one lime
very nearly blind. Before taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla I was often troubled with
severe headaches, but I seldom have them
now.
I heartily recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Amanda Peterson, Box 497
Campello, Mass.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is

“C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
Gentlemen:
I desire to let you know
I have been permanently cured by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. After having the measles
my eyes were very sore. They would swell

Hood’s

indications of spring_
The state of health is not as good as last
week.
Mr
Norton is not as well. Mr.
Whitcomb is failing daily and there appears
to be a second edition of the measles. They
cropped our in several families last week.
.There never was a time when there was
so little tire wood in the
village. More than
half of the families are without wood piles.
The rapid entrance and exit of the
big
snow storm made it next to an
impossibility
are

Eyes Had Been Cured
by Hood's Sarsaparilla, and I decided to
try this medicine at once. I began taking
it, and in a short time my eyes began to
get better, and I continued its use until I
was permanently cured.
My eyes do not
pain me and are not at all sore. I feel very
thankful for what Hood’s Sarsaparilla has

«

come again, wild
going north, and J. J.
a

when the blood is

help.

Medicine

Robins have
seen

season

liable to appear; when the
weak, languid condition of the whole
bodily structure demands and wel-

this time.... Fred Bagley
is
attending
school at Jackson this spring... .The travelis
terrible
now_Miss
Hating
simply
just
tie Carter was at home from Etna for a brief
visit, last week-The school board met last
Friday. Miss Alida Heald is to serve one
year, J. C. Lamb two years and George
Cook three years. The meetiug adjourned
to meet again on May 3d.
geese have been
Walker's family

the

most

destroyed by the explosion of a subraa- have been made happy by the advent of a
rine mine, but does not fix the responsi- nice boy baby. ...Mr. John Pierce is at home
bility upon any person or persons. The from Gloucester for a few weeks to look
after his farm work-The Club of Eight
accompanying evidence is conclusive as to
met with Mr. and Mrs. David Piper March
the external agency employed to destroy
17th. The next meeting will be at Joseph
the ship.
In transmitting the report of
Fernald’s on June 11th, unless Joe goes to
the Court of iLquiry and the evidence to
war with Spain, as he is inclined to do at

Congress

—

Only those who have been relieved so that I could scarcely see. The pain was
so great I could hardly
of great
sleep at night.
suffering can fully appreciate After
a time white spots came on
my eyes.
the gratitude with which the testiThey began to make my sight dim. I took
monials overflow written in favor of medicines
for
prescribed
me, but the effect
flood’s Sarsaparilla.
was only temporary.
I saw a testimonial
which told of a boy whose

a neces-

remedy.

a

impure as a result of the winter’s closer confinement, higher living, slower action of the kidneys
and liver; when humors of all kinds,
boils, pimples and eruptions are

though both countries continue vigorous Stephen Cables of West
Rockport, Me.
pieparatious for war. A summary of the Don Thomas of Camden has bought the
report >*f the Court of Inquiry ou the des- Benjamin Mixer farm and moved his family
tiuction of the battleship Maine is given there.
It finds that the

emphasize

most

has returned

elsewhere.

words

sity and indicate

Northport.... Mrs. L. B.
Spanish question is still unsettled,
Morse has been away on a week's visit_
but according to latest reports with a
Henry Heald has sold his farm, formerly
possibility of a peaceful solution, al- known as the Abel B. Marriner farm to Mr.
Tht*

Medicine

Spring

Winterport.

BELFAST.

WEST,

^Veterinary i Surgeon.*^

to

the Coin/

DDP HITS ill the IXTEliBST DBI’Alt PM IS NT
payable mi douiuid haw interest nav
an 1 ,,al.v lsrDeposits during am/ month draw interest from the firot <he
department offers much \/renter secnriti/ to depositors than Savings Hanks, masim:.
deposit is a hem to the hank, and all deposits 1 our Hank are ana ra u/<■*•</ l»\ t win* tin mm
Capital Stock.
riiis Hank bein the latest est iblishe 1 Hank in Waldo
County, our \a ilt lias all the I im
ments ill Fire an l H irj;lar Pro »f work, therein,,rir >, to depositors th
.Hferiiu water
bank in this county.
We have SIKH UKPtHIT HOIKS at ft:J, ft* and *S per
year. All our boxes are eauii>i»,'
locks, so they m ly be taken to and from the Hank if desired.
I Vf.
lHt
*?>'.
1 his

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario
Office and

tesldence and
Office

Veterinary College.

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.
Hospital 17 Congress street.

Telephone 8 2.

Residence

Telephone 2 1.

Comfort and Safety
A sloop yacht 24 feet over all. 8 feet beam, with
iron keel, inside lead ballast, and fully found and
fitted, is offered for sale. Will sleep four on trail,

HOMEK N. CHASE &

CO., Auburn, Maine.

DURGIN, M

P

of Glasses and Oisea
ihe Eye and Ear a Special'

Fitting

Office hours until Oja. in.
safe, sound and serviceable craft,
From I 2.30 to 3 and 7 to H ^
fully equipped for cruising. Will not be given
>
SEAKSPOKT,
and
those
to
a
fair price
away,
only
willing
pay
need apply. For further particulars address
'1 KI.KPIIONK CONNKCTION.
YACHT OWNER,
Will bo in Belfast every I'nes I iy fr.•;•
Journal Office, Belfast, Me
M. Otliee over .1. W. Ferguson \ Co., \!
sums, and is

ro work for us selling nursery stock. Steady job,
>ay weekly, experience not necesssary, exclusive
13
erritory, outfit free. Apply at once.

E. H.

a

|

l

BELFAST.

NHVV5 OF

irU

The regular meeting of the
City Council
will be held next
Monday evening at 7
o’clock.

L. A. Knowlton,
... feed, fertilizers, etc., will be
!., ut interruption by Mr. C. E.
,»f the late

H

There will be a dance in Odd
Fellow’s
Hall Saturday evening, with
music by
Gilmore.

in attendance at the
School, the largest number
ng term, with others to
uteriug class numbers 70, the
-Tory of the school.

pupils

city,

this

in common

photographs

ir

winch is

about

The

f

with

in

received invita-

es, have

,t.

The Governor has issued

appointing April

to

to

a

j

pub- I
a
j

issue

Bar of

Bench and

Monday says: “The
jammed in the river at

Whig

of

been

gh Head for a short distance
n! ire Saturday night and the
more open to navigation
duly earlier period than usual.”

Peoples

National

day, evening
will

A.

had

object lesson in rat
store window last week.
He
J. G. Patterson and Joe was
uraged, when one night the
m eight big fellows.
He at
trap and its contents to Bai-

->

put

as

an

Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
way home they heard

gecsr

Hying

over.

Walker

heard

a

:

Saturday

large Hock fiy-

ipparently making

for the

bay.

these geese had
i.>i finding the bays frozen over
idea

was

that

Brunette and sloop H.
port Monday with fresh
Callahan and his two sous of
recently dug and shelled eight
Sch.
in

••!>

Refreshments

be served.

many Belfast friends of Mrs. Edwin
of Middletown, Ct formerly of this
city, recently united in making her a uumher of presents, including a handsome silver
tea set, and other articles.
The

Frost

j

unclaimed letters remaining in the
post office for the week ending
March 20: Gentlemen—Mr. A. P. Cain.
Mr. F. D. Cunningham, Mr. George Hatch
care of Frank Hatch, Mr. Herbert F. Roberts, Jr.
List of

Belfast

West went to Unity last Thursday and bought of W. A. Clark the trotting
stallion Castle Dare, 2.211, and the chestnut
geldiug Nemoue, 2.23. Dr. West subsequently sold Castle Dare to Frank B. Jacksun of this city.
Dr. W. L.

A

to seek open water.
-.

o’clock.

as

their

n

exhibition,

on

night

iv

at 8

Sunday morning Mr. O. A. Dickey of
Northport saw a herd of six large deer
browsing on the twigs of young apple trees
on his farm.
The were quite near the house
and appeared very tame.

be one of the
C. Sibley, A. A.
! Swan, W. C. Marshall and R.
presented the Belfast Board in

t-v

r"S,tac“‘

Last

to

was

Messrs.

Ptrrr*u

The Social Whist Club will give an entertainment at Memorial Hall, to-morrow, Fri-

meeting of the State
ide was held at Portland yestopic for general discussion
«»ne Thing Best Promotes the
-••rests of the State of Maine,”
A. C. Sibley of the Belfast

■

and prayer.
James W. Jones has bought the
residence
of Frank E. Crowley on
Primrose Hill and
expects to move in about May 1st.

Qticura

have been granted as follows:
Original, widow’s, etc., Harriet V. Clough,
Bluehill, SI2.

annual

proclamation

day of fasting

The Boston Art Club have
accepted a 22x
28 water color by H. L. Woodcock for
their
58th annual water color exhibition, which

Pensions

Baker, deceased. The office
made vacant by the death of L.
will not be tilled at present,
is vice president aud acting

a

a

store R.

Bank in

•■s

..'rude

treatment

as

speedy, for preserving, purifying, and beautifying’ the skin,
scalp, and hair, and eradicating every huwor, as warm baths with Cuticcra Soap,
and gentle anointings with Cuticcra
^ointment), the great skin cure.

EVERY HUMOR

Knowlton has been elected

E.

an tne world there is no other
so sweet, so safe, so

pure,

!■ sold throughout the world.
T*Rfo ano Chbm. Cobh.. Sole Props., Boston.
CT "All About the Skin. Scalp and Hair," free.

ucc

the

so

28th

United States

recruiting poster has
the post office, aud is the

been liung up iu
of much attention.

object

Recruits for the
army only
for, aud application is
to be made at Fort Preble, Portland.
Applicants must be between 21 and 30 and unare

a9ked

Owing

to

delay

A.

French & Co.

in

finishing their uew
are obliged to

postpone moving until next week. An
advertisement in our next issue will
give
further particulars.

opens April 1st. The subject is “Fishermen,” and it represents a collection of herring fishing boats moored in Criehaven harbor.
Miss Vannie DoHiff recently did a
very
meritorious act of humanity. She saw two
little girls on the street, shivering from
cold,
and as their feet were most in need of suitable protection she took the children into a

neighboring
they needed

and bought them what
that line.

store
in

Mr. Henry Clough received a letter Saturday from his brother, J. A. Clough, who
is

on

his way to Alaska in the schooner Ab-

by M. Deering. The letter was dated Sandy
Point, Straits of Magellan, Feb. 1st. All the
party were well and in good spirits and the
voyage

thus far had been uneventful.

petition for

a sidewalk on
Northport
from the present terminus opposite
the Girls’ Home to Battery street has been

A

aveuue

in

was

seven

policeman within call

no

hand and
from the fellow by
an down.
He was taken to the
iv it was found
that one ear
hadiy cut and his face bruised,
is were attended to and he was
next day after paying a small
'"ok the matter in

•-

he

crowd

Saxhorn.

The

Belfast
of the Bangor Daily News

us.iAL
•■lit

of William H. Sanborn
if'ha of Belfast meets with uniisfaetion. Mr. Sanborn is well
lot>.< after the best interests of
fi his department.
A brief sketch
fitment

interesting and shows

army

record.

He

was

a

very
born in

Jan. 1S42. Iu April, ’til, he enE., First Maine Ilegt., and was
it in v illy of the same year.
He

ii

n September iu
Co. E
10th
and was mustered out m June,
-■•nlisted again and remained in
1S»>5
He has served as comThomas H. Marshall Post, G. A.
i'jis: was elected the first colonel
F
Miller command, U. V. I
resign as his eyesight bothered
Sanborn is a blacksmith and a
>ud has h shop in Carter’s shiphe does the ironwork on the
.ring on the marine railway. He
:<
best story-tellers in this city
i around good fellow. Success to
•Oration of the police department.
.,

Itkms.

boli.

Gamecock

sailed

March 24 with hay from A. M.
P. M. Bonney arrived last

u

Sch.

to which port she movVinalhaveu_Sch. Geo.
'ii was haulei out on the marine
Mar. 25 for general repairs, includm

Castiue,

y from

ipmast,

ing,

new

etc.

stern

planking, calk-

This is the first vessel

this year-Sch. Post Boy is reBucksport aud will be commandseason by Capt. William
Bullock,
•rt Centre.
Sch. Delaware is repairsame port, aud will be commandt

Philbrook.Capt. Francis
Bucksport has bought the Thornas-

apt.

William

uer

Butman

The But-

!,u;lt in
h.

Searsport in 18G1 and is 87
Emma S. Briggs, Capt. Os-

chartered to load granite at
York-Sch. Mary B.
n sailed from Frankfort
Saturday
Vork with granite_Si’ll. Henry
which has been hauled up here
been

for New

•vint-er, will tow to-day to Bangor
"uber for New York_Capt. R.

painting and putting in con’-essel, the sch. A. Hay ford. She
is

;al, engage in the Rockland and
lime business.... The following
local vessels are reported: Bark

The item in The Journal of last week in
the long service for the city by
Messrs. Joseph Williamson ami others was
misleading on account of an omission. The
latter part of the item should read as follows: Mr. L. H. Murch, who qualified as
City Clerk Monday for his fourteenth consecutive year, also held the same office one
His is the longest, term
year, 21 years ago.
of any City or Town Clerk since Belfast
was incorporated.
Jonathan Wilson was
Town Clerk 18 years, from 1800 to 1813, and
John H. Quirnby was City Clerk for the
same length of time, but in two terms, 1850
to 1800 and 1804 to 1873.
relation to

\\ alter Darby has made a yaclit of
C HAT.
Defender model and rig, 5 feet over all,
which is to be placed on exhibition in Spencer & Wilson’s window.Hugh Gordon

begun in the blacksmithing business in
the shop in the rear of L. T. Shales’ store.
-William H. Bray went to Dark Harbor
Monday to wire one of the new summer res-

has

and Triuidad,
cargo of sugar front Zaza
Cuba, brings additional news concerning
the pitable condition of the reconcentrados
Indeed, from
in the southern part of Cuba.
what Capt. Hayes says, the Spanish soldiers
themselves are insufficiently nourished, and

but little better off than the natives.
says that the worst stories of
the poor people of the island
their sufferings.
do not half describe
Emaciated people arc begging on the streets,
are

and

the death

rate from starvation is

Are any of
Your folks

Every Time, Every Place, Everywhere
I'bere is Plenty of
They Triumph
Proof of this in M.iiue.

Success merits reward.
Our citizens appreciate a “good thing;”
They praise it when they find it.
No praise too great for the little conqueror,

Bad backs are but bad kidneys,
That’s why Doan’s Kidney Pills

cure

of

the audience guesses nearest to the time
run down gets the watch.

New Advertisements. R. H. Coombs &
Son, 70 aud 72 Main street, Belfast, announce this week the grand clearance sale
of furniture they have been preparing for for
some time.
It is not a sale of old shop-worn
goods, but of a complete aud up-to-date
stock in all lines, including recent purchases
from leading manufacturers. See notice of

special

cash offer to out of town customers.
All caskets and burial goods delivered
promptly and free of charge anywhere within twelve miles-Next Saturday morning,

April 2d, Carle .& Jones begin

a

lamp sale,

and will sell their entire stock of lamps ami
silk shades regardless of cost. The lamps
will be marked n plain figures. The
prices
quoted are for oue day only... .Sidney Kalish, clothier, etc., 48 Main street, is selling
out and offers she latest spring styles of

jackets,silk

waists and suits at

Burkett’s,

*

,_ce_

She is

capacity

built

different plans from any
the river, her particular
business being takeu into consideration.
1 urk’s Island to
Providence, salt, She has beeu named the
Marjorie_The
Scli.D. 14. Haskell, Fernandina,
steamer Seaboard, which recently arrived at
Vork, lumber, p. t. Sch. Anna Boston from
Baltimore to go on the route beBrunswick to Noank, lumber,
tween that port and Machias, goes to New
Sell. Thus. W. Hyde, Apalachicola
York to-day to secure a new boiier. The
f irt» lumber $6.
Coal out, Phila- Boston Globe
says that the company is
I4rv Tortugas, $1.50 aud dischargnegotiating for the purchase of the sideFlorence Lelaud, Fernandina to wheel steamer Mouticello
of St. John, or
rk, lumber p. t. Sch. James A. the steamer
Virginia, to run in conjunction
s
Perth Amboy to Hallo well, coal,
with the Seaboard. If the Monticello is
Sch. Lester A. Lewis, Perth
purchased she will be placed under the
to Portland, coal GO cents_Schs.
American flag, as she is intended for trade
t S
Brooks, Annie R. Lewis, Dick between American
ports. Capt. Jeremiah
aud Post Boy were towed to BanCottrell, commander of the Seaboard, will
1
"day from Bucksport. The Brooks
go to St. John, in case the Monticello is
ar8° °f coal, the others were light.
secured, to bring that vessel to Boston. The
Maggie Mulvey arrived Monday Virginia will not be available until June
1.
Mesboro for general repairs, which
-Steamer Sedgwick made her first trip
""li a new w’indlass, calkiug,
paint- from Bangor to Bar Harbor yesterday, and
Sch. Harriet Rogers arrived
will make two trips each way weekly.
-sth, to load hay, coal, etc., at the F. Steamer Wm. G. Butman came
to Belfast
u‘ Co.’s for Seal
Harbor-Sch. JenSunday to bring the Spear Comedy Co. from
! w»rd
went to Bangor, March 28th, to
Rockland... .The little steamer Anodyne
lor the season’s
business_Scb. A. was in port the first of the week in the
in,i!* is
undergoing repairs at the North terest of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, etc.
railway, Rockland.Sch. Anna -The steamer
City of Bangor will come
arrived March 29th from Booth
bay on the Boston & Bangor route
April 5tli in""sphate for Knowlton.
steat of the 8th as first announced.

From tlie fact that

have received

we

lowing prices

are

announce

that

Banquet Lamp Onyx

ORAND

or

WILL

starch,

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY and

SATURDAY,

St.,

same

Belfast.

Onyx

1

Berlin

6
1
4
3

Brass.....
Gold.
Onyx.

1
“

Lamp Gold and Onyx.
1 Banquet Lamp Berlin and Gold.

1 Piano

“

The above

lamps

are

::==3

because

en-

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

but

FACTORY PRICES.

without shades

*'*♦•*•*#+-*•**■

or

6.75
6.50
2.50
3 50
3 75
5 00
12 CO
6 00
22 00
17 qq
3 60

a

)

valuable article

for diet for man)
years in the
MAINE
*f„

*i*

General

Package, 15

Buy of the maker and
Save Intermediate Profits.

cents.

WILLIAM A.

Cooks in 10 minutes,
■—

****

S .98
3,85
.38
1 89

.98
.10
.19
6 50
29
.38

23
,18

*>„

*<’*"

JOHN W. SLEEPER, Manager Retail Department,

Hospital.
2 lb.

Men's Pittsfield All Wool Trousers.
“
“
Suits.
“
“
Knee Pants,
Youths’ Wool Suits. 14 to 18 years.
Children's Wool Suits. 4 to 14 years.
Children s Knee Pants. Cottonadge.
Children's Heavy wool Knee Pants.
Men s Nobby Covert Overcoats,
Men's and Boys' 50c Caps now
Men's 50c and 75c. Outing Shirts.
Boys' 50c. Jersey Shifts,
Boys'25c. and 50c. Underwear.

CLARK,

Phenix Row, Belfast, Me.

is better.

WE
WANT^_

YOU
WANTj»_

ANYTHING THaT IS GOLD
OR SILVER, NO MATTER
HOW BADLY BROKEN,OU I
OE STYLE OR USED UR,
WE WILL BUY IT.

CHASE

OllR NHW, I RUSH STYI.KS
IN WATCHLS, CLOCKS,
JKVVLLR Y,
SILVLR AND
PLATLD WAHL, CAHLRAS
and PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS

db

;

DOAK.

S5 Main Street,

IielfiiMt, Me.

Now

$7.98
3 98
25
3.98
1.19
1 98
2 25
3.28
4

38
3 78
14 68
11

SELLING OUT.
_—

^

—_

8

2^10

globes.

Saturday morning we will have these lamps all marked in
plain figures, and we would be very pleased to sell you one.
Yours

for those who de-

**CALL AND MAKE THE EXCHANGE.

date, and the fol-

Gold.

5

as=

Odd Fellows’ B ock.

has been

Bold

1

gruel,

mush

OCCUR

1

and

as

...

4

“

elegant

purchase.
The public are cordially invited to be present.
Remember the samples will be shown representing the
tire product of the largest Cloak House in America

Opening Exhibition much gluten.
Easter Millinery
jWHEAfljRM

Gold.$12 00
Old Ivory.
6.75

“

an

contains little

good for that date only.

and

invalids,

measurements will be taken

our

Was
1

the above dates

sire to

many inquiries as to when our SPRING
OPENING would take place, we would

respectfully

on

a

so

M0pning? ^\\ ^

night of the

by Physicians

or

REGARDLESS

and ends at

on

exhibition

pronounced

A* * A A A * A*

of about 50 passengers.

on

boat in service

is

either

LAMPS! lips!

a

on

sortment of

food for

REGARDING....

103 & 105 Main

and has

We shall have

easily digested

xjx

j WELLS &. CO.,

S.LE.COMMENCES

MEAL

Saturday \oon,

1st and 2d.

A.pril

Special

x'x

April 7,

found iu the hold and on two decks. The
cabin is conveniently reached and arranged

Until

nutritive and

be-

overstocked
Silk

Friday at 11 A. i,

wonderfully

idences there for electric bells_A number ginning Friday,April 1st,at 11 a. m. and con8 and 9.
tinuing until noon Saturday, April 2d. The
of the old instruments of the Belfast Band
to be shown on tiiis occasion will
have been sold to musicians in other places. samples
t
most
cordial
invitation
to attend is
the
entire product of the largest
represent
-Charles F. Swift planted sweet peas in cloak house in America. Special measureextended to all.
his garden March 27th-The shed in the ments taken for those who desire to buy.
Remember the dates and place_Chased:
* * * * * *
rear of the Windsor Hotel, owned
by the Doak will buy old gold and silver in ex|
estate of Francis Whitmore and occupied for
OUR advertisement in next
change for n ew fresh styles in all lines of
storage, collapsed a short time ago. There their goods-Wells & Co. give some ad- week’8 issue of this paper, it will enumvance information about spring
millinery, erate the contents of the LARGE and
was but little in it, and the
damage was aud announce their
opening of Easter rniliislight.J. W. Batohelder of Brooks will nery for April 7 th, 8th and 9th. Look out for VARIED exhibition we create for
your
go to Isleau Haut next week to build sum- the advt. in next week 's issue of The Journal
most careful and critical inspection.
giving full particulars... E. N. Harriman,
mer cottages. He now has two contracts_
Stockton Springs, has eggs for setting from
William McCabe is mourning the loss of his purely bred
Light Brahma hens; only
pipe, which he valued for old associations, 25 cents for a setting of 13 eggs_See
statement
of
New
York Plate Glass Inand Superintendent Brick has a valuable
surance Co., James Pattee & Son, agents,
whip which he found in the road.
Belfast-See what William A. Clark, Phenix Row, has to say about 315 suits.
Steamer Notes.
The new steamship
Horatio Hall, built for the Maine Steamship
Company for the trade between Xewr York
aud Portland, was launched March 23d from
Roach’s shipyard at Chester, Pa
The
steamer is of steel, 319 feet long, 46 feet
beam, 17 feet 6 inches depth of hold. She
will be driven by a triple expansion
engine,
with cylinders 36 48 and 75 inches in diamewith
a
stroke
of 46 inches aud developter,
ing more than 4,000 horse power. Her total
cost is about $400,000.... A steamer has beeu
We are
with Lamos and will sell our entire stock
built in the Barbour yard at Brewer for
of
and
Shades
OF COST
Capt. Benj. Arey to be placed on the river
route formerly owned by the Little Buttercup. Her keel is 48 feet aud her length
over all is 57 feet.
She is 12 12 feet wide.
Her capacity for freight and passengers is

Lamps

On

GERM

when last attacked with kid-

ney complaint. Pain across my back
the hips eized me. Sometimes it was

clothing, furnishing goods

and hats of 1898.
The store is for *ale or to rent. A good opportunity to buy a business established 32
years and having a good run of tride... .See
a few sample qu nations of the prices placed
on all A. P. Mansfield’s goods for iiis closing
out sale. The goods quoted to-day will be
quickly closed-Grand opening of ladies’

WHEAT

them,

They reach the point.
They reached it in the case of Mr. C H. Kirkpatrick, the well-known market man of 118 Exchange street, Bangor. He says: “I have implicit
faith in Doan’s Kidney I’ills, for they were of

....

or

indigestion ?

Backs that ached, ache no more.
Strength to weak backs has been restored.
It’s just the same il they are lame,
The lameness goes because it cannot stay.

to me

appetite

...AT...

worker,

The little bad-hack wonder

great service

sick,

Lais’ Mels, 1 WaisHils

troubled with
poor

tep by step onward,
Day by day confidence increases.

A Good

at which it

"V

ap-

palling.

—

Company. Spear’s Comedy company opened a live night engagement at
Belfast Opera House Monday evening, before a full house. The play the opening
night was “A Royal Slave.” The scene
is laid in Mexico, and the plot involves a

...OF..

Capt. Hayes
suffering of

right over
sharp and
uumerously signed and will be presented piercing, but usually it was dull and grinding. It
to the city government at its next
me
at
sometimes
but
not
half so
meeting. |
night,
annoyed
The need for this walk is not questioned by bad as tue urinary weakness that accompanied it.
any one, and favorable action on the petition
Urination was too frequent and the result too
is hoped for.
aciduous. I often thought I had the gravel the
I got Doan’s Kidney Pills
was so intense.
Miss Mary S. Snow, superintendent of the pain
for it and I was greatly pleased at the change
Bangor schools,arrived here yesterday mornthey effected. My kidneys now act naturally.
ing. She took dinner at the Girls Home, an The urinary weakness has been corrected and my
institution in which she has manifested
back has stopped aching.”
much interest, and in the afternoon address- |
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
ed a meeting in Memorial Hall on“Kiuder- box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on regarteu work.” The meeting was held at an ceipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
hour that made it impossible for us to give Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S, and take no subany report of the address in this issue of The
stitute.
Journal.

days, ami John married.
of the same place are said to
Accident. L. F. Howard accidentally
barrel every day-Isaac E.
cut his left hand while at work iu Critehett,
Spanish couutess, her supposed daughter, a
firm of Gray &, Harper, fish
Sibley & Co’s shoe factory, Friday. He was Spanish count who is also a highwayman,
istine, was in port Tuesday iu
a knife handle when the knife with
an American colonel and a
and with a supply of scallops, tilting
newspaper rewhich he was at work slipped and mile a
a ready sale at the houses at 25
porter, an Indian descendant of old Montewound
about
three
inches
in
the
loug
fleshy zuma, aud others. Every part was well
uirt... .Sch. Hector and
sloop
taken and the costumes, scenery and stagearrived Tuesday with fresh fish. part of his thumb.
James Bowen has started out as an evange- setting were good. The specialties were
g men came from a neighboring
list in true Salvation Army style. He wears equal to any presented here for a long time.
trstlay to take the steamer for a red shirt with Salvation
Army in bright The kaleidseope fiance was specially fine,
before the arrival of the boat
letters across the breast, and wherever he and brilliantly illuminated. At the Friday
•»k a drink, followed evidently
afternoon matinee a gold watch will be given
finds a crowd of men on the street whom he
i er drinks. Then they got into
things he can benefit he exhorts or prays as to somebody. The watch was bought of H.
ng the crowd just as the steamer the case seems to
demand. Monday after- Locke & Son ; was wound up at noon Wednesig tier landing. They were sepanoon he held such a meeting ou Moody’s
day aud sealed up in a box. The box will be
! times, but as soon as released
corner and drew a large crowd.
opened Friday at the matinee and whoever
ittaek whoever was nearest to
tins

Capt. J. O. Hayes of bark Olive Thurlow,
which arrived at Boston March 28th with a

truly,

CARLE & JONES.

SIDNEY KALISH,

Belfast, Maine,

SELLS THE LATEST SPRIXO STYLES Oh

Clothing, Furnishing Goods ^Hats of 1898
AT

^•ALSO STORE

COST.

FOR SALE OR TO RENT.«

THE ENTIRE BUSINESS FOR SALE.
for a person to

buy

a

This is

business established 22 years,

a good
opportunity
having a good run of trade

Town Reports.

Hopeful

ISLESBORO.

The darkest days of husband and wife
to a childless and desolate old age.

VALUATION.
Keal estate of residents.$104 218
Personal estate of residents. 41 470
Keal estate of non-residents. 137,35(5
2.484
Personal estate of non-residents

00
27
00
00

$285 528 27
1 5550 00
804 .80
800 00
150 00
10»u,H)
400 00

uccmii[mnieu. uy

80
858 74
547 30
180 29

tax.

County tax.
Overlayings

1 51(5 42

$5,121

22

ASSESSMENTS.

On real estates of residents.

1,719(50
(584 2(i

estate of residents.
real estate of non-residents.
personal estates of non-residents.
205 ]'oils at $2 00.

•*

personal

2,2(50 88
40 08
410 00

Kate of taxation, .01(55.

lour

HA ROES.

i\VX

U\ eriay mg...
lOtik'K-ht highway tax, hs0t..

$

1 (5(50 52
>257 58
552 03
58 04

Pay

ol low n officers...
Abatements..
>

1 2(54 40
80(5 12

8

1,(5(50 52

Unexpended.

HltiHWA VS.

Appropriation.
Expenditures.

oiues

was

like

14(5 45

.*

SHIPS.

j

800uo
840 5(5

....$

’■

j

new wo-

Jan 4.
St Paul,

15ti 72
804 80
707 55

...

8

Paid fur teaching.

S
Amount unexpended.

the State.

8
1’aid W. 1'. (.'.ark teaching ana
hoard.....8
E
B. Eddy teaching and

«calds, dialings, ami ail kinds of skin trouble, Comfort Powder is recommended by
Mrs. F. A. Montague, of Rochester, N.Y., to ail her
m
-t-v
m
fIt relieves all irritations quickly. Soothes and
^W
cools, uud of great comfort to mothers aud babies.

fuel.

lor

8
overdrawn.

Amount

discipline,

150 00
150 00
300 00

150 00

307 00

1

Paid Edwin E. Babb.
American Bock Co.

8
Amount (overdraw

n.....

j

100 00
74 O0
70 82

j

130 82
50 82

]

j
1

I

.N EX 1 ENDED BALANCES.

On t«>\\u

charges.>
highways.
common

schools.

...

Amount overdrawn fur support >4
poor 840 00, lugli schools >7 00
and It \t hook 853

300 12
140 43
151 00

j

05*3 01

j

j

its Is

-i

Net 0-t.ance.>

5‘..'5 43

ihle terms of the year and we most earnestly recommend the continuance of the
: lame, knowing that, we get the
greatest
*;<>od f»*r the amount of money expended
1 ban any schools in town.
Whole number of scholars April 1, 329.
Whole, number of scholars summer term.
1 82
Average number of scholars summer term,
60.
Whole number of scholars fall term, 171.
Average number of scholars fall term, 142
Whole number of scholars winter term,
1 89.
Average number ol scholars winter term,
1

mers

..

Abatements.
Expended on highway.

Supportot

poor.

Common schools.
High schools.
Text books..

8

2,053

33

TREASURER’*: REPORT.
Dash in treasury March 1, 185*7... ..>
Kec. trom State reimbursement
for dog licenses for 185*0
Iron town for
dog licenses
f,,r «*•.
..
on
ax deeds of 185*4
tax deeds of 185*5..
from State for Free High
S* bools.
State school fund and mill

i Jaid

‘‘

interest

on

on

cash

on

tax
tax

o* W. S. Pendleton, for rent
of town hall.
of E. M. Gilkey, tax deeds
,or 18116.

$
Paid selectmen’s orders.£
E. D. Williams for return of
6 rtl,M.
interest on town bond_
..

Sylvester H. Fletcher State

fusion.
Cathenue Bagley State

*'

pensou.
State Treasurer amount received for dog licenses for
y«ar MW.
b unity on seal.
interest on town orders.
fcr acknowledgement of seal

certificates.
postage and stationery.

<;'.nutj-tax..
State

tax....
redeemed.

tax deeds ol 1890
tax deeds of 18510

Cash

111

on

hand.

treasury...

800 00

hi.

B.

Eddy

teaching

150 00

and
150 00

$

300 00

j

I

j

Appropriation..$

overdrawn.
REPAIRS.

1 lepairs.$
C Cleaning schoolhouses.

44

4 4

00
54
88
50

3148

’90

20
5
10
41
314

00
50
00
88
33

Total.$2,070

53

44

’97.
memorial’97.
tax discount '97.
support of poor.

44
44
44

STANDING OF THE

CASTOR!!
For Infants and

Children.

Ths Kind You Have

|

Always Bought

AVegetable Preparation for As-

similating theFoodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfuland Rost.Contains ncilher
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Nar c otic
ness

Recipe of Old DrSAMUEL PITCHER
]\iinpkw Seed
dlx. Senna
\
lu.dtiUe Sails
I
druse See d

Peppermint

7

Ut Carhonatt Soda
ffarm Seed
('/unhid Superr

Treat, at New York lor

IMnbryrein'/ taror

A
I

Z

A

I
1

J

perfect Remedy forConstipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms ,C onvulsions,Feveri shness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

NGWILL.

FacSinule Signature of

are

TOWN.

Resources.
G. C. Levenseller,

March 24 from Baltimore.

from

Col.

XEW

YORK._

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

79

81,540 00

4,403 90
j. Add overlay.
g tate tax for 1897.
CJounty tax for 1897

4 00
80 00

I

37 14
453 53
296 03

$

786 70
^ 'otal amt. assessed.$2,320 70
72 00 * Lint,
f«»r
in
appropriated
highways
labor and material $1,200 00.
i x
raluation of real and personal es00
23
tates $187,112 00.
7 OP
>o. of taxable polls, 135.
22 20
1
Late of cash tax, .015.
1 Late of road tax, 008.
25
COMMON SCHOOLS.
4 00
l
Amount
547 39
$ 47500
appropriated by town
J
Amount
858 74
108 70
unexpended in 1800.
I.
Received
from State 1807.
47 22
808 80
/
Amt.
104 73
for repairs on school houses..
150 00
*
3i:’» 24 Amount
for school books.
20 00

|

Resources exceed liabilities.

472 75
_*_

$2 241 75
IRF.ASl'KKK

RKPoliT.

S

Ji'impts
liarlow Coi. f<.r 1895

0.$2.348 98
12 00
00 92
84 01
19 50
2 00
Ill

l^vanaeHer treasurer of 890.
Tax deeds.
E. Evans.
W
IS. Cammett lot iu Cemetery
L. H. Jaeksou Col. fur 1894
State Treas. rebate on
dog li(«.»

...

........

censes....,

50 15
01 00
2 00

(J. U. Smith dog licenses..
E Packard lot in cemetery....
O G. Hussey support of C. ]•’. Gil-

more.

O

12 00

G. Hussey
support of C. P. Gilmore....
State Treas. damage by dogs.
E II. Clements Col. for 1890 91.
Hollis Wentworth lot iu cemetery..
State Treas. pension rebat-e.
N. E. Clary Col. for 1897.
State.
tax

Treas. school funds and mill

55 50
12 00
139 07
5 oo
108 00
879 21
179 04

75)!

Ordered, That notice be given to all pn
terested by causing a copy of ibis order tlisbed three weeks successively in the Rei
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they m.i
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
and for said County, on the second ToeApril next, at ten of the clock before n.
show ause. if any they have, why the same
not be proved, approved and allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, J
A true copy.
Attest
Ciias P Hazej.tink, Keg
■

1X7AI.DO SS.
In Court of Probate, he'-.
M
last,on the second Tuesday of Mm<.!
JOSEPH H. < A BE 1. TON, Exe< id
will of ROBERT G ( A MPBEI.E. late
1 \
port, in said County, deceased, having |
iiis third and final account of administ
said estaic for allowance.
ordered. That notice thereof be giveweeks successively, in the Republican
printed in Belfast, in >a id county, that a
interested may atieml at a Prob.it,-r
held a. Belfast, on the >ccoivd Tuod.i'
next. and show cause, it any t lies has--.
said account should not be allowed
Gl-.o. E. JOHNSON.
A true copy. At test
( H AS. P. H.V/.ELT INK. Be

CEO. E. JOHNSON Judge.
Attest:
( has. P. Ha/.kltim., Register.

>

how American Women

368 39

..

F or burial of Edgar Packard.
C. W. Shorey cemetery lot.
C. H. Smith on book sale..

1

Literary

News

ana

Harper’s Bazar for April will include,

besides the usual well-known fashion features, the beginning of an important series on Household Sanitation by Mrs. H.
M. Plunkett, another interesting
paper on
Life and Health by l)r. Grace Peckham
Murray, and short stories by Sarah Branwell Elliott and Marion Harland.
William Henry Schofield gives in the
April Atlantic reminiscences of personal
visits to Bjornson and Ibsen,
concerning
whose widely different personalities so
much is written and so little
really
known.
Mr. Schofield’s descriptions and
the anecdotes he relates are valuable from
their accuracy as well as interesting and
stimulating from their freshness and piquancy.

Harper’s Magazine for April will contain
illustrated article on “The Closing
Scene at Appomattox,” describing the
famous meeting between Grant and Lee,
by General George A. Forsyth, li. S. A.,
a member of Sheridan’s staff on intimate
terms with his chief; a character sketch
by Morgan Robertson, entitled “Primordial,” in which he portrays humorously
the development of a civilized child cast
upon an uninhabited tropical island; an
account by Sidney Whitman, F. R. G. S.,
author of “Imperial Germany,” of the
commercial rivalry existing between Ffugland and Germany.
an

No

Gripe

When you take Hood’s Pills. The big, old-fashioned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
pieces, are not in it with Hood’s. Fasytotake

women earn

and sales

and easy to operate, is true
of Hood’s Pills, which are
up to date in every respect.

a

9

| IK
E*®' 9 51

B I Iw
Safe, certain and sure. All ®
druggists. 25c. C. I. Hood & f’o.. Lowell. Mass.
Tiie only Pills to take with Hood s Sarsaparilla.
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flavor best suits the
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the ways in which
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Kvcry

but twenty years later,
as
census returns of 1890,
the proportion of women thus employed
had reached 12.81 per cent, of all the
population of that sex. It is apparent to
the most casual and cursory observer that
the number of women in the various fields
of industry will be in 1900 very much
greater relatively to the whole number of
women than at the close of aDy previous
decade.
This increase in the number of
women entering new industries lias been
accompanied by a decided decrease in the
number of women engaged in domestic
and personal service.
According to the Department’s digest of
the census returns of 1870 and 1890, it
appears that in 1890 more than one-sixth
of the total number of persons at work in
the country were women, as compared
with a little more than one-seventh at t.hc
census of 1870.
The compiler says that
the increase in the proportion of women
workers is especially noticeable in professional service, in which class the women
constituted in 1890 very nearly one-third
of all persons so occupied, as compared
with less than one-fourth in 1870.
Women
in
are also very numerously represented
and
mechanical
industries,
manufacturing
:
and
in trade and transportation, in clerical
positions for the most part. The representation in these brauclies of industry grew
from two per cent, in 1870 to seven per
1
cent,
in 1890 of all persons so employed.
The figures for Pennsylvania and New
In 1870 in
Jersey are of local interest.
Pennsylvania, 13.10 per cent, of all persons
over ten years of age in gainful occupations were women; in 1890, the percentage
In New Jersey
was 14.90; in 1890, 10.54.
the percentages art : 1870, 15 per cent.;
Thus, in 1890,
1880, 10.83; 1890, 19.50.
in New Jersey, nearly one-fifth of all the
in
persons
gainful pursuits were women,
in some of the New England States and in
certain Southern States the percentage
The
was much higher at the last census.
employment of colored women in field
labor in the South and the large number
of women engaged in the Eastern factories
explain the high percentages in these
communities.
The Bulletin announces
that the District of Columbia has the
largest proportion of women workers. In
1890 they constituted 31.77 percent, of all
the gainful workers in the District. This
high percentage is do to the fact that the
Departments of the National Government
employ women in large numbers.

to-

should investigate what there is
about B-L that so
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Flour will be
in every' other

from the barrel.
barrel you

duplicate

use

The second

of it will be

Ik

a

of the first, and the

same as

just

the

the second.

The finest patent flour
.t can be made from

the choicest win-

T^Mter wheat.
Solti

everywhere.

VjVM. A. WOMBS.
^SS.
j

at
.m

I'olilwiiter,
Mich.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
of employment and want a position, paying you from $50 to $100 monthly (dear
»bove expenses by working regularly, or, if you
want to increase your present income from
$200
to $500 yearly, b y
working at odd times, write tha
[tLOBE CO., 728 Chestnut St., Pliila., Pa., stating
ige, whetherama rried or single, last or present
imployment, and you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
md faster than jou ever made before in your life
5m44
are out

TO LET.
1

“"T

i

;

Beliast. vs it bin and fur
the
.ml I uesdav <d

\

11T A 1.1)0 Sr
1 I
>>
b
M.i
fast
SAMCEE K I\(rSBCR\
a-1: <u
r.r-estate of A N \ I.. <. A \
late -d Mm
County, decea-i d. ha ing presented Ids titinal account m administration of sain
allowance
Ordered. That notice thereof I
giver
weeks successively, m the Be) ni
,0.
printed in Belfast, 111 said County, that
soils interested may atteml at a Pr -I atbe held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday
next, and show cause, if any they nave v.
said account should not be allowed
GEO. E JOHNS' >N. I
A true copy. Attest:
( HAS. P Ha/.KLTINK. Beal
>

■

Probate Court held at, Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav .-t
March, A. I). 185)8.
A
PlLSBl RY of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, interested in the estate, ot
THOMAS C. PORTER, late ..! Framingham, in
the County of Essex ami Commonwealth of Massachusetts, dee-eased, having presented a petition
praying that a copy of the last will and testament
of said deceased may he tiled and recorded in tae
Registry of Probate in said County of Waldo,pursuant to the statute in such case made and provided.
Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
belli at Belfast within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, it anil they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
CKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A 1 rue copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
At a

un;i\
N(nici
I
gives notice that she has been duly
ed Executrix of the last wi,i and testam.
AUGl'STCS A. Hi BI>, ate of Beil

Exe<

CHARLES

The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
C. O. POOR.
Belfast, Oct. 14, 1897.

.11

in the County ->t Waldo, deceased. Ab 1
ha\ in* demands against the estate of sani
ed are desired to present the same for set'
and all indebted thereto are requested inpayment immediate! v.
l.oi ISE S. Ii'
Belfast, March. 8. 1898.
S NOTICE. Tilt* subsm 11
gives notice that she has been duly 1
ed Executrix of the last w ill and testatum

KNECCTRIX

EZR A HANSON

late of Brooks

in the

County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the state

\ ’•
of

ceased are desired to present tin* same
-t
ment.and all indebted thereto are re-p.i-'-:make payment, immediately to John B. \\ ,Belfast, my autliorized agent.
K ATE M. HA NStom ham, Mass., Feb. s, 1898. 8wl<>
1

a Probate Court tutla at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo on the second Tuesday of March, A. 1». 185)8.

JR AN K A. BARTLETT, administrator of t-tie estate of MARY MITCHELL, late of Cnity, in
saiil County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that this court may determine who are entitled to the balance remaining in
his hands upon settlement of his final account,
ami their respective shares therein, and order the
same distributed accordingly.

I

BRACE UP!
SPRING AIR CALLS FOR A
GOOD SPRING IONIC. TAKE

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons inteiested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively iu
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they m iy appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P Hazeltink, Register.

■

•

Rounded
roots

true

copy.

E

and

by us from barks, berrieiravo of the WooiJStd Ala !.•

Full Pint Bottle 50 Cts.

Ilf ALDO SS
In Court of Probate, held at Bel
M
fast, on the secoml Tuesday ol March.185)8
GEORGE tr. RICH, Guardian*.d MVBKL G.
ELI .1 E< WOOD of Winterport. in said County,
having presented his first and final account >1
guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, 'Ihat notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Beliast. in sa id County, hat all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held .ii Belfast, on the second Tuesdav of Apiil
next, and show cause, ii any they have, why tin*
said account should not he allowed.
CEO

CASTOniA.
Kin(l VoU 1,2,8 Alwa>S B°“21,t
Bears the

<•

certain instrument, pitiporting to he the last
will and testament ot JAMES V WlLsON,
late of -Bt Hast, in ?aiil County ot Wahm. deee.tsed, having been presented for probate
Onlered. That notice 1>» given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in the Rep- oican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear a: a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approv d ami allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. p. Hazki.tink, Register.

A

If you

-lute *
A EDO SS.-Ill ( «.!! ••: -M
fast, on the sc- --ml Tuesday--I Ma:
I
YRl S rid K, Ex.
he
E. PA I'TKBSt »N late .,j >, ai>po:
ty. decea ed, having p: c-,enten hi* lir>!
of admitiist it ion o! m i-1 est.oe IOrdered. That notic- there-d be gi\.i
he Bepu.-it- .a. .!•
weeks suce.->U\ely. n
nut ya t ha: Cl
printed in Bel last, in sai
interoted may attend at a Pi --bat » u
held at Belfast, on the -ee.iml Tn-->-la;
next, and show cattle. it any they !i..\,
said account should not be alb-wen
gk» 1 E. Johnson .1
A rrue < -p\.
Attest
Cll
P. llA/l- l.l IM 1C-
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duplicated
“baking”

tenth barrel will be

Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems
especially adapted to the needs of the children.
Pleasant to take; soothing in its influence. It is the remedy of all remedies for
every form of throat and lung disease.

__^The

The first bread

Ur you make of Rob Roy

Dr.

Hood’s

Heap

popularity

m

Money.'

some

of the

employments,
exhibited by the

l

Peterson’s Magazine has been purchased by Frank A. Muusey, and will be
published hereafter from his New York office.

Top

ative

54 04
704 30

Notes.

as

'll\REES A. WHITTIER, administrator ol the
estate of MIR1A M WH IT I I i.R (T RTIS. late
Seaisport in -aid County <1 Wa! in. dci-eased,
having presented a petition praying that he may
lie 11. elided to accept an adv antag.
u.>;l'er for
certain real e.-tate therein dosciihed and to sell
and convey the same at private sale.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give not ice to
all pers.ni> interested by causing a copy of this
order ;>• be published three wet k -; rt s.sively in
t he Republican Joitrna 1. printed at Bell a**.. that
they may appear at a Probate tour:, to lit held
at Beliast. within and 1 or said cunity, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten
the -lock
he I ore noon, and show cause. ,t
any they have,
why the prayer ol said petitioner Mould ml be
granted.
C Ei > E. JOHNS! >N, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas P. Ha/.kltim- Register.
..t

that in 1870,9.03 percent, of all the women
of the country were employed in remuner-

96

Expenditures.

orders.

Labor contains

esting information
American

Earn

Probate Court held at Belfast, wii bin and for
Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
March, A.*l>. 18t*s.
a

the

bulletin of the United States

Department of

35 00
2 (Hi
j 50

$4,394

At

SCHOONERS.

A recent

...

8
Total amount available... .$1,122 18
0,4 1 2
Amt. paid for the support of schools,
superintendent's report.
1800 :
Jn submitting this, my third annual
report For teaching.$
00 25
it can be safely stated that a
very successful i
8 54
supplies.
year has passed considering the difficulties,
fuel.
0 25
incident to diphtheria epidemic, which visit2 (X)
repairs.
ed us iu the early fall
In a general way
there lias been marked advancement all
108
04
$
along the line. In some particular cases, Amt.
paid for support of schools,
especially in former district No. 4, there has
1807:
been decided improvement. In district No.
For teaching.$ 708 05
4, there being too many scholars crowded in
20 08
supplies.
one room to do profitable
work; we had a
fuel.
20 25
suitable room finished in the chamber of the
scholars.
40
25
transporting
school building and tnesebool divided. Two
5 80
repairs on school house.
teachers were employed and excellent results have followed this plan, both schools
$ 802 38
making marked advancement. Most of your
Total expended.§ 070 42
teachers are students of the times and its
on repairs.
144 70
Unexpended
demands, and have labored faithfully and to
school.
7 00
a large degree successfully.
We are now
practically doiug the work as indicated by
ftl.1‘22 18
State Superintendent Stetson. Good interest
AMOUNT EXPENDED.
has been manifest by the pupils
throughout
the schools, ami I am pleased with the re- For support of school.$ 970 42
sults. Time, study and patience are necesroads and bridges.
78 08
sary to place our schools where they ought
incidental expenses ’90
05 89
to be, although from personal knowledge
incidental expenses ’97.
01 53
interest on town orders ’90....
they compare favorably with the schools of j
54 40
services of selectmen, etc., ’90..
other towns. I believe that one of the rea- !
89 03
1
services of other town officers
sons which prevents our schools from inak’96.
81 00
ing more progresses not the lack of methods,
services of other town officers
not to lack of good teachers; but to lack
of interest on part of parents. Parents who
’97.
10 50

* certain instrument, purposing to
A will and testament of I PWIS A. K
TON, late of Belfast, in >aid County ••
deceased, having been presented for pt"i

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. I>. 1808.
\ M ANI) A M K V RR V BEE.creditor of CHARLES
l\ E. NELSON, late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that she may he appointed administratrix
of the estate of said deceased.

copy.

NEW YORK CITY.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit fib
the County of Waldo, in vacation. M.i
A I). 1898.

At a

A true

\V
R Gilkey.
sailed
from New York March 14 for Fernandina.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Barbadoes
March <i from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Boston March 23 from Darien, Ga.
.John C Smith, Kneelaud, sailed from
New York March 14
Brunswick, Ga.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
York Dec 28 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Jacksonville M ire'ii 22 f“r New York.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from New
York .March It! for Jacksonville.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from RioJa
ueiro Feb 2t> for Baltimore.
It \V Hopkins, Hiehboru, sailed from Norfolk March 23 lor St Jago.
Sal lie FOn, W H West, cleared from New
York Feb P> for Pernambuco.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from New York
March 14 lor Philadelphia.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
New London March 18 for Brunswick, Ga.

Total. ..$4,394 96

10 00
100 00
75 00

NOTICES'

PROBATE

granted.

Gilkey,

Georgia

21154

memorial expenses....
to complete new road.
int. on town orders.

13195

1

__

$1,759 00

--

43 80

j

j

-.

cash to balance.

support of school.$ 475 (X)
roads aud bridges...
200 00
225 00
support of poor.
incidental expenses.
150 00
services of town officers.
135 00
150 (X)
repairs on schoolhouses.
schoolbooks.
20 AX)

THE CENTAUR COMPANY

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
"idei to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at. Belfast, that
they may appeal at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belia-t. within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday <d April next, at ten*of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be

_

13 (X)

8

I 'or

Philadelphia March 29 from Pascagoula.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard,sailed from
Apalachicola March 7 for Buenos Ayres.
lolani, McClure, arrived at New York

Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Boston March 14 for Buenos Ayres.
Matauzas, arrived at New York March 11
1892-..§ 37 11
from Havana.
Due from L. L Barlow Col. 1895
57 03
Olive Thnrlow, J O Hayes,
L. L. Barlow Col 1890...
Trinidad,
100 80
N. E Clary Col 1897. 1,208 45 ! Cuba, for Boston, was spoken March 17 lat
44
<>n lots in new cemetery....
14 00 31 30, Ion 78 50.
Cash in treasury.
704 30 !
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Newcastle
March 9 to load for Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
$2,241 75 ;
Sautos Feb 19 from Savannah.
Liabilities
Rose luuis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at Rio
Due on outstanding town orders
Janeiro March 2 from New York.
dated on or before .Tan. 1, '95, per
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
record.$1,200 00 Jan 27 for
I nterest due on same.
43 <i4
St Lucie, J T Erskiue, sailed from New
Due on other outstanding orders of
York Jan 30 for Rio Janeiro.
more recent date per record.
253 77
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
Interest due on same..
11 op
from Buenos Ayres Feb. 22 for Rosario.
.Willard
Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Due selectmen, assessors, etc 1897,
po 00 Port
Elizabeth, C G H, Feb 13 from New
Due other town officers 1897.
01 50
York.
Due on account of the poor.
39 00
Due

WALDO.

50 38
47 22
I Q3
9>>2 78
3,1*17 43

48 00

'90.
'97.
'90___

board of health
abatement of taxes'95.

APPROPRIATIONS.

6,412

100
90
41
8

highway

Hy paid orders for current expenses.$1,848 61
|
highway bills.
372 45
county tax of 1896.
306 50
150 82
‘‘
1897.
296 03
State tax of 1897.
453 53
50 82
‘‘
dog licenses of 1897.
0100
State pension.
108 00
tax deeds.
198 54
130 50

S

7,,- .jr;

on

100 00
74 00
76 82

American Book Co.

l Amount

\ 7^
48'

repairs

FREE TEXT HOOKS.

B.

1896.
notes.
bills of 1896.....
bills of 1897.

150 00
150 00

board.

I

23 00

T‘0 00

cash

SCHOOL.

21 50

15000

..

1 594 81
144 06

j Cdw. E. Babb & Co.

5a5't.,.
reimbursement for
Carnes

50 00

] ’aid

153 75

pensions.

State

T.i

j:il as

$
W. !’. Clark teaching, and
board.

100 11
p;7 53
1,388 15
313 34

118 31

town

HIGH

FREE

1,935 03
_'_

from estate of
Adams.
ol. tax deeds for

'■

Appropriation.
1 deceived from State.

8

..

51150

pended balance.

j.uijoou
33

ASSETS.

Amount
lax deeds 1; 1
treasury..8
Due on old lax bills."..
Due on tax bills of In. ;
Cash in treasury.

Balance against the

1 788 87
896 00

8
Tu-y

on same.

804 80
797 35
136 72

4.403‘Hi

ES.

Outstanding bonus.s
Interest

■Leceivrd from State.
’57 5.;
tJalan-from 189c.
5.VJ O
1*4
8
25.". 57 1
‘aid for teaching.
M0 ;>o
board.
].5s7 >1 !
307 w :
supplies.
fm-.l.
k,0 ,>3
transportation of pupils..
....

8
LIALlT.l

Appropriation..s

4,403

collector of taxes '95 and ’90....

44

1. L

COMMu.Y school s.

drawn.
Mi.tcciiauct iis cx|..uiSes.
I‘a\ ,.f t< wn officers.
amount o}

41

obedience,

in

1

SL'.M.'IAUV.

\\ hoie

result

perfect harmony between teacher, pupils
mil parents, attendance regular, thorough
work done and best methods <>f the. day employed. These schools are the most, protit-

TEXT BOOKS.

8

will

By the requirement of a change in our
high school laws, during the session of our
last Legislature, we were able to grade the
high schools better than they had been the
past years. Not so high a grade as we
would like to make, by any means, but the
best we could, considering the advancement
and ages of a larger part of the pupils that
attend these schools. We are sorry to state
that we have many scholars in town who do
□ot avail themselves of the opportunity of
attending our high schools, although the attendance is much better than in previous
rears.
We tried to emphasize in our last
report the advantage of our high schools and
would try to emphasize then still more this
rear.
We h ave enrolled eighty-two pupils
In the two high schools, showing that we
tiave abundant material for better schools
n the coming year.
I am pleased to note
that we were, able to secure the services of
Mr. Clark and Mr. Eddy again.
-Ve note

1 587 81
15100

7 00

Appropriation.

that

make it very hard for teachers.

738 87

150 00
7 00

ooar«t..

E. A. Fames

1

SCHOOLS.

Appropriation.8
iroin

Mr. I. Zangwill’s latest book, “Dreamers
the Ghetto,” published March 15th
(Harper’s) is a collection of biographical
sketches romantically treated. Characters
so different as Spinoza
the Philospher,
Heine the Poet, Sabbatai Zevi the Turkish
Messiah, and many more, some learned,
others illiterate, depicted, each against the
background of the particular environment
that, with more or less of restrictions, constitutes Ghetto of his period and country.
Thus the scene is shifted continually, from
Portugal to Poland and from Smyrna to

Manchester.
But notwithstanding the
brilliant variety of the sketches, they
connected by a single purpose.
All in
some form or another represent that con3, leaking.
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, arriv- stantly
appearing characteristic of the
ed at New York March 10 from Manila.
Jewish race, its tendency to idealism.
W J Botch, Sewail ( Lancaster, arrived .Some of the
dreamers were visionaries,
at San Francisco Jan 29 from New York.
futile and deluding; others seemed so to
BARKS.
their generation because they thought
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at ahead of it; but even when the dreams are
Santos Jan 28 from New York.
practical, they still have the feverish
C I* Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
quality of over-earnestness which is, as it
Yor Feb 23 from Port Eliazbeth.
The
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu Feb were, the shadow of the Ghetto.
stories are written with deep insight into
14 for San Francisco.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Boston Feb 10 character and brilliaut descriptive power,
for Buenos Ayres for orders.
and, where possible, the sentiments exEvie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
pressed by the several characters are
New York Dec 22 for Auckland N Z; spoken drawn from their own
j
writings, so that
Jan 30, lat 3 N, Ion 2<! W.
while they read like romances they have
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Barbadoes the additional
value of historical accuracy.
March 10 from Santos.
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, arrived at The book is dedicated to Zola.

hern-.

| shirk their home duties to their children,
and never enforce any sort of wholesome,

85Hj (X)
51150
124 58
5 73
50 00

for boarding teachers.
for fuel.
for supplies.
for conveying scholars...

iieceived

oy £,angwiu.

v

.$
Unexpended balance of lsitb
Appropriation.
Kteeneci fiom the btate.

HIGH

w

book

of

(J F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Dee 17 from Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New York Nov 24 for Hong Kong; spoken
Dec 27, lat 3 N, lan 29 VV.
Til lie E Starlmck, Ehen Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu Feb 12 for New York.
\Ym H Mary, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Nov 14 for Yokahama; at Batavia Mar

COMMON SCHOOLS.

■'

1

new

Japau.
t Nicholas,

O F'l'

I

40 5(5

from

A G Hopes, David Rivers, arrived at New
York Mareb 20 from Liverpool.
A J Fuller, G M Nichols, sailed from New
Y'ork Dec (1 for Honolulu.
Bangalore, A N. Blanchard, arrived at
New York March 12 from London.
Daniel Barnes. O C Arpe, sailed from
New Y'ork Dec 1(1 lor Hong Kong; spoken
Jan 31, lat IS S, ion 31 VV.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Yokohama Feb 10 from New Y'ork.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New Y'ork Nov 30 for Shaughae.
Spoken Jan. 15, lat. 23 S, Ion. 29 W.
Emily Reed, 1) C Nichols, sailed from New
Y'ork March 5 for Zanzibar.
Gov Rubie, B. F. Ooicord, at New Y'ork.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
Honolulu Jan 30 from San Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New
Y’ork March 1 from Manila.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New Y’ork Jan 14 for Hong Kong.
May Flint., E I> P Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 27 for ILiogo; spoken Jan 25,
iat 34 S, lou 18 Y.
Puritan, -V N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
K I) Rice, Carver, sailed from New Y'ork
Feb. 10 for San Francisco.
Reaper, O C Y'ouug. cleared from Philadelphia Dec 9 for San Francisco; spoken Jan
20, lat. 2(1, lou 40 W.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at
Hong Kong Feb. 0 from New Y'ork.
Sachem, Sew all Nichols, at Hong Kong
Jan 27 for Singapore, NewA'urk or Boston.
S D Carleton, Anisbury, sailed from Singapore Dec 29 for New York ; passed Anjer

Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound: A Woman’s Remedy for Woman’sllls

S’. PPORT OF POUR.

a

vessels

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed
| Hong
Kong Dec 4 tor New York.

uiscilarges

a

Water

Deep

of

|

to look forward
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Appropriation..>
Expenditures.
u..

come

I had been married nine
I now
years, and had no children.
have a beautiful little girl, and we
feel assured she is the result of my taking the
Compound.—May B. Wilson, 323 Sassafras
St.. Millville. N. J.
Modern science and past experience have
produced nothing so effective in
treating diseases of the female organs as Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and Sanative Mash used according to special directions.
11 you know any woman who is
suffering and who is unable to secure relief,
or w in
is sorrowful because she believes herself barren, tell her to write to
Mrs. rinkhain, at Lynn, Mass., and ask her advice. The thousands of Mrs.
Pinkliam s cures are all recorded for quick reference, aud a
reply will be promptly
sent wholly without charge, that will direct her what to do.
Mrs. B. Bu n w, 4940 San Francisco Ave., St. Louis,
Mo., writes:—“It has been
my great desire to have a babe. Since taking your medicine my wish is fulfilled.”

1 550 00
150 20
180 23

Miscellaneous expenses.

Overdraw

they

man.

Appr< priation.8

Unexpended...

uuensive

ami generally by irregular and scanty
menstruation, indicate a nerve degeneration of the womb and surrounding organs, t hat un less speedily
checked will result in barrenness.
Read Mrs. Wilson’s letter:
P k ak M us. 1 ’i x k ii am :—No on e couId
have suffered from female troubles
more than 1.
I had tumors on the
womb, my ovaries were diseased,
and for fifteen years I was a burden
to myself. I was operated upo"
three different times, with onl
temporary relief; also tried
many d<>etors. Lydia E. rinkham's Vegetable Compound
was recommended to me
by a
lady friend, and after taking

$3,(504
State

when

are

.Many a wire nas iounn iierseit meapaoie oi
motherhood owing to some great lack of
strength in theorgansof generation. Such a
condition is nearly always due to long continued neglect of the plainest warnings.
Frequent backache and distressing pains

APPROPRIATIONS.
To defray town charges.
For support of common schools...
support of poor..
support of free high schools...
text books
To he expended on the highway.

Register

Words to Childless Woi.ien.

Try

a

bottle and set the
eirctilat iug.

POOR & SON,

M KKKIt

JOHNSON, Judge.

Attest:
(’itas. P. Hazki.tink,

bb

DRL;,lOISI>.

WIMI

A

ii \civi\<; <ok;ii

Register.

17ALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at- Mel\\ fast, on the second Tuesday .•! March, 1S1>S.
HATTIE H SIMPSON, Administratiix on the
estate of MARY S. HALL, late ol Winterport. in
said County, deceased, having presented her first
account of administration of said es;ate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
belli at Belfast, on tlie second Tuesday of April
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

healthy

I I

l\ I I

ill the r II til

Cherry Cough
WIH. STOP IT IN ONI

Cure

OA\

lit cents per bottle.
POOH

!

SON, UplIiiMl

In Court of Probate, held at BelSS.
fast, on the second Tuesday of March, 185)8.
E. C. FOWLER, Administrator on the estate of
JAMES FOWLER, Jr. iate of Cnity, in said
County, deceased, having present d his seventh
account of administration of said estate for allow-

Notice of' Assignees of fit ir
point went.

ance.

T

WALDO

V

WHIN ot K

Belfast, in the County of Waldo, and Si
Maine, the Pth day of Match, A. I>. ISPS
HE undersigned hereby give notice <d th<-i
l*ointtnent as Assignees of the estate <■»

1/

At

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
successively, in the Republican Journal BKKT L. NEWCOMB and KKED C. \KW(
printed in Belfast, in said countv, that all persons individually and as co partners timler tininterested may attend at a Probate Court, to lie name of Newcomb Bros, ot Monroe, in said*
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of April ty of Waldo, Insolvent Debtors, who have b
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the declared Insolvent upon the petition of
creditors by the Court of Insolvency for
said account should not be allowed.
County of Waldo.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
C. W. WESCOTT,
1
A true copy. Attest:
JOHN H. DUNTON, ) As91f-,Kl'
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
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[Special Dispatch from Boston ]
the task that is before
The third great lecture of Dr. Greeue, of
1
men. taken up iu even a 84 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., in Music
Hall, Boston, was a most important private
rotitable company,
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imperfectly, discourse
gaining some- powerful,
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:n Boston, with the choice
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Building, the N. E. Baby
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Library velvety
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and the street
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welcome

after the months of calamities
have just passed.
attend the baby show, where
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to make
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no woman

-ntly reported there are more
! and robust health.
at the Sportsmen's Exhibition,
.\na auotner matter of greatest value and
in
to
be
season
to
i moment to the people is that Dr. Greene ran
privilege
he consulted absolutely free, without charge
vals, each announced in his or | or fee of any kind. Consultation, examiuauliar way.
advice are entirely free to the peo| tiou ami
You are welcome to call, or write to
m years since a similar event ! pie.
Dr. Greene about your case absolutely withBoston and considerable in-
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in the exhibition, which

babies from six months to
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The floor of Horticul-
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nch containing the necessary
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His

office is

Temple Place, Boston, Mass., where al[
are welcome ami where large and
ample
reception and consulting rooms are completely at the service and convenience of those
desiring free consultation and advice. Dr.
Greene's laboratory, in which are compounded

and

prepared

these

most

health-giving medicines, is

wonderful

of the

one

largest

medicine manufactories in the world.
For the benefit of the thousands who live
at too great a distance to make it convenient
to call at the office, or those who for
any
other reason prefer to write to the Doctor
for consultation aud advice about their case,
I>r. Greene has completed and
most
successful
of
system

uprfected

through letter correspondence
world has

ever

known.

the Fadette Woman’s Orches-

the
treatment
which the

The Doctor’s wide

experience among diseases, his great Knowlhe A ion Banjo, Mandolin and edge of symptoms aud their meaning, aud
his ability to understand cases ami condiub were in evidence, but the tions described to him by letter, make it absolutely certain that the majority of cases
;• was
entirely by the babies,
cau he cured at their homes.
They have
were two
colored babies, two only to write to Dr. Greene a full description
of their cases aud a letter will he reiiildren, twins and triplets, and turned
iu each case, perfectly and comfor the most part a fat, coin- pletely
explaining the symptoms and disease
so
that
self satisfied
looking lot of is the the patient will know exactly what
matter, whether a cure is possible,
and just what the necessary medicine will
!;e most interest centered in the cost to effect a cure. All this is absolutely
free of
Iu this way a person can
baby and she was literally “the have a charge.
thorough examination of the case
made
and
in
an
the
accurate knowledge of
bunch.”
This
little
get
baby
wliat is the matter without cost of any kind.
-bed two pounds at birth and The
medicines, the prices of which are alfirst five weeks of her existence ways low aud within the reach of all, cau
he sent for or not, as the person chooses.
■abator, made after a Paris model,
We should advise all who are sick, out of
»py of which was on exhibition, health or suffering from any weakness, dether died at her birth and the bility or complaint, to grasp this sure opportunity of

spoke with deep regret of his office,
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barge which she had tenderand cared for in such an abnorwithout encouragement from
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impossible
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task.
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litterateurs, and the supn would
becomingly close this episposterity, bad not Thomas Hood
\\

,•

such fortunate conditions by
us

itcrent lots our stars accord!
to be hailed ami woo’d as a
Lord,
to be shunned like a
leper!
1,5 w'orbl’s
wine, honey and corn;

like Colchester nitive, born
i'*«ar only aud pepper.
M iss., March 19, 1898.
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^nature
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Dr
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The greater includes
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less.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla cures scrofula, and may he depended upon to cure boils and pimples.
Cooking ami Curing.
the only animal that cooks, aud
only one who prepares medicine—
tile only one who makes it before he takes
it.
C I. Hood & Co. of Lowell, Mass
are
among the best known medicine makers in
the country. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is having
a great deni md just uow us a spring medicine ami blood purifier. The same firm
have also published a handsome, handy
volume of over :150 pages, with stiff cloth
covers, entitled Hood’s Practical Cook Book
which ought to he iu the hands of every
housekeeper. The regular price is a dollar,
hut they will send copies to our patrons if
you mention this paper, for 2"> cents.
It is
Man is
he is the

well worth four times

as

much.

same

no d^ubt a notable
gathering of
presidents and judges aud philau-

n-liug

ami

Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
or write in regard to their cases at once aud
without delay.

as

as

cure

Mrs. Green (who thinks of hiring): “But
is the girl honest? Can she be trusted?”
Mrs. Brown (the girl’s former mistress):
“You need not be in the least alarmed. She
is perfectly honest.
All the time she was
with me I never knew her to take a thing—
not even my advice as to how things should
be done.”—[Boston Transcript.

Clergyman ; “My child, beware of picking
toadstool instead of a mushroom.
They
are easy to confuse.’'
Child: “That be ail
right, sur, that be! Us haiu’t a-goin’ to eat
’em ourselves—they’re a-goiug to market to
be sold.” [Tit-Bits.
a

THE HOYIELIEST NUN IN BELFAST
As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of lvemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a

remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.J

DECEIVE
THE SICK.

Electrolytic

North Lubec

The

Marine

being

are

GOLD

WEEK.

;

Grimy finger
seem

gold

to two-thirds silver and value at
about #540. It is claimed the metal was
extracted from the sea water at their

about the house.

Assays
on

them will

and

fi0lD«srte

depend

what is to he

It makes all

Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man a
au active brain, a stroug, vigorous
—makes him lit for the battle of life.

TFNflftRAPIIV
I bRUUnftrn I

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE.
Representing

PYNY-PECTORAL
The Canadian

Remedy

for all

THROAT AND LUNG AFFECTIONS.
Large Bottles, 25
DAVIS & LAWRENCE CO.,

cts,

Lim.,

Prop’s Perry Davis' Pain-Killer.

Over

Twenty Million

BT"STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractor*. Administrators and Trutsees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold

FIELD &
a
VfTEsTi

11:

ii ks11:1:

<o,

inmi:\\<

VV "i New York, Incorporated is;;?.
menced business in 1887 <;«•<-. K Crawloni, P:vident: John (.J. I’mlerhill, Secretary. Capita!)
up in cash, $300,000 00.
ASSETS Diet- M 15 K it '>1 1897.
Real estate owned by tin- eoinpam un•• n:
$21
incumbered
l<>
Loans on bond and mortgage.. 1st iien>
Stocks and bonds owned b\ the
i.4'- one no
pany,market value..
•_ 700 no
Loans'secured by collaterals
Cash in the eompam’s principal ofliee
.14 o7_
and in hank..
7.on95‘
Interest due and accrued
252.008 20
Premiums in due course ol collection.

L.A.

'■•II.
c. f

assets of
their actual value.. $2,531,302
HER
LIAlilLI llES DEC EM
31, 1897.
108.749
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims
Amount required to safely re-insure all
risks.
1.971,544
outstanding
All other demands against the com51,240
pany, viz: commissions, etc.

78
00

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net. surplus
1.28l,534 83i
Capital actually paid up in cash. 300,000 00
999,827 t-1
capital.
Surplus beyond

WORMS

<

1;S: i.
,...1 II.

.M.'.i.iuc:

paid up

r.!|

one nc

KM UKIl

31,

m

7*07.

Stock' .illd i"-nds •c.viu'd l.y ti'.c diiipa ip m.rkcr aluc
81.41:1,041 25
.i'li in ; lie coiupain
principal office
and i:i 1 in!
62,370 Ot
Interest due ami accrued
i.eonno
Premiums in due course of collection
113,000 42
..

Aggregate >>i all the admitted assets of
the company, at their actual value. .81,589,480 68
LIABII.I "IKS DE< KMUKK31, 1X!»7.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims
sn,.v.i> no
Amount required tosafely re insure all
outstanding risks..
800,042 70
Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus

Surplus beyond capital.

'S7,::u2 70
702.177 08

Aggregate amount
eluding net surplus.

r>v.i,4.si o$

1 I i:i.l>

...

Hundreds of Children and adnlts have worms
The sympbut are treated for other diseases
toms are
indigestion, with a variable appetite foul tongue offensive breath hard and
full belly with occasional gripings and pains
about the avel; heat and itching sensation n
the rectum and about the anus, eyes heavy and
dull; itching of the nose, short, dry cough;
grinding of the teeth; starting .luring sleep;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.

■

■

I

45

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus.$2,731,362 44
FIELD & WEST. Agents, ISelfast. 11
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The Burgess Press,
JOB

PRINTERS,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

*'*
Vx*

TRUE’S
PIN WORM

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

x'x
VV

ELIXIR

is the best

worm

remedy

made.

TRADE

MARA

And all kinds of

is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual.
Where nt worm; are present it acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the iuucouhmemA positive
brane of the stomach and bowels.
cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a valuable remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price :i6o. Ask your druggist for it.
llr. J. F TKUK A CO., Auburn. Me
Special treatment for Tape Worms. Write fur free p»niph!"t

Legal Printing

neatly and promptly done.

7t(

...THE...

SWAN & SIBLEY CO

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors to J.

V\

Frederick

&

Co.,

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

JOBBKKS OK

GRAIN,

AND DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Curt Covers,

FEED,

Dark, Cordage, Paints. Ac,

SEEDS and
GROCERIES
Importers of Salt.
Dealers in tlie finest

No. 31 Front St

''jpAKE good

<nialit\ of

Belfast,

,

care

Me

of your

HAIR.

Anthracite and

p

<

LO£uS>

Blacksmith

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

s.\ \ I

*

I T

I \

I I \| |

OUR HAIR

TONIC*

Will not «iar ken or color 1. ii iir, lmr. it will.
>1 KMI.Y r«»m vc ia n< I pi iV. pi- -vt-u: i:,
tlic he cl. enrich soil ■>( ; he
scalp, stop hair
falling oil'. For a healthv growth ii is Mit* best
tonic known. AiM’llN ls v r.OTTI.i:.
•*

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me,
TELEPHONE

Itf

4-2.

<

Prepared hy

Messeuger’s

IMoti<*<“.

WAI.no Cot'NTV, )
OFI tt'K Ol THE SllEUll-F
>
State of Maine, Wali o Cot'.vrv ss.
t
Belfast. March 17, A. D. 1898.
This is to give notice that on the 17th day of
March, A. I). 1898. a Warrant in Insolvency was
issued bv Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court «>l
Insolvency for said Countv of Waldo, against the
estate of CHARLES L). WENT WORTH ol Freedom
in said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
filed on the 17th day of March, A. D. 1898. to
which date interest on claims is to be computed;
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
bv him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of
the Creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts
and in ease there are assets sufficient to authorizthe same to choose one or more assignees of his
estate will be held at a Court of Ii solvency to be
holden at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on the
13tli day of April, A. 1>. 1898, at two o’clock in
the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writ8. G. NORTON.
ten.
Sheriff,as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
*2wl2
for said County of Waldo.
OF

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

O. ADDRESS,

FOR SALE BY

A. Howes & Co.

Assets.

FIRE, L.1FE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

|

COUGHS AND COLDS,

9

any °ne f°r firSt *nfnrmation 01 a vacant position
fora Bookkeeper Stenographer Teacher. Clerk or
Telegraph operator which wc successfully fill. Business houses supplied with
competent assistants without charge. Refer to prominent patrons in every part of the world.
The next best thing to attending the MOST CELEBRATED BUSINESS SCHOOL it' Am. r ca
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
If you are unemployed me. willing to Mr.dy,
send ten two-cent stamps for five easy lessens in shorthand. Beautiful Catalogue free.
Address {mention this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES. Present Poughkeepsie New York

body

CURE FOR

^

^

P\A/ A D n
l\ L W
r\ U

He had been boasting of his family tree,
ant! Mrs. Cayenne interrupted with the inquiry: "Isn’ it something like the orchid?”
"In what respect?” "All branches and no
roots.” [Washington Star.

QUICK

easy.

Bookkeeping, etc., thoroughly taught BY MAIL
or personally
Our system of teach.ng gives actual
daily experience in every branch of business, including
Banking, Merchandising. Commission. Insurance. Transportation, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students
We
train for Practical work and always secure situations for woathy
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses. Students
enter any day
No vacations
Expenses moderate Eon t throw away lime and monev by
going to temporary schools when it will cost you less to attend th»- BEST
\\v always iravo
a number of students who have left
incompetent teachers in disgust
Such people often
tell us that six months here is equal to a year in any other school

clear

head,

cleaning

THE !f. Ii. FAIRBANK. COMPANY,
Now York.
St. Louis.
Chicago.
Boston.
Philadelphia.

_

Always Bought

easily

come

of the metal

|

The Kind You Have

They

they stick, too—unless you get rid of them with

j

After a hard rain falls the Pueblos
search along the ravines and frequently
find some fine colored stones of inferior
size.
No high colored stones are found
in the shafts nearer the surface than sixty
The country rock is a silicious
feet.
trachyte of a greenish to light gray color.
The garbage is collected every Monday on
The trachyte seems to have an eruptive the street in which the D-s live. One
overflow which was cast up under sea morning little Helen D- proposed disThe stones are mined by follow- carding for good a rag doll, of which she had
water.
ing the perpendicular crevices down- grown tired.
“I think, mamma, she said, “that I’ll put
ward until the color of cerulean blue,
it out for the garbage man to carry off. He
which is the fancy fad color, is reached,
can take it to the garbage woman, and she
and then the miners drift along the crev- can fix it
up for the little garbage children
ices horizontally in search of the precious to
play with.” [Harper’s Bazir.
crevices
the
the
stones.
Along
turquoise
is found in pockets, some of them as large
The statistician of the Department of
as a lien’s egg, but more of them much
Wherever the stones are found Agriculture estimates that the farmers of
smaller.
1
mixed in white talc they are usually of a the United States received five million
fine color. The Persian mines are nearly dollars more for the products of their toil
is why they
exhausted, and henceforth it would seem in 1897 than in 1890. That
and buying
that the world’s supply of turquois must are paying off mortgages
farm implements with such cheerful arcotne from New Mexico.
dor.
E. F. Page, Jr.

marks

to grow on the woodwork

plant

Nortli Lubec.
will be made and

at

Munycn.

For Infants and

POWDER.

Co. at
well advertised.

The New York Times notes the arrival at
the mint in that city of about 02 ounces
of bullion in the proportion of one-third

This is the Motto of Professor

IA
CASTOR
Children.

WASHING

operations of

p aid for the bullion.
The silver cup which has been in iiowdoin
college library for years waiting for some
Never deceive the sick. A man. who
class to \J| n the competitive class drill
would commit such a moral crime would
So
three
deserve the severest punishment.”
years in succession has become the
property of the class of ‘98. This is the
third year this class has won the drill.
There were a large number of alumni at
the annual iu-door athletic meeting rerepaid for the trouble and expense.
The cliff dwellers fashioned their
cently.Peculiarly sad was the death
homes
of Lucy Williams Cony, which occurred
by digging out caves in the sides of great
March 17th, at her home in Augusta, the
bluffs of soft sandstone, and
residence of Hon. J. H. Manley, follow-'
probably
were driven to these
ing as it did the death of her only brother,
habitations for safety
Mr. Frederick Cony, on March 13th. She
by their more war-like neighbors. The
was born Feb. 12,
1853, and was the only
entrances were effected either
by steep
surviving child of the late Gov. Samuel
narrow trails which were
and
Cony
Lucy Williams Brooks. She
easily defended,
had been an invalid for 12 years.Those
or by ladders which could be
drawn
Kansas
double
liability cases, or a majority
The race has departed and left their
of them at least, have been settled by the
households—domestic utensils and even
payment of percentage in a lump sum.
their own mummies, but no account of
The securities of the National hank of
Achison, United States Construction Co.
themselves.
and one or more other companies were
I lie Pueblo Indians have
always been a
those in question. An attorney connected
Bays Prof. Munyon, tne nignest medical
with the cases states that there were over
peaceable, industrious tribe and differ aurhority
in the world.
Munvon’s Im1 System of Medicine is founded
pi
much from the Indians of the plains.
£300,000 held on the Kennebec to which
and
common.
upon scientific knowledge
the double liability was attached.
It is
They live in Pueblos or villages; or more f use. Munyon. has a separate specific
understood that steps to settle were taken
f >r each disease. Mostly sold for 25 cents
properly speaking, in communal houses, at druggists.
on recommendation of the
supreme court.
Mr. T. B. Swift. Wayne, Me., says: “I
which are built tier upon tier, the roof of
.Superintendent of Schools Stetson
had been troubled for some time with musnotes with satisfaction a largely increased
cular rheumatism, and two bottles of
one tier being the porch of the tier above.
attendance at all the normal schools,
Munyon's Rheumatism Cure has removed
The only means of entiance is by a ladder
all the trouble.”
which is accounted for in part through
If in doubt write to Prof. Munyon at
which is drawn up after one. Some of
the summer schools which have led the
Phila lelphia, I’a., and get medical advice
|
the pueblos contain as many as a thousand -<ree.
teachers to realize the necessity of a !
for their profession. The
special
rooms and their inhabitants are
training
intelligent,
constant agitation of the condition of the
industrious, independent uatives, who
Dropsy and Heart Disease.—A great rural schools and the unfitness of
many
have never been degraded by government cure and a great testimony. “For ten years teachers, had also had an influence.
The
I suffered greatly from Heart Disease. Flutassistance and who live as did their an- tering of the heart and smothering spells, academies and seminaries, as well as the
normal
schools
are
made my life a torment. I was confined to
seeing better times
cestors when discovered three and a half
my bed.
Dropsy set in. My physician told and there is an improvement in the attencenturies ago. The Indians who roamed me to
f tried Dr. dance.
Mr. Stetson says the towns have
prepare for the worst,
the plains have become debauched and Agnew’s Cure ft r the Heart—One dose gave voted larger sums for school
purposes
groat relief, one bottle cured the Dropsy and than in iS'.>7. the
are wards
of Uncle Sam; miserable,
appropriations having
my heart."—Mrs. James Adams, Syracuse,
been specially liberal for text books and reX.
Y.—1.
A.
A.
Howes
&
Sohl by
Co
troublesome creatures who now Hock
pairs... In the reports received at Augusta
about us at many of the stations and beg
Mrs. Bainbri Ige.
“The girls of to-day
from the town meetings in almost every
’’
lie taught to sav ‘Nop
should
for “nickel, no penny.”
case
there has been mention of a “school
The l'ueblo InMrs. Hemphill.
“That's what I think. 1
dians bring specimens of their handicraft The pert things all sav ‘Nit.’" [Harper’s supervisor.’* The law recognizes no such
office, as the title is now “Superintendent
and odd pottery can be bought ridiculous- Bazar.
of Schools.**_The Augusta House has
Catarrh
for
Years
and
Cured
Twenty
ly cheap if one bargains rightly. Their
been leased for a term of 10 years by the
ilia Few Days— N 'thing too simple, nothMessrs.
owners,
Vickery A Ilili, to
government is patriarchal.
ing too hard for Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal PowNear the station at Saguna is seen one der to give relief in an instant. Hon. George Arthur S. Pinkham, formerly of Piukham
A Sherburne, Augusta, and Perry Arnold,
James, of Seautou, Pa., says: “1 have been
j
of their most important dwellings. The
who was formerly steward at the hotel. :
a martyr to Catarrh for 20 years, constant
headmen of tile tribes sometimes had houghing, dropping in the throat and pain The house is now undergoing extensive
f tried repairs that will cost £10,000 or more and
houses of their own.
The three principal in the head, very offensive breath.
Dr. Agtiew’s Catarrhal Powder.
The first will be
opened about June 1.Vt the I
tribes are the Moquis, Zuuis and Taos. application gave instant relief. After using
Winthrop town meeting a check for ><100
The Indians cared for by the United states a few bottles all these symptoms of Catarrh in favor of the town was delivered to the j
j
left me.
it is a great remedy."—2. Sold by
are fast dying off, mostly of consumption.
treasurer by Road Commissiouei Gale.
A. A. Howes & Co.
This check was transmitted by C. B. j
Those we saw were wretched in then“Reggie Littleton is such a conceited Fillibrown and is a gift to the town coverj
rags of bandana cloth and flour bags. The thing," said Molly. “He called me a maning the last expenses of setting up thirteen |
children are supposed to go to school and hater just because he heard I said I didn’t memorial
erected
to
!
watering troughs
like him." [Harper’s Bazar.
the memory of Charles Fillibrown, father
Indian marshals are appointed to enforce
Itching. Burning, Creeping, Crawling of the donor.
A vote thanking Mr. :
attendance.
The women are prematurely Skin Diseases relieved ;n a few minutes by
j
Fillibrown was passed and a committee j
old, and tote their papooses about as Agnew s Ointment. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment appointed to draw up fitting resolutions... j
relieves instantly and cures Tetter, Salt
they would any ordinary bundle. They Rheum, Scald Head, Eczema, Ulcers, Governor Powers has made the following
pretend to be afraid of a camera, but a Blotches, aud all Eruptions of the skin. It nominations: For Associate Justice of the !
is soothing and quieting and acts like magic Supreme Court, William II. Fogler of Rockdime will purchase courage.
in all baby Humors, Irritation of the Scalp
land ; for Associate Justice of the Supreme
At Flagstaff, Arizona, you see many or Rashes during teething time. df> cents a Court to succeed himself, Thomas A. Hasbox —3. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
kell of Portland; for Commissioner of
Navajo Indians, who are famous for their
'*
What did you discuss at the club to-day ?” Pharmacy to succeed Frank R. Partridge
beautiful blankets, flue specimens of
talked.”
“Nothing. We just
[Harper’s o Augusta, J. F. Young of Augusta: 1* r
which are worth from $50 to $100.
From Bazar.
Judge of the Augusta Municipal Court,
this point excursions are most easily and
Ruby Lips—And a clear complexion, the A. G. Andrews.The employes of the
satisfactorily made to the Grand Canon of pride of woman—Have you lost these charms Cabot Manufacturing Co. of Brunswick, a
Torpid Liver, Constipation, Bilious- large cotton mill employing several hunthe Colorado, which is perhaps the most through
I ness or Nervousness? Dr. Agnew’s Liver dred hands, held a meeting March 19th
Pills
will
restore them to you—40 Little and decided to
wonderful formation in the world.
At
go to work and await the
“Rubies” in a vial—10 cents.
Acts like a
places the walls of the canon are nearly charm. Never gripe.—1. Sold by A. A. end of the cotton crisis for the restoration
of prosperity wages.
Everybody is deperpendicular, and a mile high, and color- Howes & Co.
lighted with the prospects of better times
ed in tlie most beautiful shades.
Not far
At the Faroe Comedy : She “I don’t under- in Brunswick thus
supplied.Several
stand what, the detective is supposed to be
away from Flagstaff is the wonderful
Bangor men are arranging for the estabHe: “1 guess lie’s looking for the
doing.
lishment
of
a
in Hampden, lower
creamery
petrified forest, which is now protected plot.’ [Puck.
corner, early this spring, with a view to
from vandals by government control.
In
Kellel
Six Hours.
supplying the Boston market with fresh
Hut you must" not think of these terriDistressing Kidney and Bladder disease ; Penobscot county butter and cream morntories as wholly given over to natives, and relieved in six hours by “New Great South ings.
The plan is to take each night and
freaks of nature, as within tl eir borders American Cure.” It is a great surprise ou transport the entire day’s product of the
account of its exceeding promptness in refactory to Bangor, via the Bangor, Hampare several beautiful resorts,
notably the lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back, den and Winterport line, where it will be
in
male
or
female.
Relieves
retention
of
Montezuma Hotel at 'Las Vegas Ilot
to Boston on the midnight exwater almost
immediately. If you want j shipped
Springe, New Mexico. The hotel is quite quick relief and cure this is the remedy, press, arriving in Boston early next morni Sohl by A. A. Howes aud Co., Druggists, ing.At a special meeting of the Portas line as any you will find in the
East, and
land Board of Trade, March 19th, an
Belfast, Me.
Iy28
the water and mud baths are very beneinvitation was extended to the Maine
Mau’s
Mrs. Reader: “What
ficial for disorders of the skin and blood, are the Inhumanity:
dead languages, my dear?”
Mr. State Board of Trade to hold its spring
and for rheumatism.
The surrounding Reader: “Oh they are probably the ones that meeting there, March 30.The ice has
Keunebec and
women have
talked to death.” [Chicago gone out of the Saco,
with
its
country,
canons, trails and News.
Machias rivers_The grand jury in Somerset county has reported 22 indictments, 12
mountains, is beautiful and affords numfor offences against the liquor law.The
berless excursions for riding aid driving.
Libraries, Schools and Publishers.
annual dinner of the Maine schoolmasters’
For nine ont of ten casesof throat or lung
club
will be held at the Tontine Hotel,
It is not many years since the public
trouble, the climate of Colorado and New
libraries and the schools began that con- Brunswick, Friday eveuiug, April 1st.
Mexico will he found the best in the
nection which is of such vital interest The business meeting will be called to
world, physicians generally agreeing that to each, for how will the library find order at 7 o’clock and will be followed by
the dinner at 8 o’clock.
It is hoped
high and dry atmosphere is the best for readers except from the ranks of those that a
All
large number will be present.
who have been educated in the schools, and
most cases.
how will the schools succeed in instilling members are urged to come and bring
in&outh banta re county, New Mexico,
into the minds of the children a love of, other teachers who are not members.
!
is the largest known deposit of turquois in and thirst for
superintendent of
knowledge, if their teach- Any college professor,
orsut>master of a high,
the world. These mines have been work- ing is confined only to the text books? schools, principal
grammar, or normal school of Maine, is
ed for two centuries or more, first by the Fifteen years ago, there were comparato membership.
Any such teacher
tively few suitable books of an historical, eligible
or school officer, who may not be a memPueblo Indians, subsequently by the. Mexscientific, and literary nature from which
ber of the club, is invited to attend this
icans, and now they are operated by to draw.
Now all that is changed. A small army meeting and to join the club.Edgar B.
Americans.
The Pueblo Indians who
of writers is engaged in writing and edit- Weeks, Republican, was elected mayor of
dwell
have
Old Town March 21st, by over 300 majority.
along the Rio Grande
ing works treating of nearly every depart- His
was Eben T. Hartwell, Dem.
“feishes” made of turquois which they ment of
science, literature and history The opponent
Republicans elected a large majority
keep hidden from the gaze of the tor the benefit of the young, and pub- of members
of the city government.
lishers are
catalogues comprising
and
stranger,
guard with jealous the titles ofissuing
such works.
The best that
care
for fear
that if
Ix Brief.
Young Joseph Letter has
they become the world has produced in all ages is belost or polluted with the touch of the ing specially prepared for children and applied for membership in the Chicago
of
His big wheat deal was
Board
Trade.
stranger, the bad spirit will blight their youth. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. and
Chas. Scribner’s Sons publish such cata- engineered through the efforts of brokers,
I have seen
crop of grains and fruit.
never having been a member of the
logues, and a number ef others. Gradual Leiter
board.Prince Albert of Belgium visittwo of their idols made in the crude image
ly a familiarity with the best in thought
of a man, that would weigh full half a and language will raise the tone of thought ed Harvard March 19th and lunched with
President Eliot.The Pall Mall Gazette
pound. The only mines that are being in the pupil, and so in the man, and so in
the nation by this work which is destined reports that the condition of Mr. Gladworked with any regularity belong to
He is sufferstone is appreciably worse.
to spread, as the influence of the school
Tiffany & Co. of New York, and the Gem sentiment has spread. We are compelled ing severely with pains in his face due
either to neuralgia or to some malignant
Mining Co. of Nebraska. It is hard to by law to have schools. Long before the
growth.Two of the Maine’s great anascertain just what amount has been taken millenium we shall be compelled to have chors have been recovered...
Battery G, 2d
libraries to supplement them.
P.
[H.
out of these mines, as the managers are James in
U. 8. Artillery, now forming the garrison
The Library News- Letter.
<>t Long Island Head, Boston harbor, left
inclined to secrecy by instructions from
Fort Adams at a little before 9 A. M.,
their respective directors; however, it is
Sunday, took the 7 A. M., train from
known that single stones have been taken
Newport and arrived at their destination
about 1 o’clock.
from these mines that have sold for

$8,000, and many gems from this locality
are worn by the crowned heads of Europe.

DUST

Salts

up!

wo-

should despair on account
of her weakness and ill health. It is to
such women, bent and bowed under the
weight of nervous and physical ailments,
that Dr. Greene's lecture brought again the
light "f encouragement, hope, faith—faith
that there is a cure, that there is no case of
disease, however great the weakness, ami
however much the suffering, which is not
within reach of his skillful treatment and
cure by lus wonderful remedies.
And it is m regard t<> these mirvelous
vegetable medicines which Dr. Greene has
discovered and compounded for the cure of
disease, that we wish to speak most particularly and emphatically. While Dr. Greene
is recognized at the present day as the most
successful physician in tin-cure of ai! forms
of nervous, chronic or 'lingering complaints,
and whiie from Ins vast experience in having the largest medical practice in the world
among the sick and suffering, his profound
knowledge of diseases and his skillful treatment are unsurpassed by any other physician, stall we believe that Dr. Greene's truly
remarkable and astonishing success in miring complaints of all kinds, is principally
due to the grand curative virtues of his
wonderful remedies—those great and most
valuable medical discoveries he has made
among harmless vegetable medicines, the
true remedies of nature which a wise Providence ordained for relief from human ills
and which always cure and arc curative in
their very nature and action.
Dr. Greene has wondrous success in curing diseases with these purely vegetable
medicines, harmless but sure in their action,
remedies which cannot possibly injure the
system in any way and yet are powerful in
restoring health and absolutely certain in
their health and strength giving properties.
Dr. Greene does not employ in bis treatment
of the sick the poisonous drugs used by
ordinary physicians, and which not only
fail to cure nervous and chronic diseases,
but often do injury and irreparable harm.
It is simply astounding to the ordinary observer who realizes for the first time the
quick, sure and positive action of Dr.
Greene’s system of medicine in curing disease, and experience their almost magical
power in making the sick well, banishing
pain, weakness, suffering and disease—giving to the well-nigh discouraged and disheartened sufferer a new hope, a new happiness in the vigorous enjoyment of perfect

asleep
were
apparently ready to
•.here was a delightful dis- j
the fitness of things, good
j
■

which

Yet

•.! two.

iiy

was
are

life anything but easy and pleasant.
It was at Dr. Greene’s great private lecture that women became fully aware of just
wbat those weaknesses and diseases are, of
their nervous and physical conditions, of
the necessities and requirements of their
systems, of what is essential to maintain
health, and bow that health can be regained and restored when lost or impaired.
Womeu are great sufferers from disease.
The aching head, nerves all ajar and shaken
by ever strain, the utter weakness and prostration from overwork, restless nights followed by tired waking mornings, the wearing pains, the dragging weakness of female
complaints, the unutterable misery and
weariness of it all, make dark life’s picture
with the discouragement of despair.

way, the
when the

paradoxical
right winter day,
a

n

we

man’s

says. “Despise not the
and immediately

\!u-re

and

eases

thing.

in

so

obliged to say that they
are by far the great majority of womankind,
who are ill, out of health, or suffering from
some of those weaknesses, debility or dis-

oi uie ;?ure\\

Tongue,”

Woman’s

\

Particularly
men,

Louse.”

a

Not for years has

women.

before.

Mouse”

a

to

interesting and instructive a lecture
given to woman, a lecture so perfectly and accurately illustrated by stereopticon pictures and wonderful X-Ray effects,
so plainly, graphically aud
completely described, and so forcibly and ably delivered
by the learned Doctor that every woman in
the vast audience learned more about herself in an hour and understood herself
better than she ever knew or understood

Maine Matters.
the

1898: The average
American- is a well
read and well traveled
person, familiar
perhaps with the country east of the Mississippi river, and west of the
Rocky
mountains, but of the great plateaus on
the eastern slope of the
Rockies he knows
only what he has seen from the car windows aud probably received a
poor impression. New Mexico aud Arizona
present a rather
forbidding appearance to the
traveler on the Santa Fe
road, but these
territories had their inhabitants
and a
civilized life aud history,
long before Columbus set sail from the shores of
Spain,
aud if one took the time to see the
relics
of these ancient races he would
be well

Charge for Consultation, examination
You

or
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[Correspondence of The Journal. 1
Clayton, New Mexico, March 16

Women Vitally ami Deeply. No one better
able to give advice than I>r. Greene. The
Leading Specialist in Women’s Complaints.
Successful Physician in Chronic Diseases.

.(1;;ii»ry that “it is the little
rlmt count,” and surely his

;

The Pueblo Indians.

Dr. Ureene’s Qreat

Little Things.

FREEDOM, MAINE.

POOR & ?ON, Druggists.

GEO. F. KASIES. !,! U.. D. D. 3.,
The Nose and Throa.t.
IN

o

Si40

Newhury Street,

(Neiir Corner of Fairfield

BOSTON,

Street)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 189(5—I >45

RAW TAD

DANuUK

BUSINESS
COLLEGE

Teaches the

ELLIS SYSTEM

j
ISAAC PITMAN
SYSTEM

I’llONOOKA 1*11 v -the best system ever dovised. Fine rooms, modern
improvements
best teachers. SEND KOK CATALOGUE.
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SEARSPORT
Mary Nichols is
short vacation.
D.

Mrs
spring

at

j

Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

home from Boston fora

S. Beals lias received her stock of

millinery.

Mrs. A. V.

Nickels is visiting friends in

Boston and vicinity.
Margaret B. Sargent is in New York for
stock of spring millinery.

her

of Bucksport was the guest
of Mrs *0. H. Fernald this week.
Mrs. Nevens

E
Edna
Black is visiting her friend,
Alice Band all, in Stockton Springs.

of

Capt. John C. Beals left by will a bequest
$50 to be paid to Sears Public Library.

POWDER
Absolutely

and wife of Boston are
guests of his brother, Geo. P. Carter.

Prescott L>. Carter
tin

Pure

Hannah P. Carver and daughter
Florence left by train Saturday for Boston.
Mrs.

Freeman McGiivery Post and Corps are to
give a sociable Saturday evening, April Oth.

ROVAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

Harry Perry left by steamer Penobscot
Monday to join ship Gov. Robie at New

COUNTY

York.

Skarsmont.

Capt.
Monday

other town

Colcord left for New York
to take comm ami of ship Gov.

B.

F

Fred

E.

visiting
Tuesday.

her old

A warrant is

posted for

•

an-

meeting Saturday, April 2nd,

at

feeling that some of the
appropriations made at. the annual meeting
M. 0 Wilson has
were too large... Mr.
taken the agency for this section for the

9

Robie.
Mrs.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Whitcomb, who has been
home in Islesboro, returned

a. m.

There is

a

Field Force

Pump Co., Lockport, N. Y
which manufactures a full line of spraying
machines. The practice of spraying is new

There will be a Christian Endeavor sociable at the upper Conference room Friday

in

evening.

this

section, hut is

one

that successful

farmers must, look into.

Brunswick, Ga., March 23 Ski, sch. Mary
L. Crosby, Trim, Boston; 25, ar, schs. F. C.
Pendleton, Burgess, New York; Alrneda
Willey, Dodge, do.; 2(3, ar, sch. John C.
Smith, Kneeland, New York; 28, ar, sch.
Willie L. Newton, New London; L‘*vi Hart,
New York.
getting muddy aud traveling is hardDarien, Ga., March 2(3. Sid, sch. Henry
Vaughn T. Whitten of East Providence, R. Crosby, Jordan, New* Haven.
Jacksonville, March 23. Sid, sch. CharI.,.is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mar- lotte
T. Sibley, Coombs, New London; 27,
tin Whitten_There was a chopping bee at
ar, schs. A. B Sherman, Pillsbury, New'
Frank Sanford’s Tuesday, and one at Geo. York ; .Etna, Chipman, do; 28, ar, schs. Mary
A. Hall, Celia F. and Maud Snare, N. York.
White’s Wednesday of this week.
New Orleans, March 22.
Sid from Port
Prospect. The talk now is all about the Eads sch. Jacob M. Haskell, Hart, Boston.
Norfolk, March 21. Ar. sch. Sea Bird,
war, but farmers should put in good crops
New York; 24, ar, sell. Hattie
just the same-and paint their houses this Rolerson,
McG. Buck, Chandler, New Y'ork.
for
lead
and
oil
were
never
cheaper
spring,
Perth Amboy, March 23. Ar, sch. James
than now. Ames aud Merithew have paint- A. Parsons, Booker, New Y’ork; 28. ar, sch.
Lester
A. Lewis, New Y’ork.
ed the store beside their large store aud
Cape Henry, March 27. Passed in, schs.
stocked up with paints and crockery ware. Estelle,
Phinney, Poole’s Landing for Balti....The roads are bad aud everybody is more; Isaiah Hart, Hart, Punta Gorda for
waiting for better traveling-The prospect Alexandria.
Bath, March 24. Ar, sch. Daylight, Nickdees not look so well for stone work on the erson, Boston.
of
now.
It
is
said
that
some
Norfolk, March 24. Ar, sch. Lyman M.
quarries just
the contracts are canceled iu consequence of Law, Blake, Providence.
Port Royal, S. C., March 24.
Ski, sch.
the war scare_Horace Gould has gone to
Laura, Lampson, Brunswick, Ga.
Massachusetts in search of employment.
FOREIGN PORTS.
That State gets a good many young men
Mauritius, March 21 Ar, bark R. A. C.
from the farming towns now. Twoyouug Smith, Hooper, New Y’ork.
Tjilatjap, Batavia Sid previous to March
men from here got employment on the Mal24, ship Wni H
Macy, Amsbury, from
den poor farm this spring.
Maine young New Y’ork for Y'okohama, having repaired.
(i.
men seem to be preferred on farms. We also
Feb.
Sid, bark Serrano,
Hong Kong,
have men in Rhode Island on a horse farm, Waterhouse, Rajang; ship Sachem, Nickels,
Singapore, to load for New Y’ork or Boston.
and the proprietor wants all Maiue menMarch 24
Ski, sch. D. H. Riv-

Halldale.
Rev. James Washburn of
Parkman arrived in town last Saturday. He
preached at the church Sunday and left an
appointment for next Sunday. He will hold
meetings the coming week-The roads are

LOCALS.

C.

!

Cienfuegos,
ers, Colcord, Philadelphia.
Havana, March 23 Ski, sch. James

Partridge will put up another barn
spring. His pressed hay now will till it.

H.

this

Montville.

Herbert Howes has
sold his place and will leave next week for
Boston, where he will look for employment.
South

:

^FURNITURE ST~.

R H. COOMBS A SON, 70 & 72 Main Si
WE

HAVE

j

...

...

ALSO OXK. LOT OF

8 SOLID OAR CHAMBER SUITS,
prices ranging from $30 to
choice of them lor only.

$40. Your

of 3

pieces, price $70, will close

feet- **

extra

tables,-»

SOLID ASH SUITS

Sid, bark Wilfor

large

in

sanro

cost over

4.20 labie

A

.C1
«9L«7U

ticking,

m,ly'.

cargo re-loaded.

piece, worth $5.00.

a

two

36c.

part",

t<>r

for

3.65

only.
#

worth 1*5

a,

Ut

a

■

For out

piece.

cents.

Heath,

a son.

Pattershall. In Belfast, March
and Mrs. Ralph H. Pattershall, a son.

25,

to

Mr.

tops 16x16 inches, finished in
for only.

23.50.

rrfrfiet

one

quick before they

Large Mirror and Wardrobe,

finely

for

this

shall add

4.60

Avery. In Lewiston, March 9, Edwin A. Avery,
50 years. The remains were taken to Jetl'erson f(
burial.
Barton. In Belfast. March 24. Mo. Rose Bar
ton. aged 34 years an 1 d months
Coombs. In Lie au Haut. March 20, Henry F.
Coombs, age-i <51 \ear-.
Dissel. In Philadelphia, March 2(5, Mary Grace,
w i fe o f Charles I > sse!.
Dow. In Deer Isle. March 14, infant, son of
Amos A. Dow.
Freethy In Penobscot. Marcli 1: Miss Aman
da Freethy, aged 59 years and 11 davs.
Grindle. In Bucksport, March i. Frank H.
Grindle, aged 38 years
Grinnkli.. In Union. March 2 >, Everett M.
Grinnell, aged 29 years and 21 da>-.
Haskell. In Stonington Marcli 22, Mr>. Marv
V. Haskell, aged 04 years, 8 niontl sand 19 days.
Horn;don
In Noriliport, Marcli 29, Captain
Moses M. Hodgdon, aged 79 years
Leavitt. In Belfast, March 24. Mrs. Harriet
F. Leavitt, aged 35 years and 0 mouths.
Simmons. In Friendship, Marcli 5, Mrs Chestnut
G. Simmons, aged 28 years.
Soper.
In Orland, March 18, Mrs. Julia A.
Soper, aged 79 years, 3 month' and 3 days.
Thomas. In New York, March 22. Mary A.,
widow of Capt. Joseph Thomas, formerly of* Ellworth, aged about 05 years.

aged

a

we

new

are

anything

want

few

days

a

complete

Straw
anywhere

2

Remember this free da
ery is for CASH trades on

piece.

bargains as fast as we can secure their
only special bargains we ha\

space weekly,
the
think the articles herein mentioned
do
WATCH
and
in
in
of
when
line,
but call

we

our

will

save

Will ha\

you money.

and full line of

and Oil Cloths.

Mattings

ALL CASKETS and

DIED.

piece.
all gone

custom-

n

finished, for onlv

4.25

g ^ QQ

you,

Fitzgerald-Mi Intosii. In Rockland, March
19, Frank L. Fitzgerald of Roekport and Alice
Mary McIntosh of Cauiden.
(f ahaN- Beykhagk. In Stamford, Conn., March
8, .John J. Gahan of Holliston, Mass., and Amelia
B. Beverage of Camden.
Rose-Partridge. In Searsport. March 22, by
Rev. O. H. F rnakl, D. I)., Frank F. Rose and Miss
Lillian E. Partridge, both of Searsport.

are

CHIFFONIERS, In Solid Oak,

ALSO ONE WI I'H

not

MARRIED.

Cherry,
a

tow

><

_

OOUb

of

We will until further notice,
liver FREE OF CHARGE any
ole for which cash is paid at t
purchase at any boat landir
Islesboro or at Castine, or a*
railroad station between 1
and Waterville, or at Sears
Stockton Springs, Liberty, >
mont, Belmont, Morrill, Nortl
and Lincolnville, or at any
stopping place within 12 milBel last.

150 HARDWOOD TABLES,

with combination Bureau and Mirror
and Commode, price $45; will sell for

price $35. will sell for.,

Photographic Supc

piece.

Large Cabinet Folding Bed,

t

LAKIiK STOCK OK

cl<>seoutat.SIO..

BORN.
Beverage. In North Haven, Feb. 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Beverage, a son.
Brown. In North Haven, March 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. James F Brown, a son
Brown. In Thomaston, March 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Brown, a daughter.
Benner. In Glendon, March 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Benner, a son.
Cates. In Centre Montville, March 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Cates, a son.
Chipman. In Bucksport, March 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Chipman, a daughter.
Crowley. In Corea, G mlrisboro, March 19, to
Mr. and Mrs. Seaman Crowley, a daughter.
Dow. In Bluehill, Marcli 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac W. Dow, a son.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, March 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Eaton, a daughter, Cora Lena.
Gray. In Penobscot,’ March 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert C.Gray. a daughter.
Heath. In Camden, to Mr. and Mrs. George

r*

6.50

cheap. Have got *» Cameras
ing from $18 to $30, which w»

90 Fine Cane Seat, Solid Oak,
20 Nice All Wool Mattresses,
High Back Dining Chairs
made in

will sell for

we

72 Wood Seat Dining Chairs

proportion.

Q ez

Heavv

$30,

Cameras &

6.00 to I2.oo.

50 WOVEN WIRE SPRING BEDS
onl>’

only

leaves, for

goods

lot of other

mahogany

very

only..g |

A

for

i Second Hand Sofa,

Many Extra Bargains in Extension
Tables from

Also

1

Writing Desks,
in

3.75an“ 4.50.

13.00,

LOT OF FINE FINISHED

A

or

for

mattress,

$18.

Tnklnn

A.

Spoken. March *20, off Charleston, sell.
Celia F., West, from New York for Jacksonville.
Ship May Flint, Nichols, from Philadelphia via New York for Hiogo, Jan.‘28, lat.
30 S., Ion 15 W,
Isle au Haut Ray.
Saddleback Ledge
Shoal buoy, spar, red and black horizontal
stripes, reported adrift March 1, was replaced March ‘21.
Halibut Ledge buoy, spar,
black No. 3, reported adrift March 1, was
replaced March ‘21.
Yokohama, March ‘24. Ship William H.
Maey, from New York for Yokohama, reported at Tjilitjap leaky, Java, discharged
12,700 packages of her cargo before the leak
was reached. The leak was stopped and her

wool

In oak

15 Solid Oak Square Extension

S33.

_M_.

with

complete

1 Solid Walnut Marble Top Suit

6 Ladies’

Cabinet Folding Beds,
worth

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Bert Colcord left by steamer Wednesday j
Herbert is a good neighbor, of a pleasant
Mr. <> A. Ramsay
Centre Montvidle.
for Bangor to attend the Commercial Colaud social disposition, and the qualities we
has been contined to the house for three
wife. We are sor.
lege there.
weeks with lung fever. His friends and give him are justly due his
Joseph i). Sweetser, who lias been first neighbors turned out last Friday afternoon ry, indeed, to lose them. Forest Howes aud
wife will accompany them and if they find
officer of bark Iolani, arrived by train Sat- to the number of
thirty and sawed, split and
will stop for the present, but
urday evening.
piled his wood-Mrs. Wentworth is ill employment
we hope that when they get ready to settle
Capt. E. P. Nichols, who was here on a with a severe cold... A great number of
they will return to their pleasant little
business trip this we* k, returned to Bucks- maple trees Lave been tapped this spring in
home.
May the blessings of heaven attend
this town and many gallons of luscious
port Wednesday.
these young people as they go from among
have been taken to market. Mr.
syrup
j
Capt. W. V. Nichols of New York is makFred Gray was so unfortunate as to lose his us, is the wish of their many friends.... Masing a short visit in town after an absence of
ter Ernest Marden spent last Saturday at
tire
one
house
and
coutents
night
by
sap
nearly three years.
recently_Mr. Jonathan Bartlett of Mont- B. F. Knowles’.... Inez Peavey visited Mrs.
Monthly contributions at Congl. church ville visited his brother, J. O. Bartlett, last Marden in Searsmont last w'eek-J. S.
next Sunday morning.
Endeavor meeting
Bartlett, A. Bagley and C. S. Adams were
Sunday.
at 6'oclock ; vesper service at 7.
rafting
logs down Dead river last Monday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Unity.
Twombly
-E. S. Adams is at work for John PresSearsport readers of The Journal speak entertained the
Progressive Whist Club at
cott.
His son Willie hired with him for six
very highly of the sketch in the last two
the Central House March 24th. There were
issues by A. F. Matthews, Esq.
months-Chas. Lovett is attending the
9even
tables. Refreshments were served,
CaSt. J. T. Erskine is toitake command of and all went away feeling that they had Commercial College at Rockland.
Brooks. Miss Flora Forbes, who has
ship W. H. Conner, Capt F. I. Pendleton passed a very pleasant evening-Mrs. Marremaining home for a voyage.
cellas Whitney is quite comfortable, but her spent several weeks at the old homestead,
has returned to Providence.... Mrs. F. W.
arm is very painful at times-Lena BartCapt. James McGiivery joined Kimball’s
lett went to Skowbegan last week to visit Pingree has gone to Fryeburg to visit her
on
here
Washington excursion, leaving
friends-Misses Myra and Anna Libby and old home and will be absent several weeks.
March lifith to be absent nine days.
Ada Berry returned to the M. C. I., Pitts- -Mrs. Deering of Jackson is spending a
Schooners Lizzie Lane and George Gurfield, last week after spending their vacation ; few weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Bert
ney arc being thoroughly overhauled prewith their parents... .Dr. Thomas will go to ; Laue....Mrs. Jonathan Irving is still very
for
the
season’s
business.
paratory
coming
Waterville some time this week-It is poorly. She had last week what seemed to
J. G. Hammond l.as sold his farm on the
Colds are prevalent and be a tit and was very dangerously ill_|
quite sickly.
Swanville road to Fred A. Small of Monroe. our doctor has about all he can do-Mrs. Mrs. E. T. Bessey, who has been sick. 1ms
Mr. Hammond will move to the village fora
Gerrish is quite feeble; also Mrs. Rice- improved so as to be able to ride out.
time.
Mr. Dow has received direct from the manuIda White returned to Portland March
facturers a nice line of shirt svaists and
The whist club was entertained last Fri- 29th, where she has employment.
wrappers. He will also continue the sale of
day evening at G. A. R. hall by Georgia
The. members of Hillside j
Thorndike.
ladies’ capes and jackets and is agent, for
Ford, Mildred Sbute, Ethel Wentworth ami
Grange treated themselves to a clam stew one of the best New York linns_Miss
Lizzie Whitcomb.
last Wednesday evening... .Mrs. M. A. P.
Carrie Jones, who has for several years
At the stated meeting of Mariner’s
Lodge Say ward went to Gardiner March 19th and
worked constantly in Gordon’s pants shop,
next Tuesday evening it is hoped a large
intends to he absent several weeks.... Miss
has for some weeks been on the sick list
;
delegation will be in attendance. Refresh- Carrie Ward
spent last week with friends and is now confined to the
house_Fred
ments are to be served.
in Burnham_Mrs. Burton Gross called on
Smith has gone to Massachusetts to seek
W. E. Grinne 11 has refitted and refurnish- Miss Bessie Higgins last Tuesday.... Miss ;
employment.Prince Bessey, who has 1
tMl his double tenement cottage on Steamboat
Fannie Simpson visited Mrs. Jennie Cates
been on the sick list, is now at his place in
and
has
of
Banavenue,
already had applications ! last week-Master Charlie Stevens
T.I. Huxford’s store-Hale Hose and Earle
from several parties to Occupy it this sumMr.
gor is visiting at Mr. V. N
Higgins
Bessey walked home from Freedom. It is a
mer.
and Mrs. Prescott Shib'es of K'.nx visited
good ten miles, but. they are school boys full
Mr. and Mrs Charlie Hogan last Thursday.
The «ed Sargent
school house, bought
of vim....Miss May Gurney, who lias been
...A. S. Higgins and wife visited Mr. ami
.several weeks ago by John Sullivan amt
stopping Imre some weeks, lias returned to
Mrs. A. H. Higgins March 27th.... Mrs Ann.< veil to Li.- lot, was burned last
Friday
Waterville.Kate Wiggiu is taking care of
na Dyer, who has been very sick, is improvmorning The fire is supposed to have been
Mrs. Elisha Evans, who is Very sick....
ing.. .Harvest Moon Grange will entertain
incendiary
Bigelow T Bachelder, the veteran blackthe Pom..ua Grange Tuesday, April 5th.
News was received by telegraph
Tuesday
smith, is ironing carriages for L. S. Staples.
of the total loss of bark Harvard,
Capt.
The puhiic schools began MonCamden
.Harry Staples has sold Ins horse Orland
Lincoln A. Colcord. Crew saved. The Harday with the same corps of teachers. Boy to go to Boston.
vard was last reported at Barbadoes March Chester B Allen,
principal of the High
Swaxvillk. Hon. A. E. Nickerson has
P.'tb from Sartos.
seho"
has returned from a visit with friends
returned from Boston. ...Mrs. F. B. CunningFrom the indications it is hoped our citiin Spencer, where he spent his vacation
ham and two children have returned from
zens will secure a
very large number of Miss Alice Cushing is visiting friends in
East Lowell where, they spent the winter.
summer visitors here this summer.
Quite Bangor... Mr Lawrence F. Abbott, of New Mrs. C’s health is not good_Mrs. Rufus
extensive preparations will he made to eu- i York, son of Dr. Lyman Abbott, has pur- Bartlett is still
quite sick.Mrs. Edgar
chased a lot on Ogier's Hill, on which it is
tertam all wno come.
Robertson is improving-Dr. J. S. Cole and
he will erect a summer residence.
expected
un account ot the illness of Rev. (J
II.
daughter Florence have moved back to the
Fernald there was no service at the M. E. Mi. Abbott spent last summer in Camden. old staud-The Sunday school met with
W. H. Faunce of Norwich, Conn., former
Miss (’ole last Sunday.
The penny-box was
church last Sunday morning. Dr. Fernald i
of the Camden woolen mill,
opened and found to contain $2 00, which is
suffering rum a severe attack of grip but superintendent
is visiting frieuds in town-The musicale
w e are pleased to learu that he is
has been taken since we left off
improving, i
meeting at
given in the Baptist vestry Friday evening the church-Mr. Russell Strout and Mr
It isimpcitant that all members of Freewas attended by a goodly number and was a
man McGii very<Postattend the
George Pendleton of Belfast were the guests
regular meetIt was followed by a of Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Strout last
very enjoyable one.
ing nt-xt l.iursdav evening as matters reSunday.
sociable and ice cream and cake were on
-“Me an Otis,” as played at Comet Grange
lating to the «.*elebration of Memorial day
sale_Miss Ellie Wardwell, who has been
Hall last Thursday evening, was a decided
are to be discussed and action taken thereemployed as clerk in George Mixer’s candy success ; “specially Me,” for Miss Ethelyn
on.
kitchen the past three years, has left bis
Moody was more like Rosilla than Rosilla is
Sara Grinuell is probably the happiest
employ. Mrs. Mau«le Young has taken her like herself. Those who have seen the play
little girl in the town of Searsport. The
Winuifred
lias
reSimmons
place_Miss
where they had better scenery and bettt r
cause is, Tom Dennison, salesman for
Bige- turned from a visit with relatives in Morrill. costumes
speak in the highest terms of the
low, Dowse fcCo., Boston, has just presented
acting here. Others say it is the finest
Waldo. In the issue of March 17th, we
her with a *i>8 model bicycle. Her
degreat
thing of the kind ever presented in Swansaid our first selectman signed the names of
sire now is lor the roads to settle.
ville. Those who failed to see it missed a
the other two, to a document, they had uever
George Pcrter has enlisted as a marine at
treat.
We are very sorry for the illness of
seen. It is correct. Mr. Gurney in the issue of
the Charlestown Navy Yard. An
assign- March
24tli, says he saw and approved of the the author, to whom we are indebted for
ment is shortly to be made from this
to
yard
useful information in regard to the play,
warraut with his name signed thereon, on
our forces on the Pacific coast and also to
and hope this may find him improving....
of March 2d, before it was
the fleet at Hampton Roads, and it is unde- the morning
placed in the hands of the constable; but The Sunday school will meet with Mrs.
cided which party he may be sent with.
Hattie F. M. Phillips next Sunday as usual,
his approval with his name written thereon
at 2 o’clock sharp, local time.
F C. Pike has bought the A. J. Biather in another’s hand writing did not make it a

j

Garliekl, Wood, Sagua.
Port Elizabeth, March (5.
lard Mudgett, Barbadoes.

Grand Clearance Sale

Rugs, EL

and FREE OF CHAi
Your
Patronage.
Want
g@“WE

BURIAL GOODS delivered promptly

within 12 miles.

R. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Main St
JUST RECEIVED

NOW
IS THE TIME
To

purify your blood. It is

much

a duty
impurities
stored away in the system during the winter and to give a start to the vital organs
as it is to renovate your house and repair
vour highways in the spring.
to remove worn

as

out tissues and

..

This

j

store and stand and proposes to keep a first
class meat market. Having good facilities

for keeping a stock on hand it is expected he
will not only keep a large variety of meats
but all kinds of green stuff in its season.
The services of Hon. Edward Wiggin of
Augusta have been secured and he will deliver the Memorial address here May 30th.
Mr. Wiggin will no doubt give some very
interesting reminiscence from Col. McGilvery’s 6th Me. Battery, of which he was a
member
NORTH

Miss
week

SEARSPORT

ITEMS.

Lillian E. Scribner is in Prospect this

doing dressmaking.

Marshall

Nickerson lias hired with Her-

bert Black to do farm work.
Mrs
for the

Moore, who has been quite ill
past few months, is convalescing.
Perkins of

North

Penobscot,

who

has been in the employ of Herbert Black
for the past six months, has returned home.
Fred A. Scribner left last Monday for Bath
w here he has secured a situation in the em

ploy of the New England Telegraph
Telephone Co.

and

Walter Moody of Prospect and Miss Hattie
May Ellis were joined in the holy bonds of
matrimony ou Tuesday evening, March 8th,
A. F. Matthews, Esq., of this town performed the ceremony.
Mrs. Addie Staples
Stockton Springs.
of Portland is in town for a few weeks with
her daughter, Mrs. Nellie Colcord.... Miss
Clara Griftiu is spending several weeks in
Searsport at the residence of Miss Lucia Edwards_Capt. H. A. Hichborn.who spent
the winter in Cambridge, Mass., with his
sou, Dr. Herman Hichborn, and family has
returned home... .Mrs. W. D. Colcord is iin-

pioviugvery slowly. She is attended by a
professional nurse, Miss Augusta Rines of
Hampden_Miss Gertrude Pendleton arrived home Saturday from Westboro, Mass.

....Mr. S. B. Merithew went to Portland
on business-The Current Events
Club will meet Thursday, March 31st, with
Mrs. Ralph Morse.

Tuesday

A

new

warrant

was

The principal business in Morwas the care of 40cases of measles among the children.
All are doing well.
-Mrs. Hersome and Mrs. Ellis of Oakland, Me., visited their brother, Mr. I. D.
White, last week, returning home Saturday.
Mr. White is very much improved in health
Morrill

rill

Elias

Henry

made
and
presented to Mr. Gurney before his
name was sigued
thereon and he and Mr.
Shorey sigued with their own hands before
it was given to the constable. On this last
warraut our annual meeting was held March
21st and 22d.
The only trouble with the
first warrant was that the names of the three
selectmen were signed by the first selectman-Traveling is very hard_J. H.
Gilley is at home from East Livermore....
Over thirty cases of measles in town.
Eight families living on two miles of road
have twenty-six cases-The run of
sap
thus far has been very light and the syrup
made is of very poor quality.
legal warrant.

and

last week

seems

to he

gaining everyday_Mr.

Russell Gray went to Dedham, Mass., last
Thursday, where he finds employment. Mr.
Gray has been an invalid the past nine
months, but seems now quite fully recovered. Mrs. Gray joins him this week_Mr.
Robie Mears has been at work for a long time
on the interior finish of his new
house, and
probably has the finest finished kitchen and
dining room in this section of the country.
The hardwood floors are laid in patterns,
with perfect joints,and the rooms finished in
oak. The sideboard for the dining room is
to be made of black cherry, sawed into lumber thirty years ago-Rev. A. D. Thibodeau announced last Sunday that he should
preach his farewell sermon here in four
weeks, as he does not expect to come back
another year-Mr. George A. Collins has
made arrangements to exchange farms with
Mrs. Fidelia Creasey, widow of the late
Wm. T. Creasey.
The parties expect to
move this week.

SHIr NEWS.

tea

P. M. Bonney, Burgess,
Castiue.
Mar. 28
Scbs. Harriet Rogers, Lynam,
Seal Harbor; Maggie Mulvey, Pendleton,
Isles boro.
March 29
Sch. Annie Sargent, Tibbetts,
25.

Nerve Tonic

which

caused

the^

a medicine that you will have to go tar
to equal for the cure of diseases of the
It cures all diseases
blood and nerves.
arising from the impurity of the blood.

is

world to

shudder.

It is made

Scb.

at a

be

If you would be

sure

obtaining only the

best

and purest selected
that money can

tea

of

so as to

Mar. 24.
Mar. 28.

Bangor.

buy,

retain its

surrounding

Chase & Sanborn’s

Scb. Jennie Howard, Paysoa,

Package Teas,

AMERICAN

They come only in pound
and half-pound air-tight,

PORTS.

Carrie E.

Boston,

Look, Veazie,
March 22.

Daylight,
Kennebec and Washington, I). C.; 23, ar,
sch. J. Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Cienfuegos; sld, sch. D. D. Haskell, Fernandina;
25, ar, sch. Austin D. Knight, French,
Ponce; 20, cld, sch. Emma S. Briggs, Osborne, Frankfort aud New York; 27, ar,
sch. Wm. Slater, Small, Providence: 28, ar,
bark Olive Thurlow, Hayes, Trinidad; sld,
sch. J. Manchester Haynes, (in tow) Kennebec, to load for Baltimore.
Philadelphia, March 24. Ar, sch. Yale,
Boston; cld, sch. Carrie E. Pickering, Haskell, Boston; 25, ar, sch. Robert A. Snow,
Pillabury, Wilmington, IN. C.
Baltimore, March 22 Ar, bark Glad Tidings, Rio Janeiro.
Portland, O., March 18. Ar, bark Puritan
(Br.) Amsbury, Hiogo.
Fernandina, March 22. Sld, schrs. Viola
Reppard, Dunton ; Carrie E. Look, Veazie,
New York; 23, ar, sch. Susan N. Pickering,
Haskell, Boston; 28, ar, sch. Georgia Gilkey,

New York.

tea-leaded forms.

CUSTOM SDITS TO ORDER FROM $12.50 OF

ARE THE BEST.

FOR THE

********

COMPLEXION,

COR ALINE FOR THE TEETH and
DALTON’S

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

PLASTERS

up to date. t3p~The prices on Dalton’s
remedies have been reduced to meet the
tunes.

Ask your dealer about them.

S?WMROW YOURJRUSSAW I

owners or keepers of dogs In this city are
hereby notified that all clogs must be licensed on
>r before the 1st clay of April, in accordance', with
die provision of the law relating thereto, copies

All

Of Men,

EGGS for SETTING

children, cured by the

Fidelity

-amson

& Hubbard

j
|

No cutting operation,
detention from daily

WILLIAM

A.

CLARK,

Phenix Row,

j

SOLE AGFNT

1 OR

Bl

LEAST.

We guarantee
in

every

case

we

a

cure

accept

ior treat

mem,

aim

Price Paid Producer no
money is required until cure is comApples, P bu, 80(51 00 Hay, p ton, 10 00(512 00
G
4(5 5 Hides, p ib,
dried, p lb,
plete.
1 25(51 35 Lamb, p lb,
Beans, pea,
7(a9
Physicians invited to call and investimedium, 1 30(51 40 Lamb Skins,
50(a76
1 75 Mutton, p lb,
4'a5
yel’weyes
Over 15,600 cures already effected.
gate.
Butter, p lb,
16@18 Oats, p bu, 32 lb. 25^30
5(56 Potatoes,
Beef, p lb,
70(580
40(545 Round Hog,
4(54 1-2
Barley, p bu,
Consultation and examination free.
^11 Straw, p ton, G 00(57 00
Cheese, p lb,
10(512 Turkey, p lb.
16(518
Chicken, p lb,
60(5,75 Tallow,
11-2(5.3
CalfSkins,
Duck, p lb,
14(516 Veal, p lb,
6(57
10 Wool, unwashed,
20
Ifiggs, P doz,
Fowl, p lb,
8(510 Wood, hard, 3 60(55 00
13(515 Wood, soft, 3 00(5.3 50
Teese, p lb,
Retail Market.

Women's.

20c, tJ-

m

IKIi'Ses'.

16c

|jJ

mb

Childrens,

13c

0]

•••

mr

Produce Marke.

90(51 00
Beef, corned, p lb, 7(5,8 Lime, p bbl,
4
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
4
45 Onions, p lb,
Dorn, p bu,
bracked Corn, p bu, 45 Oil,kerosene,gal, 10(gl 1
4
Corn Meal, p bu,
45 Pollock,p lb,
14 Pork, p lb,
7(58
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bbl,
1.12
3
Codfish, dry, p lb
5(59 Rye Meal, p lb
90(595
Cranberries, p qt, 8(59 Shorts, p cwt,
Clover Seed, p lb, 11(512 Sugar, p lb,
5 1-2(56
3 5
Flour, p bbl, 6 75<aB 23 Salt, T. I., p
H. G.Seed, bu, l 75(5)2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
1Wheat
lb
3(53
Meal,
Lard, p
8@9

35c,

W

Method.

no

Current.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.

Retail Price.

bpring btyie, 1898.

Price

Men's.

Women and

duties.
Belfast

RUBBERS
30
C

)f which law have been posted at the ward rooms
of the different wards in this city. The law will
be strictly enforced.
Belfast, March 23, 1898.
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.
3wl2

From purely bred Light Brahma hens of
the best strain; 25 cents fora setting of
13 eggs.
E. N. IIA BRIM AN,
13tf
Stockton Springs, Me.

Fernandina.

Cld, sch.

variety of shades, right from New York.

DALTON’S PILLS

Get Your Dei Lituaf.

Sch. Gamecock, Crockett, Bot-

York, March 23. Sld, sch. Hattie
McG. Buck, Norfolk; cld, bark St. James,
Tapley, Hong Kong; 24, ar, scbs. S. G. Haskell, Pressey, Fernandma; Abraham'Richardson, Wade, New Bedford; sld, bark St.
James, Hong Kong; 25, cid, sch. Melissa
Trask, Fernandina; 20, ar, scbs. Puritan,
Sargent, Va.; James A. Parsons, Perth Amboy for Hallowed; Charles E. Raymond,
Boston; cld, ship John McDonald, Yokohama; bark Adolph Obrig, Amsbury, Hong
Kong; 27, passed Hell Gate, scb. R. F. Hart,
Dodge, Boston for New York; 28, ar, sch.

bought for.

ar-

ticles, get

New

Also an elegant line ot mLINS, yul I ns
and BOY’S HATS and CAPS, Etc., in a

can

are

odors of

March 30. Sch. Harriet Rogers, Lynam,
Seal Harbor.

price than any other remedy

DALTON’S ALHOND CREAM

SAILED.

tom

lower

1898

SPRING

MEDICINES IN ONE.

the contamination of the

Boothbay.

to cure.

IT IS TWO

natural aroma, free from

ARRIVED.

Mar.

of

a waste

packed
PORT OF BELFAST.

wa;

Belfast Office, Johnson Bloch,

E.L. STEVENS.

M.D.,

73
^

J

Office flours, 1 to 4 ; 7 to 8 P. M.

UJ

STORE,

mm

j

MAIN STREET.

FOR

Qr

SALE

AT A BARGAIN.
The stock of tin and

stove ware,

iron

pipe fittings, plumbers' and tinman’s
corner

of

[<<■•

«»f Church and Franklin streets
A. K. Cl I.Kt
N. F. HOFs;

Belfast, March 22, 1828.

•

3wl2

NOTICE. The
hereby gives notice that he has ho
appointed Administrator of the estate ol

ADMINISTRATOR’S
CARRIE L

Operating Surgeon,

mA

SHOE

OORIVAN, late of Wintci|

in the County of Waldo, deceased, an
bonds as the law directs. All persons ha
inands against the estate of said deeca»desired to present the same for settlemenr
indebted thereto are requested to make r
THOMAS W VOr»»
immediately.
Bangor, March 8, 1898—3wl3
>

